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Freshnew
look!

Dorset’s best
foodie secrets, 
revealed

Get your chops around

with super-simple
 these cauli steaks  

sauce vierge 

Br
illiant

one-pots
(fish! meat! veg!) Everything

you need to
know about

chocolate 

with José PizarroGo Basque

reinvente
dbacon

&
egg → bibimbapBox wine is back!  

(No joke) 

Fish
’n’ chips → lobster & courg

ett
e fr

ies

mmm...
meatball &
mozzarella
pan bake  

classic comb
os
,

19 recipes you’ll love (try our vegan meringues!)
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I’m going to let you in on a little secret. Here at
O, we have a banned list on which you’ll find
words and phrases that (under my watch, at least)
will never grace these pages. ‘Scrumptious’ is on

there, as is ‘yummy’, and don’t even get me started on ‘nom’. But at the top  
of the list, currently, is ‘clean eating’.

Over the past few years we’ve all become more aware about what we’re
consuming and eager to adopt a more healthy lifestyle, which is great, but
terms like ‘clean’ seem dangerous to me. No food is essentially bad or dirty.
It’s all about balance and joy, and here at O we have a healthy attitude
to healthy living. All of our in-house recipes are analysed by our qualified 
nutritionist, Kerry Torrens, so you can see exactly how much fat, salt, 
protein, etc, is contained in each serving. We also have plenty of
healthy recipes, thanks to our cookery team, with great gluten-free 
ideas, veggie and vegan-friendly dishes, dairy-free alternatives,
low-calorie recipes (ideal for those on the 5:2 diet) and more.
Take our cover recipe, for example, which celebrates the hero
veg of 2016 –cauliflower – in a filling and speedy midweek
supper. No compromise there! Or, how about our egg-free, vegan
meringues? Yes, really! You’ll never guess what our magic ingredient is…

Alongside our easy and considered everyday ideas, throughout the rest
of the mag we’ve got plenty of meals and menu inspiration for when you
have a bit more time to indulge. From classic duos updated – think peanut
butter and jam thumbprint cookies, and battered lobster with courgette
fries – to the best kebabs you’ve ever tasted (courtesy of the chefs at Le Bab), 
a clever cannelloni with trendy cauli (from Spitalfield’s brunch hangout, 
Canto Corvino) and José Pizarro’s squid meatballs.

Plus, we’ve got our usual round-up of great restaurants across the country
– this time we’ve got a special focus on those with beautiful kitchen gardens 
– and some inspired travel ideas including food tours everywhere from
Melbourne to Malmö. Time to put the kettle on (green tea or builder’s?)  
and digest, don’t you reckon?

Welcome to

april

For more
recipes visit

O
magazine.

com

Laura Rowe, Editor     @Omagazine           @lauraroweeats

SO WHAT IS O?
We’ve the industry’s most passionate team of food and drink experts,

gorgeous photography and inspired tried-and-tested (three times!) recipes.
Whether you’re cooking at home, eating out, or travelling with mealtimes

in mind, O is the place to start.
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7 Recipe index

9 Here & now :H]V\Y`�Z^LL[��

� THZO�\WZ��Z\Z[HPUHISL�MPZO�Z\WWLYZ��

� HUK�`HRP[VYP�L_WSHPULK

19 Don’t go there ;VU`�5H`SVY�OHZ�[YPLK��

� [OLZL�MVVKZ��ZV�`V\�KVU»[�OH]L�[V

116 Lulu’s lowdown�,]LY`[OPUN�`V\�ULLK��

� [V�RUV^�HIV\[�JOVJVSH[L

cook
22 In season�1LYZL`�9V`HSZ��^H[LYJYLZZ���

� JYHI��HZWHYHN\Z��SHTI�HUK�ZWPUHJO

30 One pot wonders .YLH[�SVVRPUN��

� KPZOLZ�[OH[�Q\Z[�ULLK�H�SP[[L�IP[�VM�WYLW��

� PUJS\KPUN�:YP�3HURHU�]LNNPL�J\YY �̀�JVK���

� JOLYY`�[VTH[V�HUK�NYLLU�VSP]L�[YH`�YVHZ[���

� HUK�TLH[IHSS�HUK�TVaaHYLSSH�IHRL

38 Pimped-up pairings�>L»]L�\WKH[LK��

� V\Y�MH]V\YP[L�K\VZ�^P[O�ZP_�PUZWPYLK�UL^��

CONTENTS
� YLJPWLZ�PUJS\KPUN�SVIZ[LY�NV\QVUZ�^P[O��

� JV\YNL[[L�MYPLZ��IHJVU��HUK�LNN���

� IPIPTIHW��WVYR�HUK�HWWSL�IHV�I\UZ

48 The new vegetarian�5L^�MSH]V\YZ��

� HUK�JSL]LY�[LJOUPX\LZ�[V�[HRL�`V\Y��

� TLH[�MYLL�JVVRPUN�[V�[OL�UL_[�SL]LS�

53 Freezer fillers *SL]LY��JVVR�MYVT��

� MYVaLU�ZWPJ`�ZH\ZHNL�JHSaVULZ

54 Chocolate éclairs :[LW�I`�Z[LW��

� OLSW�MYVT�O»Z�[LZ[�RP[JOLU�

56 Cook everyday 8\PJR�HUK�LHZ`��

� TPK^LLR�TLHSZ�PUJS\KPUN�K\JR�HUK��

� THUNV�ZHSHK��Z\WLYNYLLU�IYVJJVSP��

� WHZ[H��LHZ`�MPZO�WPL�HUK�IHRLK�ML[H�

65 Jersey Royals ;OYLL�^H`Z�[V�\ZL��

� [OPZ�PU�ZLHZVU�PUNYLKPLU[�

69 Healthy choices 3V^�JHSVYPL���

� SV^�MH[�HUK�NS\[LU�MYLL�TLHSZ�PUJS\KPUN��

� Z\THJ�JOPJRLU�ZHSHK��WVYR�HUK��

� WLWWLY�Z[L �̂�HUK�]LNHU�TLYPUN\LZ

118 Last bite /V[�JYVZZ�I\UZ

O�is owned and published by Immediate 

Media Company London Limited, Vineyard House, 

44 Brook Green, London W6 7BT. ISSN 1742/115. 

Reproduction in whole or part prohibited without 

permission. The publishers cannot accept 

responsibility for errors in advertisements, 
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correct at time of going to press. UK basic annual 
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Eire £65, rest of the world £85.
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eat
76 The secret garden �� W\IZ HUK

YLZ[H\YHU[Z ^OLYL� PU [OLPY NHYKLUZ HUK

VU [OL WSH[L� `V\»SS ZLL [OH[ ^PU[LY»Z V]LY

83 Menu of the month (U PUMVYTHS MLHZ[

MVY MV\Y MYVT UL^ NV\YTL[ RLIHI

YLZ[H\YHU[ 3L )HI

88 Table hopping 6\Y UL^LZ[ YLZ[H\YHU[

YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ MYVT HYV\UK [OL

<2� PUJS\KPUN [OL SH[LZ[ VWLUPUN MYVT

9PJR :[LPU HUK ]LNNPL MPUL�KPUPUN H[ P[Z

ILZ[��WS\Z�V\Y�Z[YLL[�MVVK�ZWV[

90 Pro vs punter 9LILJJH�:LHS�HUK��

9HUH�+HYI`ZOPYL�VU�,SSVY �̀�3VUKVU�

92 Do try this at home *H\SP�HUK��

MVU[PUH�JHUULSSVUP�MYVT�*HU[V�*VY]PUV

94 The measure >OH[�[V�KYPUR�HUK��

^OLYL�[V�KYPUR�P[��PUJS\KPUN�^OH[�`V\��

ULLK�[V�RUV^�HIV\[�RVTI\JOH�HUK��

[OL�YL[\YU�VM�IV_�^PUL�

explore
98 On the road: Dorset 3\J` .PSSTVYL

MLHZ[Z VU JVJRSL WVWJVYU� HWWSL WPL

HUK ZHNL PJL JYLHT� HUK TPSR ]VKRH

100 Cook like a local: Basque country

;OL ILZ[ WSHJLZ [V LH[ HUK KYPUR HUK

H T\Z[�[Y` ZX\PK TLH[IHSSZ YLJPWL MYVT

1VZt 7PaHYYV

105 Weekender: Berlin ;OL .LYTHU

JHWP[HS W\[Z H UL^ ZWPU VU JSHZZPJ

MSH]V\YZ ^P[O [LYP`HRP I\YNLYZ HUK

� ZSV^�IYL^�JVMMLL

106 Welcome to the ’hood -YVT��

� [YHJRPUN�KV^U�[OL�ILZ[�TLYPUN\LZ�PU��

� 4LSIV\YUL�[V�SLHYUPUN�OV^�[V�ZWV[�H��

� KLJLU[�YLZ[H\YHU[�PU�7HYPZ��[OLZL�\YIHU��

� MVVK�[V\YZ�HYL�H�Z\YLMPYL�^H`�[V�H]VPK��

� [V\YPZ[�[YHWZ

113 Food mileage ;OL�SH[LZ[�VWLUPUNZ���

� LH[Z�HUK�[YLUKZ�MYVT�HYV\UK�[OL�^VYSK

Don’t miss these
81 Subscribe to O for two

years of issues for the price

of one, saving 50%

87 Reader offer – save on

a versatile pressure cooker

112 Reader offer – save £220

on a stand mixer

115 Next month’s O

GET OUR APP 
.V[�HU�P7HK�VY�P7OVUL&�@V\»SS�SV]L�

V\Y�H^HYK�^PUUPUN�PU[LYHJ[P]L�HWW��

^P[O�ZOVWWPUN�SPZ[Z��IVVRTHYRZ�

HUK�TVYL��+V^USVHK�MYVT�[OL��

(WW�:[VYL�UV^�MVY�Q\Z[�
��  �

For more  
recipes visit

O
magazine. 
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Pan-roasted cauli steaks  
with sauce vierge
30 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY | VEGETARIAN

cauliflowers��

olive oil�MVY�MY`PUN

butter�MVY�MY`PUN

:(<*,�=0,9.,

olive oil

baby plum tomatoes�����KPJLK

shallot ���MPULS`�JOVWWLK

small capers���OLHWLK�[IZW

basil�H�OHUKM\S��JOVWWLK

flat-leaf parsley�H�OHUKM\S��JOVWWLK

lemon�ñ��Q\PJLK�

��/LH[�[OL�V]LU�[V����*�MHU����*�NHZ����

*\[���[OPJR�ZSPJLZ�MYVT�[OL�TPKKSL�VM�LHJO�

JH\SPMSV^LY�HUK�RLLW�[OL�YLZ[�[V�LH[�SH[LY��

��/LH[�H�SP[[SL�VPS�HUK�I\[[LY�PU�H�WHU�[OLU�

JVVR�[OL�JH\SP�VU�IV[O�ZPKLZ�\U[PS�NVSKLU��

;YHUZMLY�[V�H�UVU�Z[PJR�IHRPUN�ZOLL[�HUK�

ZLHZVU��9VHZ[�PU�[OL�V]LU�MVY�������TPU\[LZ�

\U[PS�[LUKLY�

��;V�THRL�[OL�ZH\JL�]PLYNL��TP_�HSS�[OL�

PUNYLKPLU[Z�^P[O���[IZW�VSP]L�VPS�HUK�ZLHZVU��

;HRL�[OL�Z[LHRZ�MYVT�[OL�V]LU��ZWVVU�V]LY�

[OL�ZH\JL�HUK�ZLY]L�

PER SERVING 210 KCALS | FAT 18.1G | SATURATES 3.6G 

CARBS 6.8G | FIBRE 2.9G | PROTEIN 3.5G | SALT 0.2G
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WATCH EXCLUSIVE VIDEOS
/V^ [V ZRPU H ÄZO ÄSSL[� J\IL H THUNV�

THRL JHUKPLK IHJVU� ZWPYHSPaL H OV[ KVN

HUK TVYL� 73<:� *VJR[HPS ]PKLVZ�MYVT��

[OL�<2»Z�ILZ[�IHY[LUKLYZ

Omagazine.com
([ SHZ[� HSS `V\Y MH]V\YP[L YLJPWLZ HYL PU VUL WSHJL� -YVTO JSHZZPJZ
`V\»]L�LUQV`LK�MVY�`LHYZ�[V�UL^�YLJPWL�JVSSLJ[PVUZ��W\ISPZOLK�L]LY`�KH`

NEVER MISS A THING!
:PNU \W [V V\Y weekly  
email newsletter
MVY OPNOSPNO[Z� PUJS\KPUN

KLSPJPV\Z�ZLHZVUHS�YLJPWLZ

FOLLOW HOT NEW TRENDS
)HY�VWLUPUNZ� MVVK MLZ[P]HSZ� WYVK\J[Z��

JOLMZ� PUNYLKPLU[Z¯

^L»SS�RLLW�`V\�PU�[OL�RUV^

.SVIHS NHZ[YV IYLHRZ� [VW�ZLJYL[ MVVKPL

KLZ[PUH[PVUZ�HUK�[OL�ILZ[�<2�WP[Z[VWZ

CONNECT WITH O
Get your daily fix of breaking news, online exclusives,

favourite recipes and more by following us online 
ALSO ON TABLET

AND DESKTOP

THOUSANDS OF RECIPES

BEST EVER

ITALIAN DESSERTS
CAULIFLOWER RECIPES 

�
Omagazine.com
is mobile friendly
THRPUN P[ LHZ` [V \ZL VU

[OL�TV]L��VY�H[�OVTL�

<W�[V�[OL�TPU\[L LH[PUN V\[

YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ MYVT V\Y WYVZ HJYVZZ�

[OL�<2�HUK�[OLO�[LHT

NEW RESTAURANT REVIEWS TRAVEL GUIDES

COURGETTI RECIPES
BEST EVER BEST EVER 
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SEASONAL RECIPE INDEX

STARTERS, SIDES & DRINKS
85 *OHYNYPSSLK IYVJJVSP 

JH\SPMSV^LY ^P[O OHYPZZH

49 -YLZO JOLLZLZ ^P[O MSV^LYZ  OLYIZ v

24 -YPLK SLTVU ^P[O JYHI ZHSZH

86 .SHaLK SVRTH KV\NOU\[Z�^P[O�ZWPJLK�

JOPJRLU SP]LY WHYMHP[

94 2VTI\JOH T\SL

50 :OH]LK ILL[YVV[Z ^P[O�ZWYV\[Z�

RLMPY  K\RRHO��� ���� v

MAINS
Meat

40 )HJVU  LNN IPIPTIHW

26 1LYZL` 9V`HS  IHJVU NYH[PU�

24 3HTI  [VTH[V J\YY`��

^P[O TPU[ `VN\Y[ 4

57 3HTI�Z[\MMLK IHRLK WLWWLYZ 4

32 4LH[IHSS  TVaaHYLSSH WHU IHRL 4

36 4L_PJHU WVYR  YLK JOPSSP Z[L^ ��� 4

42 7VYR  WPJRSLK HWWSL IHV I\UZ

72 7VYR MPSSL[ ^P[O WLWWLY Z[L^ 4

36 :OVY[�YPI ILLM JHYIVUUHKL

58 :TVR` Z[LHR ^P[O QHSHWL|V JYLHT

53 :WPJ` ZH\ZHNL JHSaVULZ 4

84 :WYPUN�(KHUH�SHTI�RLIHI�^P[O�MSH[IYLHKZ

Fish & seafood

32 *VK� JOLYY` [VTH[V��NYLLU��

VSP]L�[YH`�YVHZ[            

M
e
a
tb
al

l p
an

bake • Grapefruit &
C
a
m
p
a
risalad

•Rhubarb&cu
st

ar
d
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e
• highlights

This month’s

 VEGAN v VEGETARIAN 4 FREEZABLE  LOW CAL RECIPES*  DRINK

59 ,HZ` MPZO WPL 4

67 1LYZL` 9V`HSZ� ZWYPUN�NYLLUZ��

 WYH^U MYP[[LKH          

72 3LTVU  NHYSPJ [YV\[

WHYJLS ^P[O HZWHYHN\Z

40 3VIZ[LY NV\QVUZ ^P[O JV\YNL[[L�MYPLZ

11 :RYLP ^P[O ZTVR` JOVYPaV��

 JSHT ZH\JL          

102 :X\PK TLH[IHSSZ ^P[O�ZHMMYVU��

 HSTVUK ZH\JL ���� 4

60 :\ZOP YPJL  OV[�ZTVRLK��

ZHSTVU�ZHSHK            

Birds

65 *H[HSHU YVHZ[ JOPJRLU�

WV[H[V  WLWWLY ZHSHK

63 *OL[[PUHK JOPJRLU J\YY` 4

36 +PQVU JOPJRLU JHZZLYVSL

^P[O I\[[LY` OLYI K\TWSPUNZ

57 +\JR� THUNV  ^H[LYJYLZZ ZHSHK

73 :\THJ�JOPJRLU��NYLLU�ILHU�ZHSHK  

Vegetables

50 )HRLK ML[H ^P[O JOLYY`�[VTH[VLZ

 NHYSPJ [VHZ[ v

66 )HRLK 1LYZL` 9V`HSZ ^P[O IYPL �WPJRSLZ

84 ))8 WHULLY ^P[O ILL[YVV[�

JVJVU\[  JYPZW` ZOHSSV[Z �� v

93 *H\SPMSV^LY  MVU[PUH JHUULSSVUP

62 .YLLUZ��ILHUZ�ZHSHK�� � ��� �

51 /VY[H VU [VHZ[ ^P[O JOPSSP QHT

46 4LS[PUN�TPKKSL IHRLK VUPVUZ � � v

5 7HU�YVHZ[LK JH\SP Z[LHRZ��

^P[O ZH\JL ]PLYNL v

12 :THZOLK JOPJRWLH  ML[H ZHSHK v

70 :WPJLK SLU[PS ZOLWOLYK»Z WPL 4

49 :WPJLK WHULLY MVY ZWYPUN

PU ZLTVSPUH KVZHZ v

27 :WPUHJO  MVU[PUH [HY[ v

32 :YP 3HURHU ]LNNPL J\YY` 4

58 :\WLYNYLLU IYVJJVSP WHZ[H IV^S v

28 ;OHP HZWHYHN\Z ^P[O JY\UJO` UVVKSLZ

71 =LNNPL ZVIH UVVKSL WV[Z

24 >H[LYJYLZZ  H]VJHKV ZHSHK ^P[O

WPUR NYHWLMY\P[  *HTWHYP ]PUHPNYL[[L v

BREAKFAST, BRUNCH, BAKING & PUDDINGS
10 )\[[LYTPSR  ZHNL WHUUH JV[[H

^P[O ISHJR WLWWLY OVUL`JVTI

54 *OVJVSH[L tJSHPYZ

118 /V[ JYVZZ I\UZ

42 7LHU\[ I\[[LY [O\TIWYPU[ JVVRPLZ

46 9O\IHYI  J\Z[HYK ZSPJL

52 :HS[LK JOVJVSH[L  HSTVUK�[Y\MMSLZ

70�=LNHU�TLYPUN\LZ�� ��������

��36>�*(3�$�<5+,9�����*(3690,:��-69�469,�/,(3;/@�0+,(:�/,(+�;6�7� �

32 24 46
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Each month, the O team tracks down

a hot new chef and reveals one of their

top trends for the year. This time, we

learn about the art of mixing sweet and

savoury with Chef of Tomorrow Rachel

Karasik, with this crazy-good sage panna

cotta with black pepper honeycomb.»

TRENDSPOTTER

Savoury-sweet mash-ups, sustainable fish
suppers, yakitori explained, and news of
a new Hemsley + Hemsley café this month

Compiled by LAURA ROWE

&now
Here

HERE & NOW 



Add thick, chewy M&S

fresh udon noodles

to soups and stir

fries for an easy

Japanese supper

– ideal for slurping!

£1.50/275g, M&S

Dairy-free? Check. Vegan?

Check. Delicious? Check! CO YO’s

new salted caramel coconut milk

yogurt is a great breakfast treat. It’s

flavoured with coconut sugar and

Himalayan salt, and made with a whole

coconut for extra nutrition. £1.99/125g, Waitrose

Cuckoo’s ready-

made bircher muesli 

is a wholesome

pot of soaked

wholegrain

oats, yogurt and

linseed with

a deliciously nutty texture that will easily keep you

going till lunchtime. The apple and cinnamon spice

with flame raisins gets top marks from us. £1.50/150g, 

widely available

Tex–Mex hot sauce expert Cholula is an O

favourite. We love the new chilli garlic flavour, which

will be bringing some perfectly balanced heat to our 

weekend brunches. £1.50/150ml, Sainsbury’s 

If you didn’t

get enough

of a chocolate

fix over Easter

weekend, how do

Market Porter’s

monthly ethically

sourced chocolate boxes, delivered to your door, sound? 

£18/month, marketporter.com
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Rachel
Karasik’s 
trend

Rachel Karasik is a private chef and food

anthropologist, and was part of the first

Chefs of Tomorrow (JOLMZVM[VTVYYV �̂JV�\R)

cohort, which allows up-and-coming young 

chefs to grow and network, and was

founded by chef and regular O

contributor Dan Doherty. She also runs The

Bream Team pop-up and, right now, can’t

get enough of sweet-savoury mash-ups.

‘You find sweet and savoury mixes all over

restaurant menus, showcasing a level of

creativity which doesn’t leave ingredients

sequestered in particular categories,’

explains Rachel. ‘If you’ve never put herbs

in your desserts, now is the time to start.  

It’s a really easy way to add a bit of

complexity to a traditional pudding, whether 

it’s rosemary apple pie, tarragon and

peach crumble, lemon and thyme cake

or sage panna cotta.’ Follow @Kachel  

on Twitter for more from Rachel.

Buttermilk and
sage panna cotta
with black pepper
honeycomb
1 HOUR + CHILLING

SERVES 4 | EASY

This sounds like a really unusual combo,  

but it really, really works. Give it a go! 

oil

gelatine 2 leaves

double cream 280ml

golden caster sugar 60g

sage leaves 15

buttermilk 120ml

BLACK PEPPER HONEYCOMB

bicarbonate of soda ½ tsp

golden caster sugar 40g

golden syrup 35g

black pepper crushed to make ½ tsp

• Lightly grease 4 ramekins with oil. Soak

the gelatine in cold water for 5 minutes.

• Gently heat the cream, sugar and sage

in a pan, on a low heat, stirring occasionally

until the sugar has dissolved and the mixture 

just comes to a boil. Turn off the heat, cover

and leave for 5-10 minutes to let the sage

infuse. Strain the mixture through a sieve  

into a bowl and discard the sage.

• Squeeze out any excess water from the

soaked gelatine and stir into the warm cream 

until it is completely dissolved. Add the 

buttermilk and mix.

• Divide the mix evenly between the

ramekins and chill for at least 3 hours,  

or overnight.

• Before you begin to make the honeycomb,

measure out the bicarbonate of soda, line

a small tray or pan (a bread loaf tin works

well) with greased baking paper, and have

a wooden spoon or rubber spatula to hand.

• Slowly heat the sugar and golden syrup

in a small pan, stirring often. Let the sugar

dissolve fully, then turn the heat up slightly 

until it begins to boil and turns a rich

caramel/golden brown colour. Turn off the

heat, add the bicarb and immediately begin

stirring the mixture quickly, to make sure

there are no pockets of bicarb hidden in

the mix. It will begin to foam and expand.

As soon as it’s fully combined, pour the

mixture into the lined tin. It will continue

to expand and will bubble a bit more.

• Sprinkle the cracked black pepper evenly

across the top of the honeycomb. Let it set

until it is completely solid when you press

on the top (about 20-30 minutes). Once

solid, use the edges of the baking paper

to lift the honeycomb out of the tin and

onto a cutting board. Use the tip of a knife

or a rolling pin to break the honeycomb  

into shards.

• Run a knife along the edge of each panna

cotta and dip the ramekin into very hot water

for a few seconds (no longer or the panna

cotta will start to melt) before turning it over

onto a plate. Sprinkle the honeycomb shards 

on top.

PER SERVING 498 KCALS | FAT 38.6G | SATURATES 23.6G 

CARBS 34.5G | FIBRE 0.1G | PROTEIN 3G | SALT 0.5G

Quick
BITES
Products we’ve tried

and liked this month



Skrei is at its

best right now
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Skrei with smoky
chorizo and clam sauce
30 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY

skrei 2 fillets, about 150g each

olive oil

chorizo 100g, diced

garlic 1 clove, finely sliced

white wine 100ml

tinned cherry tomatoes ½ a 400g tin

clams 300g

flat-leaf parsley a handful, chopped

lemon ½, zested

FOOD EDITOR’S
SHOPPING BASKET

Janine Ratcliffe’s favourite  
new products
Every year, between January and April, migrating

cod swim thousands of miles from the Barents Sea back to their

spawning grounds on the coast of Norway. Only 10% of these fish 

– once line-caught, processed and packed according to strict rules

– are allowed to be labelled skrei (pronounced ‘skray’). It’s still a bit

of a chefs’ secret here (Michel Roux Jr, Daniel Galmiche and Simon

Hulstone all champion it) but it’s becoming increasingly available.

The creamy white flesh cooks beautifully and breaks into large,

firm, juicy flakes so it’s brilliant to pair with punchy flavours like

this smoky chorizo and clam sauce. Look out for skrei from

January-April at Whole Foods stores, Harrods, Selfridges  

and independent fishmongers (price varies). »

• Heat the oven to 190C/fan 170C/gas 5.

Season the skrei, drizzle with oil then wrap

each fillet in baking paper or foil. Bake in the

oven for 15 minutes, until just cooked through.

• Heat 2 tbsp olive oil in a pan. Add the

chorizo and cook until crisp. Stir in the garlic

and cook for a minute, then add the wine 

and bubble for 2 minutes.

• Stir in the tomatoes, then simmer for 10

minutes. Add the clams and cover until all 

the clams have opened.

• Spoon the clams and sauce into warm, 

shallow bowls. Remove the skin from the

baked skrei and sit it on top. Finish with  

a sprinkle of parsley and lemon zest.

PER SERVING 440 KCALS | FAT 19.4G | SATURATES 6.5G

CARBS 8.5G | FIBRE 1.6G | PROTEIN 49.3G SALT 3.2G 

HERE & NOW 
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ANNA’S QUICK FIXES

O’s cookery writer, Anna G lover, serves  
up a speedy meal for two

Smashed chickpea
and feta salad
15 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY | VEGETARIAN  

lemon ½, juiced

olive oil

cumin seeds 1 tsp

red chilli 1 small, seeded and diced

chickpeas 400g tin, rinsed and drained 

red onion ½, chopped

cucumber ¼, diced

baby plum tomatoes 6, halved

feta 50g, crumbled

dill or flat-leaf parsley a small  

bunch, chopped 

• Whisk the lemon juice, 2 tbsp oil, cumin

seeds and chilli with some seasoning in a

large bowl. Lightly mash the chickpeas with

a potato masher or the end of a rolling pin,

and add them to the dressing bowl with the

onion, cucumber and tomatoes, and leave

to marinate for 5 minutes. Stir through the 

feta and herbs to serve.  

PER SERVING 369 KCALS | FAT 20.6G | SATURATES 5.4G

CARBS 26G | FIBRE 8.5G | PROTEIN 15.5G | SALT 0.7G

Use the chickpeas left over from our vegan

meringues (p70) to make a hearty, no-cook

supper in just 15 minutes. It makes a great

lunch box, too. Smashing the chickpeas

helps them to soak up some of the dressing. 

Laura Rowe’s go-to April read
We’ve all been there: one too many gins the

night before and a green smoothie (along

with screaming children/public transport/

standing) the next day simply will not do. 

That’s where Dan Vaux-Nobes’ new book

��� /HUNV]LY 9LJPWLZ comes in. Whether

you’re a ‘lightweight lush or heavy-hitting

boozehound’ there’s a simple recipe to cure

all alcohol-related ailments from a selection

of top cooks (and drinkers), along with Dan’s 

trademark humour in every introduction.

For the smoky sausage and bean casserole,

for example, Dan suggests making a camp

in the lounge out of pillows from which to

eat it (‘who cares if you’re 39 and a company

director,’ he says), and we agree. We want

the shooter’s sandwich on page 111, and

we want it now. ��� /HUNV]LY 9LJPWLZ,

compiled by Dan Vaux-Nobes, published  

by Dog ’n’ Bone, £12.99, is out now. 

GET THERE 
FIRST!

The Hemsley sisters are opening their first 

café, this month, on the brand new

third-floor space in Selfridges, London.

Hemsley + Hemsley will seat 35 and serve

Jasmine and Melissa’s signature healthy

recipes (think bone broths, spiralized

salads, and cannellini bean cakes with

avocado icing) to eat in or takeaway,

9am-9pm. ZLSMYPKNLZ�JVT�3VUKVU

Psst...



EXPERT EYE: YAKITORI

Jidori, specialising in Japanese yakitori, opened in
North East London in December last year. Founders
Brett Redman and Natalie Lee-Joe explain what

this popular street food is, and why you need to try it

Yakitori literally means ‘grilled chicken’ in Japanese.

It is casual, simple fare – offering different cuts of the chicken

skewered, cooked over a hot charcoal grill and served either

salted or brushed with the establishment’s house-made tare

(sauce). It is most commonly enjoyed with a beer or sake in

a local, atmospheric izakaya. It is great drinking food! Salty,  

sweet and smoky.

Tare is normally what helps distinguish each yakitori-ya from

each other. In Japan, they are normally carefully guarded secrets.

Ours, however, is not! We make ours daily by roasting chicken

wing tips, deglazing the pan with sake and mirin, then adding soy,

ginger, garlic and Japanese black sugar. Tare should be a perfect 

balance of saltiness, sweetness and umami.

Popular yakitori includes negima (chicken thigh skewered

with mini leeks), tsukune (chicken meatball) and tebasaki

(chicken wings). In Japan, cuts like the chicken breast are served

medium-rare. A scary thought for most Brits, but one relished

in Japan. It helps demonstrate the freshness and quality of the 

chickens used in Japan.

In yakitori cooking, the charcoal is just as important as the 

chickens used. In Japan, they use binchotan charcoal, an 

incredibly dense charcoal that can reach searingly hot

temperatures with hardly any smoke or flame. Controlling this

heat and cooking the skewers at the right temperature is the 

specific skill required by the chef.

Unlike many restaurants in Japan, yakitori-yas are a very

casual affair – the cook tends to serve also as the waiter,

host and cashier. Small, intimate places, they tend to be fairly

rough-and-ready and are a popular spot for workers as they  

finish work and before they head home. They also tend

to be boisterous, fun and friendly places to visit. Kanpai!  

QPKVYP�JV�\R »

GO WILD
Give wild swimming a go this spring...

E
mbrace the great outdoors this spring and head for Britain’s

stunning rivers, lakes and coasts to try wild swimming.

To help you take your first open-water dip, New Covent Garden 

Soup has teamed up with wild swimming specialist SwimTrek for  

tips on how to get started:

O What should I pack? For shorter trips, just swimming kit and

a towel. Goggles, aqua shoes and flippers are useful for lengthier swims.

O Concerned about the cold? Wetsuits may be the answer. If you 

really feel the cold, try selecting a greater thickness.

O Where should I go? As a UK weather hot spot, Cornwall’s 

picturesque coves and creeks are ideal for spring.

After your swim, keep warm and re-fuel. New Covent Garden’s soups

are ideal as they’re full of fresh, nourishing ingredients, and there  

are lots of protein-packed flavours.

For more information and inspiration, visit
newcoventgardensoup.com and swimtrek.com

WIN!
For your chance to win a

SwimTrek UK day trip*, visit
New Covent Garden Soup at

facebook.com/ncgsoup  
or on Twitter

@NewCoventGarden

* TERMS AND CONDITIONS: CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES IS 11.59PM ON 30 JUNE 2016. COMPETITION OPEN TO

UK RESIDENTS AGED 18+ ONLY.  FOR FULL TERMS AND CONDITIONS VISIT WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/NCGSOUP

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
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FRIDGE

RAIDER

Ever wondered what your favourite
foodie has lurking in their fridge?
We ask V ietnamese chef, writer and 
f ilmmaker Uyen Luu 

º0 HS^H`Z OH]L H S\TW VM WHYTLZHU�

PU [OL MYPKNL� ILJH\ZL ^OH[»Z

H�WSH[L�VM�WHZ[H�^P[OV\[�P[&»

º0 HKK 4PZV ;HZ[` TPZV WHZ[L [V �

H X\PJR IYV[O MVY ZV\WZ HUK

JVUNLL� HUK ZSHI VU [V WVYR

JOVWZ HUK ZHSTVU MVY�H�[HZ[`�

^LLRUPNO[�KPUULY�»

º*SLTLU[PUL HUK ^OPZR`

THYTHSHKL THRLZ H

NYLH[ YPJL W\KKPUN

[VWWLY HUK ^VYRZ ^LSS

PU�[YPMSLZ�HUK�WH]SV]HZ�»

FOLLOW
@loveleluu

on
Instagram

º;OYLL *YHIZ 7YLTP\T -PZO

:H\JL ¶ H Z[HWSL MVY =PL[UHTLZL

JVVRPUN� 0 HSZV \ZL P[ PU 0[HSPHU

JVVRPUN [V THRL [OL TVZ[ VM�[OL�

HUJOV]`�\THTP�MSH]V\Y�»

;VTH[V

RL[JO\W

º*VYPHUKLY� TPU[�

SLTVUNYHZZ� SLTVUZ HUK

SPTLZ HYL =PL[UHTLZL

J\PZPUL Z[HWSLZ ¶ [OL` SPM[

IYV[OZ� Z[PY�MYPLZ HUK J\YYPLZ

^P[O�OLHWZ�VM�MSH]V\Y�»

HERE & NOW 
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It’s just a little blush
Embossed pitcher, blush. You could fill it with water or… you could  

fill it with margarita. No judgement. £22, coxandcox.co.uk

East-ward ho!
East London Food, written by

Rosie Birkett, published by Hoxton

Mini Press. This new bible on the

achingly cool East London food

scene comes in three (trendy,

natch) shades of pink, green and

grey. A must-read for in-the-

know hipsters and a beautiful

addition to any kitchen counter.

£26, OV_[VUTPUPWYLZZ�JVT

Divide and conquer
Divided plate, dark blue. Made in Portugal, this

beautiful, unique ceramic will satisfy the bento

urge in you. £14, TPUVYNVVKZ�JVT

Model behaviour
Melody Rose, The Models Coffee

Pot. You’ve heard of bulletproof coffee

but how about a nude cup of Joe?

£72.50, HTHYH�JVT

Star buy
My Star Warhols C3PO framed 

print. When Star Wars met

Warhol. A classic print reimagined. 

£47, YLKJHUK �̀JV�\R

Super bowl
Tonale bowl in stoneware by David

Chipperfield for Alessi. A new colour

for spring/summer from this design

powerhouse means you can now

eat your cereal in serious style. 

£14.50, HSLZZP�JVT��

Big cheese
Boska Geneva Cheese Curler. What’s more

fun than eating cheese? Curling cheese, that’s 

what. Use with hard varieties such  

as Tete-de-Moine, Petit

Basque and Edam. £35

^HP[YVZLRP[JOLU�JVT

C opper feel
Small copper tray.

Cocktails taste better served

from this. Actual fact. £33.95, 

OV^RHWV �̂JVT

Mel low yel low
Broste Copenhagen dinner

plates. Sunshine plates for

spring salads. £14.85 each, 

IYVZ[LJVWLUOHNLU�JVT
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Kitchen craver
Because you can never have  

too much kitchen stuff…



nobody squeezes 
more nuts in

More taste, more protein, more energy.
At our very own factory here in the UK, we can squeeze a lot more

nuts into our nut butters because we don’t add palm oil or sugar. 

Better for you, and better for the orangutans.

meridian: nuts about nuts



Advertisement

DELICIOUS PULLED PORK:

COOKED ALL DAY WITH ZERO EFFORT.

ACHIEVE 

LAZY

Pulled pork has taken the
nation by storm, but did 
you know how easy
it is to cook at home? 

passata and seasoning. Rub all over the pork. Roll the
pork back up again (there is no need to retie the string).
Place the pork directly in a roasting tin, cooking for 30
minutes so that it browns beautifully. Reduce the oven
to 150°C (fan 130°C), Gas Mark 2. Pour 200ml (7fl oz)
hot water into the roasting tin, cover the roasting tin
tightly with a double layer of foil and let it cook for 
around 5 hours or until tender.

release the steam. Cover again loosely with foil and leave
to rest for 30 minutes. Griddle the flatbreads until golden. 

forks to shred into chunky pieces.

avocado and red onions then scatter the mint over the
top. Spoon on the yogurt and sprinkle with paprika to
season. Serve with a wedge of lemon to squeeze over.

VISIT LOVEPORK.CO.UK FOR MORE DELICIOUS 
PULLED PORK RECIPES.

Serves: 6, plus leftovers
Preparation time: 20 minutes
Cooking time: Around 6 hours

Ingredients

1.6kg (3lb 8oz) shoulder
of pork, remove the rind 

1tbsp paprika

1tbsp ground cumin

2tbsp dark
muscovado sugar

���ON 
��ƃ Q\� RCUUCVC

1tsp each salt and freshly 
ground black pepper

To serve:

� ƃCVDTGCFU

2 avocados, halved,
stoned and sliced

1 small red onion, 
UNKEGF ƂPGN[

Small handful
of torn mint leaves

Yogurt

Paprika, to season

1 lemon, cut into 
six wedges

Food farmed and prepared to
independently inspected good
standards. For more information:
lovepork.co.uk/red-tractor-pork
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A
s someone who once saw

a group of chefs fighting,

almost literally, over who’d

get to eat a cod’s stomach (!),

I think it’s fair to say that

there’s a lot of macho

bravado around food.

At its most bizarre, food becomes a real-life, 

competitive, bushtucker trial. Eating, for

instance, lambs’ brains or balut (fertilised duck

egg embryo, a popular novelty with backpackers 

exploring East Asia), can easily become

a question, not of pleasure or nourishment, but

whether you’re man enough to force X down your

gullet? Or to put it another way, who has the

biggest prairie oysters (calves’ testicles)? Such

braggadocio can make those too squeamish to try

chickens’ feet or that infamously stinky intestine 

sausage, andouillette, feel like second-class 

citizens of the food world.

Me? I have an ambivalent view of this

shock-eating. I’ll try anything once, but out of

curiosity, not bravery. And, while it turns out that

bone marrow, gose (a salty, ancient German beer

style), ox heart and 199-day aged steaks, are all

incredibly tasty, I don’t actively seek out such

obscurities. Philosophically, I may be all in

favour of adventurous eating and nose-to-tail

cooking, but, generally, there’s a good reason why

foods fall out of fashion. From frogs’ legs

to Spam fritters, it’s usually because they’re 

bloody awful.

The key is to be honest. In the food media,

there’s a lot of top-down pressure that implies, if

you don’t like something it’s because your palate

isn’t refined enough. We’re patronised, if not

bullied, by supposed gourmets who suck down

prawns’ heads, feast on pigs’ ears or revere

cockscomb (trust me, you’re missing nothing),

who suggest that, in time, as our tastes mature, 

we’ll appreciate these delicacies. Utter rubbish.

There is no objective right or wrong in food. It is,

literally, a matter of personal taste. If you hate

something – or simply can’t stomach the idea  

of it – there’s no shame in saying so.

In this spirit of openness, here are 10 of the

worst things I’ve ever put in my mouth. Some

are exotic, some are mundane, but one thing is

certain. No matter how severe the peer pressure, 

I’ll never eat them again.

Snails Never trust a food that you first have to

purge of numerous toxins. That’s nature giving

you a clear warning that there’s nothing to see

here. Move along. Buy a steak. Because even in

the hands of Michelin-star chefs, snails taste

exactly as you imagine. They taste of soil and

shrubbery, and they have the texture of grimy old

pencil rubbers.

Bulletproof coffee Butter-laced coffee might

give you the energy of 10 men, but you can keep 

it. Naturally, it leaves your mouth coated in

layers of grease, like a washing-up bowl after  

a big dinner party.

Idli I’m evangelical about the sensitively

spiced complexity of south Indian food, but

bemused by idli. These steamed, ground rice

cakes, dull lumps of bland carbs, have ruined

many a sensational sambar. Tip: nothing good

ever came of the conjunction, ‘rice’ and ‘cake’.

Cobra Zero I recently taste-tested several

alcohol-free beers for The Guardian and am still

processing this traumatic event in counselling.

Cobra Zero has possibly scarred me for life.

Sweet, malty and yeasty without any real hop

definition, it scored – I think generously – 0/10. 

Cowheel Standing outside a bar in San

Sebastián last year, hacking at a flat disc of bone

(it was so clearly a hoof I didn’t know whether to

shoe it or eat it), I decided that, going forwards, 

any ‘food’ that was at least 93% gelatinous 

O»Z MVVK HK]LU[\YLY ;VU` 5H`SVY OHZ [YPLK HSS
ZVY[Z VM \U\Z\HS MVVKZ� HUK ^V\SK SPRL�[V�ZH]L��
`V\�[OL�[YV\ISL�[OL`»]L�JH\ZLK�OPT

cartilage was not worth the 7% meat yield. If,

indeed, that 7% I was eating was meat. It was 

difficult to tell. See also, pigs’ trotters.

Ludicrous chillies I may be unusually

sensitive to chilli heat (a rogue padrón pepper

can leave me drenched in sweat… and tears),

but the current trend for super-hot chillies leaves

me cold. Yes, I know those badass chilli sauces

with their off-the-scale Scoville units induce an

endorphin high, but so does running five miles.

Which is considerably less painful than eating

naga chillies. Rule number one: food should  

not hurt.

Khao khua Raw, toasted, ground rice that’s

used as a topping to add textural variation to

Thai foods. Brilliant if the textural variation you

are looking for is ‘shattered bathroom tiles’ or 

‘broken teeth’.

Pickled tripe Of course, you can bread and fry

tripe. You can bread and fry anything and make

it edible. But this traditional preparation for

cow’s stomach is like eating a salad of Styrofoam

and elastic bands doused in Sarson’s vinegar.

Spongy, squidgy, rubbery and acidic, every

never-ending mouthful seems to scream: this  

is wrong.

Polenta The cruellest gruel in the carb larder.

In a world in which rice, couscous, potatoes,

pasta and bread exist (to name but five better

alternatives), polenta should only be eaten in

an emergency. Even then, this mealy slop must

be made with nine-parts butter and parmesan,  

set, sliced and pan-fried in more butter.

Otherwise, you may lapse into a coma after the 

first two mouthfuls.

Certain traditional ciders ‘Can you taste that

ripe cheesiness?’ asked the cider expert, his eyes 

gleaming enthusiastically. ‘I certainly can,’

I replied, supressing the gag reflex, which is why 

I will never drink cider again. Just to be safe.

;VU`
5H`SVY

Don’t go there

OPINION



ENJOYTHE SECRET OF

AUTHENTIC FLAVOURS.

It’s no secret that Cauldron has been making

delicious food for over 30 years. From veggie

sausages, organic tofu and Great Taste Award

^PUUPUN MHSHMLSZ� H ^VYSK VM ÅH]V\YZ H^HP[Z `V\�

So start your Cauldron adventure today at

www.cauldronfoods.co.uk



For more
recipes visit

O
magazine.

com
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,]LY` YLJPWL `V\»SS
ULLK [OPZ TVU[O
PUJS\KPUN JSL]LY
VUL�WV[Z� OV^
[V THRL WLYMLJ[
JOVJVSH[L tJSHPYZ�
HUK SV[Z VM X\PJR��
HUK OLHS[O`
HM[LY�^VYR�TLHSZ

Cauliflower and fontina cannelloni | Spicy sausage calzones
Rhubarb and custard slice | Mexican pork and red chilli stew
Peanut butter thumbprint cookies | Chettinad chicken curry

COOK
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4HRL [OL TVZ[ VM 1LYZL` 9V`HSZ� ^H[LYJYLZZ�
JYHI� HZWHYHN\Z� SHTI HUK ZWPUHJO [OPZ TVU[O�

9LJPWLZ�3<3<�.904,:��7OV[VNYHWOZ�96)�:;9,,;,9

British brown
crab is in season

from April to
July. Look for

pot-caught crab
from Wales,

Scotland, Devon
and Cornwall.
When buying
whole cooked

crab, weigh it in
your hand and
buy one that

feels heavy for
its size.

BUY IT NOW

Fried lemon

with crab salsa

p24
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Watercress and

avocado salad with

pink grapefruit and

Campari vinaigrette

p24
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Fried lemon with crab salsa
40 MINUTES | SERVES 4 AS A STARTER | EASY

white crab meat ���N

shallot ñ� MPULS` JOVWWLK

red pepper ñ� MPULS` JOVWWLK

spring onion �� MPULS`�JOVWWLK

olive oil � [IZW

thin-skinned lemons��

egg �

plain flour ��N� ZLHZVULK

panko breadcrumbs ���N

oil MVY�MY`PUN

	 4P_ [OL JYHI TLH[ NLU[S` ^P[O [OL ZOHSSV[�

WLWWLY HUK ZWYPUN VUPVU��(KK�[OL�VSP]L�VPS�

HUK ZLHZVU ^LSS�

	 :SPJL [OL SLTVUZ [OPUS` ^P[O H ZLYYH[LK

RUPML HUK WVW V\[ HU` WPWZ� 3PNO[S` ZLHZVU�

[OL ZSPJLZ ^P[O ZHS[ HUK MYLZOS` NYV\UK

ISHJR WLWWLY� )LH[ [OL LNN HUK W\[ P[

VU H ZH\JLY� W\[[PUN [OL�MSV\Y�HUK�WHURV��

VU[V V[OLY ZH\JLYZ�

	 /LH[ �JT VM VPS PU H MY`PUN WHU� +PW [OL�

SLTVU ZSPJLZ PU [OL MSV\Y� LNN HUK

IYLHKJY\TIZ HUK MY` [OLT VU LHJO ZPKL� PU

IH[JOLZ� \U[PS [OL` HYL IYV^ULK� 2LLW [OLT

^HYT�^OPSL�`V\�MPUPZO�[OL�YLTHPUPUN�ZSPJLZ�

	 :LY]L [OL SLTVU ZSPJLZ VU ZTHSS WSH[LZ��

^P[O�[OL�JYHI�ZHSZH�WPSLK�VU�[VW�

PER SERVING 221 KCALS | FAT 7.3G | SATURATES 1G

CARBS 24.1G | FIBRE 2.3G | PROTEIN 13.6G | SALT 0.8G

Watercress and avocado salad
with pink grapefruit and 
Campari vinaigrette
30 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY | VEGETARIAN

watercress � I\UJO VY����N�IHN

pink grapefruit �

golden caster sugar ��[IZW

Campari � [IZW

raspberry VY cider vinegar ��[IZW

olive oil

avocado �

burrata �

	 0M [OL ^H[LYJYLZZ PZ PU H I\UJO� [^PZ[ VMM

[OL SLH]LZ� [OLU [YPT [OL IV[[VTZ VMM [OL

Z[HSRZ HUK JOVW [OLT� 0M `V\ OH]L H IHN

VM ^H[LYJYLZZ� YV\NOS` JOVW HSS VM P[� 7\[

[OL SV[ PU[V H SHYNL IV^S� *\[ [OL WP[O VMM

[OL NYHWLMY\P[ \ZPUN H ZLYYH[LK RUPML HUK [OLU

J\[�IL[^LLU�[OL�TLTIYHUL�[V�YLSLHZL�[OL�

ZLNTLU[Z PU[V [OL IV^S �PM `V\ KV [OPZ HIV]L�

[OL IV^S� `V\ ^VU»[ ^HZ[L HU` Q\PJL��

	 :X\LLaL HU` Q\PJL MYVT [OL YLTHPUZ VM [OL�

NYHWLMY\P[ PU[V H Q\N� 7\[ [OL Z\NHY HUK

*HTWHYP PU[V H ZTHSS WHU HUK OLH[ \U[PS `V\

OH]L H [OPJR Z`Y\W� HKK [OL NYHWLMY\P[ Q\PJL

MYVT [OL Q\N HUK [OL ]PULNHY� >OPZR PU � [IZW

VSP]L VPS HUK ZLHZVU� ;HZ[L [OL ]PUHPNYL[[L

HUK ZLHZVU P[� HKK TVYL Z\NHY VY VPS PM `V\

SPRL� 7V\Y V]LY [OL ZHSHK� OHS]L HUK Z[VUL [OL

H]VJHKV HUK J\[ PU[V ZSPJLZ� HUK JHYLM\SS`

[\YU L]LY`[OPUN V]LY PU [OL IV^S� +P]PKL

IL[^LLU � WSH[LZ HUK HKK OHSM VM�[OL�I\YYH[H�

[V�LHJO��[LHYPUN�P[�PU[V�WPLJLZ�

PER SERVING 638 KCALS | FAT 45.1G | SATURATES 14G

CARBS 32.4G | FIBRE 5.2G | PROTEIN 14.8G | SALT 0.7G

Lamb and tomato curry 
with mint yogurt

2 HOURS | SERVES 4 | EASY

lamb neck ���N��J\[�PU[V�JO\URZ

oil MVY MY`PUN

onion �� MPULS` JOVWWLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� JY\ZOLK

ginger �JT WPLJL� NYH[LK

tomato purée � [IZW

garam masala � [ZW

turmeric � [ZW

cayenne H WPUJO

cardamom pods �� SPNO[S` JY\ZOLK

lamb VY chicken stock ���TS

cherry tomatoes ���N��]LY`�YPWL��VY���[PUZ�

VM JOLYY` [VTH[VLZ

mint H ZTHSS I\UJO� SLH]LZ�JOVWWLK�

Greek yogurt ���N

naan HUK rice�[V�ZLY]L

	 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ �ñ�

-Y` [OL SHTI PU H SP[[SL VPS PU H JHZZLYVSL KPZO

\U[PS P[ PZ IYV^U HSS V]LY� HKK [OL VUPVU HUK��

MY` MVY � TPU\[LZ [OLU Z[PY PU [OL NHYSPJ

HUK NPUNLY� (KK [OL [VTH[V W\YtL� NHYHT

THZHSH� [\YTLYPJ� JH`LUUL HUK JHYKHTVT

HUK Z[PY ^LSS� (KK [OL Z[VJR HUK ZPTTLY� 7\[

H SPK VU [OL WHU� W\[ PU [OL V]LU MVY � OV\Y�

	 :[PY PU [OL [VTH[VLZ HUK JVVR MVY H M\Y[OLY

�� TPU\[LZ ^P[O [OL SPK VMM� :LHZVU ^P[O ZHS[��

	 :[PY [OL TPU[ HUK `VN\Y[ [VNL[OLY ^P[O

H SP[[SL ZHS[� KVSSVW VU [VW VM [OL SHTI HUK�

ZLY]L�^P[O�UHHU�HUK�YPJL�VU�[OL�ZPKL�

PER SERVING 550 KCALS | FAT 35.8G | SATURATES 16.3G |

CARBS 15.3G | FIBRE 3.4G | PROTEIN 39.8G | SALT 0.6G
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Lamb and tomato

curry with mint yogurt
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Jersey Royal
and bacon gratin
1 HOUR | SERVES 4 | EASY

@V\ JHU LH[ [OPZ HZ H THPU JV\YZL VY \ZL P[

HZ�H�ZPKL�KPZO��PU�^OPJO�JHZL�P[�^PSS�ZLY]L����

shallots �� ZSPJLK

vegetable oil � [IZW

streaky bacon � YHZOLYZ��MPULS`�JOVWWLK

Jersey Royals ���N

whipping cream ���TS

garlic � JSV]L

bay leaf �

Dijon mustard �ñ�[ZW�


 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

-Y` [OL ZOHSSV[Z PU � [IZW VM VPS \U[PS [OL`

ZVM[LU HUK Z[HY[ [V SVVR [YHUZS\JLU[� HKK [OL

IHJVU HUK [\YU \W [OL OLH[ H SP[[SL [V IYV^U

[OL IHJVU HUK SPNO[S` IYV^U [OL ZOHSSV[Z�


 9\I [OL WV[H[VLZ HSS V]LY [V NL[ YPK VM HU`

MSHR` ZRPU HUK OHS]L [OLT �X\HY[LY [OLT PM

[OL`»YL ]LY` IPN�� )YPUN [OLT [V H ZPTTLY

PU H WHU VM IVPSPUN ^H[LY HUK�JVVR�[OLT�MVY��

� TPU\[LZ� KYHPU ^LSS�


 4LHU^OPSL IYPUN [OL JYLHT� NHYSPJ HUK IH`

SLHM [V H ZPTTLY� ;HRL [OL WHU VMM [OL OLH[�

Z[PY PU [OL T\Z[HYK HUK ZLHZVU ^LSS� ;PW [OL

WV[H[VLZ�HUK�ZOHSSV[�TP_[\YL�PU[V�H�ZTHSS��

KLLW IHRPUN KPZO� `V\ ^HU[ [OLT WPSLK \W

YH[OLY [OHU ZWYLHK V\[� .P]L [OLT H Z[PY� [OLU

Z[YHPU V]LY [OL JYLHT� KPZJHYKPUN [OL NHYSPJ

I\[ W\[[PUN [OL IH` SLHM IHJR PU[V [OL KPZO�

*V]LY ^P[O MVPS HUK JVVR MVY �� TPU\[LZ [OLU�

[HRL VMM [OL MVPS HUK JVVR \U[PS [OL [VW

IYV^UZ� HIV\[ �� TPU\[LZ� 9LZ[�MVY����

TPU\[LZ�ILMVYL�`V\�LH[�P[�

PER SERVING 504 KCALS | FAT 36.4G

SATURATES 18.8G | CARBS 30G | FIBRE 3.7G  

PROTEIN 12.3G | SALT 1.5G

Jersey Royals
are PDO

(Protected
Designation of
Origin), which

means they can
only be grown
on the steeply
sloping fields
or ‘cotils’ of

Jersey and so
are rationed to
a strict four-

month season,
starting with the
earlies in April.
The rich soil

is fertilised by
locally gathered

seaweed or
‘vraic’ and each
potato harvested

can be traced
to its farm
of origin . 

BUY IT NOW
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Spinach and fontina tart
1½ HOURS | SERVES 6 | EASY | VEGETARIAN

@V\ JHU SVVR H[ [OL WHJRHNPUN

[V JOLJR [OH[ [OL MVU[PUH JOLLZL

PZ�THKL�^P[O�]LNL[HYPHU�YLUUL[��

shortcrust pastry ���N

cracked black pepper ��� [ZW

white VY red onion ���ZSPJLK�

olive oil

chilli flakes H ZTHSS WPUJO

spinach ���N��^HZOLK�HUK�JOVWWLK

eggs �

fontina ���N

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ

�� 9VSS [OL WHZ[Y` V\[ [V MP[ H ��JT [HY[�

[PU� ZWYPURSL [OL ISHJR WLWWLY V]LY

[OL JLU[YL VM [OL WHZ[Y` HUK SPNO[S`�

YVSS P[ PU� 3PUL [OL [PU ^P[O [OL

WHZ[Y` HUK [YPT [OL LKNLZ��

[OLU ISPUK IHRL MVY ��

TPU\[LZ� SPM[ V\[ [OL WHWLY

HUK IHRL MVY H M\Y[OLY �

TPU\[LZ [V KY` [OL IHZL

V\[� 9LK\JL [OL V]LU

[LTWLYH[\YL [V ���*�

MHU ���*�NHZ ��

� -Y` [OL VUPVU PU

� [IZW VPS \U[PS P[ PZ ZVM[

HUK [YHUZS\JLU[� HKK

[OL JOPSSP MSHRLZ HUK

JVVR MVY H TPU\[L�

� :[LHT [OL ZWPUHJO

\U[PS P[ Z[HY[Z [V ^PS[

HUK [OLU ZX\LLaL V\[

HSS [OL L_JLZZ TVPZ[\YL

[OYV\NO H JSLHU [LH

[V^LS VY PU H ZPL]L� HUK

Z[PY [OL KYHPULK ^PS[LK

ZWPUHJO PU[V [OL VUPVU�

>OPZR [OL LNNZ� Z[PY [OLT

[OYV\NO HUK ZLHZVU ^LSS�

� ;PW [OL TP_[\YL PU[V [OL [HY[

JHZL� HUK SL]LS [OL [VW� *\[ [OL

JOLLZL PU[V �JT JO\URZ� NL[ YPK

VM [OL YPUK PM `V\ WYLMLY� ZJH[[LY

L]LUS` VU[V [OL [HY[� W\ZOPUN H ML^

J\ILZ PU[V [OL ZWPUHJO� )HRL MVY ��

TPU\[LZ VY \U[PS [OL [HY[ OHZ Q\Z[ ZL[� HUK

[OL�JOLLZL�OHZ�TLS[LK�V]LY�[OL�ZWPUHJO��

PER SERVING 463 KCALS | FAT 32.5G | SATURATES 14G

CARBS 24.5G | FIBRE 3.4G | PROTEIN 16.5G | SALT 1.1G
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Thai asparagus with  
crunchy noodles
45 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | A LITTLE EFFORT

<ZL ZV` ZH\JL PUZ[LHK VM MPZO�ZH\JL��

MVY�H�]LNL[HYPHU�VW[PVU�

asparagus � I\UKSLZ

garlic � JSV]L� JY\ZOLK

bird’s eye chilli �� MPULS` JOVWWLK

limes �� � Q\PJLK HUK � X\HY[LYLK

shallot ñ� MPULS` ZSPJLK

sugar H WPUJO

fish sauce

olive oil

mint H ZTHSS I\UJO� JOVWWLK

coriander H ZTHSS�I\UJO��JOVWWLK

oil MVY MY`PUN

ready-to-wok noodles

�PKLHSS`�LNN�UVVKSLZ�����N

� ;YPT [OL ^VVK` LUKZ VMM [OL HZWHYHN\Z

HUK W\[ [OL ZWLHYZ PU H MY`PUN WHU� JV]LY ^P[O

IVPSPUN ^H[LY HUK IYPUN [V H ZPTTLY� *VVR

\U[PS [OL HZWHYHN\Z PZ [LUKLY! OV^ SVUN [OPZ

[HRLZ ^PSS LU[PYLS` KLWLUK VU [OL [OPJRULZZ VM

[OL ZWLHYZ� 0M `V\ SPM[ H ZWLHY \W I` [OL Z[HSR

LUK ^P[O [VUNZ P[ ZOV\SK ILUK H SP[[SL� 9PUZL

PU JVSK ^H[LY HUK KYHPU� 0M [OL` HYL�SHYNL�[OLU

J\[ [OLT PU OHSM VUJL JVSK�

� 4LHU^OPSL W\[ [OL NHYSPJ HUK JOPSSP PU H Q\N

^P[O [OL SPTL Q\PJL� ZOHSSV[ HUK Z\NHY HUK

H NVVK ZOHRL VM MPZO ZH\JL HUK Z[PY [OLT

\U[PS [OL Z\NHY OHZ KPZZVS]LK� (KK � [IZW

VSP]L VPS HUK ZVTL VM LHJO VM [OL OLYIZ�

� /LH[ �JT VPS PU H ^VR \U[PS P[ PZ ]LY` OV[�

[OL�VPS�ZOV\SK�SVVR�ZOPTTLY �̀�HUK�HKK�[OL�

UVVKSLZ� -Y` [OLT \U[PS [OL` W\MM \W� [\YUPUN

[OLT V]LY [V JVVR [OLT VU IV[O ZPKLZ�

@V\ KVU»[ ^HU[ [OLT [V IYV^U� Q\Z[ W\MM�

+YHPU [OLT VU RP[JOLU WHWLY� >PWL [OL

^VR V\[ HUK MY` [OL HZWHYHN\Z ZWLHYZ Q\Z[

SVUN LUV\NO [V ^HYT [OLT [OYV\NO� [PW

[OLT VU[V H ZLY]PUN WSH[L HUK IYLHR V]LY

[OL UVVKSLZ� ZJY\UJOPUN [OLT IL[^LLU

`V\Y MPUNLYZ� :WVVU V]LY [OL KYLZZPUN

MVSSV^LK I` [OL YLTHPUPUN OLYIZ� ;VZZ

L]LY`[OPUN [VNL[OLY H[ [OL [HISL�ZV�[OL�

UVVKSLZ�YLTHPU�JY\UJO �̀

PER SERVING 383 KCALS | FAT 22.0G | SATURATES 2.6G

CARBS 29.3G | FIBRE 7.9G |  PROTEIN 12.9G | SALT 0.6G



La Madeleine Bonne Maman. A traditional French recipe with

fresh eggs and butter. Lovingly baked, individually wrapped, 

delicious to eat.

Available in supermarkets nationwide



Sri Lankan

veggie curry
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.YLH[�SVVRPUN
KPZOLZ [OH[ Q\Z[
ULLK H SP[[SL IP[ VM
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[OL YLZ[ VM [OL
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Cod, cherry tomato

and green olive 

tray roast

 p32 
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Sri Lankan veggie curry
45 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY | VEGAN

:YP 3HURHU J\YYPLZ HYL OLH]PS` ZWPJLK�

JOPSSP�OV[ HUK YPJO ^P[O JVJVU\[ TPSR�

;OPZ THRLZ LUV\NO ZWPJL TP_ MVY H JV\WSL

VM J\YYPLZ ¶ RLLW [OL�YLZ[�PU�HU�HPY[PNO[�QHY�

[V�\ZL�HNHPU��

oil MVY MY`PUN

onions �� OHS]LK HUK ZSPJLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� ZSPJLK

green chillies �� ZSPJLK

Sri Lankan curry powder���[IZW��

�ZLL ILSV^�

turmeric � [ZW

coconut milk ���N [PU

vegetable stock ���TS

butternut squash ���N� J\ILK

cauliflower � ZTHSS� IYVRLU PU[V ZTHSS MSVYL[Z

runner beans ���N��[YPTTLK�HUK�ZSPJLK

curry leaves ��

black mustard seeds � [ZW

steamed rice [V ZLY]L

:90 3(52(5 *<99@ 76>+,9

coriander seeds � [ZW

cumin seeds � [ZW

star anise ���

cinnamon ñ�Z[PJR�IYVRLU

cloves �

cardamom � WVKZ

black peppercorns ñ�[ZW

fennel seeds � [ZW

fenugreek ñ [ZW

small dried red chillies �����KLWLUKPUN��

VU OV^ OV[ `V\ SPRL P[�

basmati VY jasmine rice���[IZW

� ;V THRL [OL J\YY` WV^KLY� KY`�MY` [OL

ZWPJLZ HUK JOPSSP PU H UVU�Z[PJR MY`PUN WHU

\U[PS MYHNYHU[ HUK KHYRLULK H SP[[SL� ;PW V\[

VM [OL WHU HUK JVVS� (KK [OL YPJL [V [OL WHU�

HUK KY`�MY` \U[PS WHSL NVSKLU� *VVS� ;PW

L]LY`[OPUN PU[V H ZWPJL VY JVMMLL�NYPUKLY��

HUK ^OPaa [V H WV^KLY�

� /LH[ � [IZW VPS PU H SHYNL WHU� (KK [OL

VUPVUZ HUK JVVR \U[PS ZVM[ HUK NVSKLU� HIV\[

�� TPU\[LZ� (KK [OL NHYSPJ HUK JOPSSP HUK

JVVR MVY � TPU\[LZ� [OLU Z[PY PU � [IZW VM [OL

J\YY` WV^KLY HUK [\YTLYPJ HUK RLLW�Z[PYYPUN�

\U[PS `V\ Z[HY[ [V ZTLSS [OL ZWPJLZ�

� (KK [OL JVJVU\[ TPSR HUK Z[VJR HUK IYPUN

[V H ZPTTLY� +YVW PU [OL ZX\HZO� JVVR MVY

��� TPU\[LZ� [OLU HKK [OL JH\SP HUK JVVR MVY

��� TPU\[LZ� (KK�[OL�ILHUZ�HUK�JVVR�\U[PS�

Q\Z[ [LUKLY�

� ;V ZLY]L� OLH[ HUV[OLY � [IZW VM VPS PU H WHU

HUK�MY`�[OL�J\YY`�SLH]LZ�HUK�T\Z[HYK�ZLLKZ�

\U[PS [OL` MYHaaSL HUK ILNPU [V WVW� 7V\Y V]LY

[OL�J\YY`�HUK�ZLY]L�^P[O�Z[LHTLK�YPJL�

PER SERVING 396 KCALS | FAT 32.5G | SATURATES 15.8G

CARBS 17.7G | FIBRE 5.7G | PROTEIN 5.5G | SALT 0.2G

Meatball and
mozzarella pan bake
1 HOUR 45 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY

@V\ JHU»[ WSH[L [OPZ \W WVSP[LS` �[OL JOLLZ`

[VWWPUN NVLZ KLSPJPV\ZS` NVVL` HUK Z[YPUN`�

ZV Q\Z[ W\[ P[ PU [OL TPKKSL VM [OL [HISL ^P[O �

H ZHSHK HUK SVHKZ VM JY\Z[` IYLHK HUK

I\[[LY HUK SL[ L]LY`VUL�^YLZ[SL�V\[�[OLPY��

V^U�WVY[PVU�

onion � ZTHSS� NYH[LK

lean beef mince ���N

lean pork mince ���N

fresh breadcrumbs ���N

fennel seeds � [IZW� JY\ZOLK

dried oregano���[ZW�

Cod, cherry tomato and 
green olive tray roast
40 MINUTES | SERVES 6 | EASY

;OPZ PZ ZV LHZ` HUK X\PJR [V W\[ [VNL[OLY�

I\[ SVVRZ WYL[[` PTWYLZZP]L ^OLU `V\ W\SS

P[ V\[ VM [OL V]LU� :LY]L�^P[O�H�IPN�IV^S��

VM�I\[[LYLK�VYaV�

red onion �� J\[ PU[V [OPU ^LKNLZ

cherry tomatoes����N

olive oil

cod loin � L]LUS` ZPaLK�WPLJLZ���

HIV\[ ���N LHJO

Parma ham � WPLJLZ

nocellara green olives ��

flat-leaf parsley�JOVWWLK�[V�ZLY]L

crusty bread

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

7\[ [OL VUPVUZ HUK [VTH[VLZ PU H ZOHSSV^

YVHZ[PUN [PU VY KPZO� :LHZVU� HKK � [IZW VM

VSP]L VPS HUK [VZZ [VNL[OLY� 9VHZ[ MVY ��

TPU\[LZ� >YHW LHJO WPLJL VM JVK PU H ZSPJL

VM 7HYTH OHT� (KK [OL VSP]LZ [V [OL [YH`

HUK ZP[ [OL JVK VU [VW VM [OL [VTH[VLZ� 2LLW

YVHZ[PUN MVY HUV[OLY �� TPU\[LZ \U[PS [OL JVK

PZ JVVRLK [OYV\NO HUK [OL 7HYTH OHT OHZ

JYPZWLK \W� :JH[[LY ^P[O WHYZSL`�HUK�ZLY]L�

^P[O�ZVTL�JY\Z[`�IYLHK��

PER SERVING 249 KCALS | FAT 11.9G | SATURATES 2.3G

CARBS 6.2G | FIBRE 2.5G | PROTEIN 28.2G | SALT 1.4G

egg �

olive oil MVY MY`PUN

garlic � JSV]LZ� JY\ZOLK

bay leaves �

chopped tomatoes����N�[PU

passata ���TS

tomato purée � [IZW

brown sugar � [IZW

red wine vinegar � [IZW

mozzarella ���N �H SHYNL�ISVJR���NYH[LK

mascarpone����N

� 7\[ OHSM [OL VUPVU� HSS VM [OL ILLM HUK WVYR

TPUJL� IYLHKJY\TIZ� MLUULS ZLLKZ� VYLNHUV

HUK LNN PU H IV^S ^P[O WSLU[` VM ZLHZVUPUN�

4P_ L]LY`[OPUN ^P[O `V\Y OHUKZ YLHSS` ^LSS�

[OLU ZOHWL PU[V �� TLH[IHSSZ� /LH[ � [IZW VPS

PU HU V]LUWYVVM MY`PUN WHU HUK IYV^U [OL

TLH[IHSSZ PU IH[JOLZ� HKKPUN TVYL VPS HZ

`V\ ULLK ¶ [OL TLH[IHSSZ ZOV\SK IL HSTVZ[

JVVRLK [OYV\NO� 6UJL IYV^ULK��ZJVVW�V\[�

VM [OL WHU HUK VU[V H WSH[L�

� (KK [OL YLZ[ VM [OL VUPVU [V [OL WHU ^P[O

HUV[OLY [IZW VM VSP]L VPS� -Y` NLU[S` \U[PS ZVM[�

[OLU HKK [OL NHYSPJ� HUK MY` MVY H JV\WSL�VM�

TPU\[LZ TVYL� (KK [OL IH` SLH]LZ�

[VTH[VLZ� WHZZH[H� W\YtL� IYV^U Z\NHY

HUK YLK ^PUL ]PULNHY [V [OL MY`PUN WHU� HUK

IYPUN [V H ZPTTLY� )\IISL MVY �� TPU\[LZ

\U[PS [OL ZH\JL OHZ YLK\JLK HUK [OPJRLULK�

HUK [OL Z\YMHJL PZ NSPZ[LUPUN��(KK�IHJR��

[OL TLH[IHSSZ�

� 4P_ ���N VM [OL NYH[LK TVaaHYLSSH ^P[O

[OL THZJHYWVUL HUK H SP[[SL ZHS[� :WVVU [OL

JOLLZ` THZJHYWVUL V]LY [OL TLH[IHSSZ PU

KVSSVWZ� HUK ZJH[[LY V]LY�[OL�YLTHPUPUN�

NYH[LK TVaaHYLSSH�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V � �*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

)HRL MVY �� TPU\[LZ \U[PS [OL TLH[IHSSZ HYL

WPWPUN OV[ HUK JVVRLK [OYV\NO� HUK [OL [VW

PZ NVSKLU HUK I\IISPUN� 3L[ [OL KPZO JVVS

MVY � TPU\[LZ� [OLU HKK H KYPaaSL VM VSP]L VPS

ILMVYL ZWVVUPUN Z[YHPNO[ MYVT [OL KPZO�

:LY]L�^P[O�JY\Z[`�IYLHK��WHZ[H�VY�YPJL�

PER SERVING 698 KCALS | FAT 40.6G | SATURATES 20.2G

CARBS 34.1G | FIBRE 4.7G | PROTEIN 46.6G | SALT 1.3G
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pan bake
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Dijon chicken casserole

with buttery herb

dumplings

 p36 
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Short-rib beef carbonnade
4 HOURS | SERVES 6 | EASY

;OPZ JSHZZPJ )LSNPHU VUL�WV[ ^VYRZ YLHSS`

^LSS ^P[O ILLM ZOVY[�YPIZ� ZSV^�JVVRLK \U[PS

TLS[PUNS` [LUKLY HUK MHSSPUN VMM [OL IVUL�

.L[ [OL I\[JOLY [V YLHSS` [YPT [OL YPIZ KV^U

MVY `V\ ZV [OL` HYL UV[ [VV MH[[ �̀ >HP[YVZL�

6JHKV HSZV ZLSS WYL�WHJRLK [YPTTLK YPIZ��

@V\»SS�ULLK�HIV\[�VUL�YPI�WLY�WLYZVU�

olive oil

butter ��N

onions � ZTHSS VY � SHYNL� ZSPJLK

beef short-ribs �� HIV\[ ���RN

flour � [IZW� ZLHZVULK

brown VY ruby ale  ��TS

white wine vinegar � [ZW

light muscovado sugar � [IZW

buttery mashed potato [V�ZLY]L�

spring greens�[V�ZLY]L

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

/LH[ � [IZW VSP]L VPS HUK [OL I\[[LY PU H SHYNL

MY`PUN WHU HUK JVVR [OL VUPVUZ MVY �����

TPU\[LZ� \U[PS YLHSS` ZVM[ I\[ UV[ [VV JVSV\YLK�

:JVVW [OLT PU[V H SHYNL JHZZLYVSL KPZO [OH[

^PSS LHZPS` MP[ [OL ILLM YPIZ PU VUL SH`LY� ;VZZ

[OL YPIZ PU [OL ZLHZVULK MSV\Y HUK ZOHRL VMM

HU` L_JLZZ� /LH[ � [IZW VPS PU [OL ZHTL WHU

V]LY H TLKP\T�OPNO OLH[� HKK [OL ILLM� H

JV\WSL VM YPIZ H[ H [PTL� HUK IYV^U HSS V]LY�

@V\ ^HU[ [V NL[ H NVVK KHYR JVSV\Y HZ [OPZ

^PSS HKK MSH]V\Y HUK KLW[O [V [OL MPUPZOLK

ZH\JL� 9LWLH[ \U[PS HSS [OL ILLM PZ IYV^ULK�

;PW PU[V [OL JHZZLYVSL KPZO ^P[O [OL VUPVUZ�

� :^PSS V\[ [OL MY`PUN WHU ^P[O OHSM [OL IYV^U

HSL HUK WV\Y V]LY [OL ILLM HUK VUPVUZ� (KK

[OL YLTHPUPUN HSL [V [OL JHZZLYVSL HUK IYPUN

[V [OL IVPS� [OLU HKK [OL ]PULNHY HUK Z\NHY�

:LHZVU ^LSS� JV]LY HUK JVVR PU [OL V]LU MVY

������ OV\YZ� VY \U[PS [OL TLH[ PZ ]LY` [LUKLY

HUK Q\Z[ MHSSPUN VMM [OL IVUL� 0M `V\ ^HU[ [OL

ZH\JL H IP[ [OPJRLY� JHYLM\SS` YLTV]L [OL YPIZ

HUK YLK\JL [OL ZH\JL H IP[� [OLU HKK [OL�YPIZ�

IHJR PU [V OLH[ [OYV\NO� ZLHZVUPUN PM

ULLKLK��:LY]L�^P[O�THZO�HUK�NYLLUZ�

PER SERVING 667 KCALS | FAT 40.8G | SATURATES 17.9G

CARBS 24.3G | FIBRE 2.4G | PROTEIN 42.8G | SALT 0.4G

Mexican pork and red  
chilli stew
3½ HOURS | SERVES 8 | EASY

+YPLK JOPSSPLZ NP]L ZTVR �̀ Z^LL[ OLH[ [V [OPZ

ZSV^�JVVRLK Z[L �̂ HUK [\YU [OL ZH\JL H

KLLW I\YU[ YLK� *VVSJOPSL�JV�\R KVLZ H NYLH[

YHUNL VM 4L_PJHU PUNYLKPLU[Z� :LY]L ^P[O

JYPZW [VZ[HKHZ HUK�[VWWPUNZ�HUK�Z[VJR�\W��

VU�UHWRPUZ�

dried ancho chillies �

dried New Mexico chillies��

chicken stock ���TS

red wine vinegar � [IZW

chipotle chillies in adobo VY chipotle 

paste � [IZW

olive oil MVY MY`PUN

boneless pork shoulder �RN� ZRPU HUK

L_JLZZ MH[ YLTV]LK HUK J\[ PU[V���SHYNL�

WPLJLZ� HIV\[ ����JT LHJO

onions � SHYNL� JOVWWLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� JY\ZOLK

dried oregano � [ZW

ground cumin ��[ZW

bay leaves �

;6:;(+(:

corn tortillas���

olive oil

avocados �� ZSPJLK

iceberg lettuce ñ� ZOYLKKLK

red onion � SHYNL� ZSPJLK

coriander H SHYNL I\UJO� SLH]LZ�WPJRLK

feta ���N ISVJR� JY\TISLK

soured cream ���N WV[

limes����J\[�PU[V�^LKNLZ

� 7\SS V\[ [OL Z[LTZ HUK ZOHRL [OL ZLLKZ

MYVT IV[O [`WLZ VM KYPLK JOPSSPLZ �KPZJHYK [OL

Z[LTZ HUK ZLLKZ� [OLU HKK [OLT [V H KY`

MY`PUN WHU HUK [VHZ[ V]LY H TLKP\T�OV[ OLH[

MVY ��� TPU\[LZ� ;OL` ^PSS KHYRLU H SP[[SL� I\[

KVU»[ SL[ [OLT I\YU� 7V\Y [OL JOPJRLU Z[VJR

HUK ]PULNHY V]LY HUK IYPUN [V H ZPTTLY�

:PTTLY MVY �� TPU\[LZ [OLU [\YU VMM [OL OLH[

HUK SLH]L [V ZP[ MVY �� TPU\[LZ� ,TW[` [OL

WHU PU[V H ISLUKLY ^P[O [OL JOPWV[SL JOPSSPLZ��

VY WHZ[L HUK ^OPaa \U[PS MHPYS` ZTVV[O�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

/LH[ � [IZW VPS PU H SHYNL V]LUWYVVM WHU

�WYLMLYHIS` VUL ^OPJO ^PSS MP[ [OL WVYR PU VUL�

SH`LY�� )YV^U [OL WVYR HSS V]LY PU ZTHSS

IH[JOLZ� ZJVVWPUN�[OL�WPLJLZ�V\[�HZ�[OL`��

HYL KVUL�

� 6UJL HSS [OL WVYR PZ IYV^ULK� HKK [OL

VUPVUZ HUK NHYSPJ HUK JVVR \U[PS ZVM[ HUK

NVSKLU� :[PY PU [OL VYLNHUV HUK J\TPU HUK

JVVR MVY H TVTLU[� [OLU HKK IHJR [OL WVYR

^P[O [OL W\YtLK JOPSSP ZH\JL HUK IH` SLH]LZ�

:[PY ^LSS� ZLHZVU HUK JV]LY� [OLU JVVR PU [OL

V]LU MVY ������ OV\YZ \U[PS [OL WVYR PZ [LUKLY

HUK MHSSPUN HWHY[� .LU[S` W\SS [OL WVYR PU[V�

SHYNL JO\URZ HUK Z[PY PU[V [OL ZH\JL�

� ;V THRL [OL [VZ[HKHZ� ZOHSSV^ MY` [OL

[VY[PSSHZ PU H ZTHSS WVVS VM VSP]L VPS PU H MY`PUN

WHU \U[PS NVSKLU IYV^U HUK JYPZW� HIV\[

� TPU\[L VU LHJO ZPKL� [OLU RLLW [OLT

^HYT PU H SV^ V]LU ^OPSL `V\ NL[ HSS [OL

[VWWPUNZ�[VNL[OLY��.P]L�L]LY`VUL�H�JV\WSL��

Dijon chicken casserole with 
buttery herb dumplings
1 HOUR | SERVES 4 | EASY 

butter ��N

shallots �� MPULS` JOVWWLK

skinless, boneless chicken

thighs �� X\HY[LYLK PU[V�JO\URZ

plain flour � [ZW

white wine ���TS

chicken stock ���TS

double cream ���TS

tarragon � [ZW VM JOVWWLK

flat-leaf parsley � [IZW VM�JOVWWLK

Dijon mustard ��[ZW

+<47305.:

butter ���N� MYVaLU

self-raising flour ���N

tarragon � [ZW VM JOVWWLK

flat-leaf parsley ��[ZW�VM�JOVWWLK

� /LH[ [OL I\[[LY PU H SHYNL V]LUWYVVM

JHZZLYVSL� [OLU HKK [OL ZOHSSV[Z HUK JVVR

NLU[S` \U[PS ZVM[� (KK [OL JOPJRLU� [\YUPUN P[�

\U[PS HSS [OL TLH[ PZ VWHX\L HUK ZSPNO[S`

NVSKLU� :WYPURSL V]LY [OL MSV\Y HUK Z[PY ^LSS�

(KK [OL ^PUL� NYHK\HSS` Z[PYYPUN� [OLU HKK

[OL JOPJRLU Z[VJR� :PTTLY MVY �� TPU\[LZ�

[OLU HKK [OL JYLHT� OLYIZ HUK T\Z[HYK��

HUK ZPTTLY MVY HUV[OLY �� TPU\[LZ�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

;V THRL [OL K\TWSPUNZ� YV\NOS` NYH[L [OL

I\[[LY HUK TP_ PU[V [OL MSV\Y ^P[O [OL OLYIZ

HUK WSLU[` VM ZLHZVUPUN� (KK ��� [IZW JVSK

^H[LY HUK TP_ \U[PS `V\ OH]L H ZVM[ KV\NO�

+P]PKL PU[V �� IHSSZ�HUK�ZP[�[OLT�VU�[VW�VM�

[OL JHZZLYVSL�

� ;YHUZMLY [V [OL V]LU MVY �� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS�

[OL�K\TWSPUNZ�HYL�W\MMLK�HUK�NVSKLU��

PER SERVING 838 KCALS | FAT 58.1G | SATURATES 32G

CARBS 43.9G | FIBRE 2.8G | PROTEIN 22.3G | SALT 1.6G

VM [VZ[HKHZ HUK SL[ [OLT WPSL VU [OL�WVYR��

HUK�[OLPY�JOVPJL�VM�[VWWPUNZ��

PER SERVING 788 KCALS | FAT 48.9G | SATURATES 16.8G

CARBS 35.2G | FIBRE 9.4G | PROTEIN 47.2G | SALT 1.2G
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Lobster goujons

with courgette fries

p40 
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H YLHZVU! [OL`»YL ZV NVVK [VNL[OLY�
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Bacon & egg 

bibimbap
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Lobster
goujons with

courgette fries
50 MINUTES | SERVES 6 

A LITTLE EFFORT

whole cooked lobsters �� VY

HIV\[ ���N����N ZOLSSLK�SVIZ[LY�

[HPS HUK JSH^ TLH[

cornflour ��N��WS\Z�L_[YH��

MVY K\Z[PUN

plain flour ���N

baking powder � [ZW

ice-cold soda water�

���TS

oil MVY KLLW MY`PUN

*6<9.,;;, -90,:

courgette � TLKP\T

plain flour ���N

smoked paprika��

H SHYNL WPUJO

cayenne H SHYNL�WPUJO

milk ��TS

;(9;(9, :(<*,

capers � [IZW� MPULS` JOVWWLK

cornichons �� MPULS` JOVWWLK

chives JOVWWLK [V�THRL���[IZW

lime �� Q\PJLK

mayonnaise���[IZW

� ;V THRL [OL [HY[HYL ZH\JL� TP_

[OL PUNYLKPLU[Z HUK ZLHZVU ^LSS��

*V]LY HUK JOPSS \U[PS ULLKLK�

� 0M \ZPUN [OL ^OVSL SVIZ[LY� YLTV]L

[OL JSH^Z I` [^PZ[PUN [OLT VMM� /HS]L

[OL SVIZ[LY IVKPLZ KV^U [OL TPKKSL

^P[O H ZOHYW RUPML MYVT [OL \UKLYZPKL�

YLTV]L [OL [^V [HPS WPLJLZ� *YHJR

[OL JSH^Z I` IHZOPUN [OLT SPNO[S`

^P[O H YVSSPUN WPU� HUK YLTV]L [OL

JSH^ TLH[� [Y`PUN [V RLLW [OLT PU

VUL WPLJL� +Y` VU RP[JOLU WHWLY�

[OLU K\Z[ HSS�[OL�WPLJLZ�PU�H�SP[[SL�

JVYUMSV\Y�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU  �*�NHZ
���� ;YPT [OL LUKZ VM [OL JV\YNL[[LZ� HUK

J\[ PU[V MYPLZ� HIV\[ �JT SVUN� :LHZVU

[OL MSV\Y ^P[O�ZHS[��WLWWLY��WHWYPRH�HUK�

JH`LUUL�

� /LH[ H WHU VM VPS UV TVYL [OH[ ��� M\SS

[V ���* VY \U[PS H J\IL�VM�IYLHK�IYV^UZ��

PU �� ZLJVUKZ�

� +PW [OL MYPLZ PU[V [OL TPSR� [OLU YVSS PU [OL�

MSV\Y \U[PS JVTWSL[LS` JVH[LK� -Y` [OL

JV\YNL[[L Z[PJRZ PU IH[JOLZ \U[PS [OL` HYL

JYPZW HUK NVSKLU� +YHPU LHJO IH[JO VU

RP[JOLU�WHWLY�HUK�ZLHZVU�^P[O�TVYL�ZHS[��

Bacon & egg bibimbap 
40 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY

)PIPTIHW PZ H 2VYLHU YPJL KPZO� PU ^OPJO SV[Z�

VM [VWWPUNZ HYL WPSLK VU[V Z[LHTLK YPJL

HSVUN ^P[O H YH^ VY JVVRLK LNN� ;OL `VSR

VM [OL LNN PZ IYVRLU HUK Z[PYYLK [OYV\NO

[OL�KPZO�[V�JVTIPUL�HSS�[OL�LSLTLU[Z��

short grain rice ���N

toasted sesame seeds�

baby spinach ��N

soy sauce � [IZW � � [ZW�

rice vinegar � [IZW

soft light brown sugar���[IZW�

gochujang paste�

sesame oil

smoked streaky bacon � YHZOLYZ�

carrot �� WLLSLK HUK Q\SPLUULK

garlic � JSV]LZ� WLLSLK HUK MPULS` JOVWWLK�

ginger H ZTHSS JO\UR��WLLSLK�HUK��

MPULS` JOVWWLK

spring onions �� ZSPJLK

shiitake mushrooms H OHUKM\S��ZSPJLK�

beansprouts ��N� ISHUJOLK

fried duck eggs � [V ZLY]L

nori seaweed strips�[V�ZLY]L

kimchi�[V�ZLY]L���

� *VVR [OL YPJL ^P[O � [IZW ZLZHTL ZLLKZ

HUK SLH]L [V Z[LHT PU [OL WHU ^OPSL `V\

THRL�[OL�[VWWPUNZ��7V\Y�IVPSPUN�^H[LY�V]LY�

[OLU [YHUZMLY [V [OL V]LU [V RLLW ^HYT��

^OPSL `V\ JVVR [OL YLTHPUPUN MYPLZ�

� 4P_ [OL JVYUMSV\Y� MSV\Y� IHRPUN WV^KLY HUK

ZLHZVU ^LSS� 7V\Y PU [OL ZVKH ^H[LY HUK

^OPZR \U[PS Q\Z[ TP_LK� �KVU»[ V]LY�^OPZR VY

`V\ ^PSS SVZL [OL HPY I\IISLZ HUK�[OL�IH[[LY�

^VU»[ IL SPNO[ HUK MS\MM`��

� +PW [OL SVIZ[LY WPLJLZ PU[V [OL IH[[LY� SL[

[OL L_JLZZ KYPW VMM� [OLU KLLW�MY` PU IH[JOLZ

\U[PS [OL IH[[LY PZ NVSKLU� I\[ SVVRZ SPNO[ HUK

MS\MM �̀ HIV\[ ��� TPU\[LZ� +YHPU VU RP[JOLU

WHWLY HUK ZLY]L Z[YHPNO[ H^H` ^P[O [OL�

[HY[HYL�ZH\JL�HUK�JV\YNL[[L�MYPLZ�

PER SERVING 663 KCALS | FAT 39.7G | SATURATES 3.3G

CARBS 55.4G | FIBRE 3.6G | PROTEIN 19.2G | SALT 1.3G

The lobster claws may still have a little piece of

cartilage in if you keep them whole, warn your

guests, or divide the smaller and larger pincers

and remove them, and fry them separately. Use 

the shells for a fish stock. 

[OL ZWPUHJO HUK KYHPU YLHSS` ^LSS� 4P_ � [IZW

ZV` ZH\JL� ]PULNHY� Z\NHY� � [IZW NVJO\QHUN�

HUK � [ZW ZLZHTL VPS [V THRL H ZH\JL�

� .YPSS [OL IHJVU YHZOLYZ MVY � TPU\[LZ VU

LHJO ZPKL� [OLU IY\ZO IV[O ZPKLZ ^P[O � [IZW

NVJO\QHUN HUK NYPSS HNHPU \U[PS NVSKLU�HUK�

JYPZW� 2LLW ^HYT PU H SV^ V]LU�

� /LH[ � [ZW ZLZHTL VPS PU H ^VR� HUK MY` [OL

JHYYV[ ^P[O H WPUJO VM [OL JOVWWLK NHYSPJ HUK�

NPUNLY� \U[PS [LUKLY� :JVVW�V\[�HUK�RLLW�

^HYT ^P[O [OL IHJVU�

� -Y` OHSM [OL ZWYPUN VUPVUZ PU HUV[OLY [ZW

ZLZHTL VPS� MVY � TPU\[L� [OLU HKK [OL

T\ZOYVVTZ HUK MY` \U[PS [OL ^H[LY NP]LU VMM

OHZ L]HWVYH[LK� (KK � [ZW ZV` ZH\JL HUK

JVH[ [OL T\ZOYVVTZ��:JVVW�V\[�VM�[OL�^VR��

HUK RLLW ^HYT�

� (KK � [ZW ZLZHTL VPS [V [OL WHU HUK MY`

[OL YLTHPUPUN NPUNLY HUK NHYSPJ� (KK [OL

ISHUJOLK HUK KYHPULK ZWPUHJO HUK ^HYT

[OYV\NO� (KK H WPUJO VM ZLZHTL ZLLKZ�

ZLHZVU HUK HKK [V HUV[OLY IV^S� ;VZZ

[OL YLTHPUPUN ZWYPUN VUPVU ^P[O [OL

ISHUJOLK ILHUZWYV\[Z� H KYPaaSL�VM��

ZLZHTL VPS HUK ZLHZVU�

� +P]PKL [OL YPJL IL[^LLU � IV^SZ� W\[

WPSLZ VM [OL JHYYV[� ZWPUHJO� T\ZOYVVTZ

HUK ILHUZWYV\[Z VU [VW VM [OL YPJL� (KK [OL

MYPLK LNNZ VU [VW� JY\TISL V]LY ZVTL UVYP

ZOHYKZ HUK H ZWYPURSPUN VM ZLZHTL ZLLKZ�

:LY]L ^P[O H KYPaaSL VM [OL ZH\JL�HUK�H�SP[[SL�

KPZO�VM�RPTJOP�VU�[OL�ZPKL��

PER SERVING 695 KCALS | FAT 23.6G | SATURATES 6.3G

CARBS 95.9G | FIBRE 7.5G | PROTEIN 21.1G | SALT 3.4G

Prep all the veg before cooking the rice, so it stays 

warm while you cook the toppings.

COOK’S NOTES

COOK’S NOTES
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Pork & pickled apple  
bao buns
4½ HOURS + PROVING + COOLING  

MAKES 6 | A LITTLE EFFORT 

pork belly ���N�WPLJL��ZRPU�HUK�L_JLZZ��

MH[ YLTV]LK

soy sauce ���TS

dry cider ���TS

star anise �

coriander H�I\UJO��SLH]LZ�WPJRLK�[V�ZLY]L

.3(A,

kecap manis � [IZW

Chinese five-spice ����[ZW��WS\Z�H�WPUJO

dry cider � [IZW

honey � [IZW

)(6 )<5:

fast-action yeast �N

strong white bread flour����N��WS\Z�L_[YH�

MVY K\Z[PUN

milk powder � [IZW

baking powder H WPUJO

golden caster sugar���N�

olive oil

70*23,

cider vinegar ���TS

golden caster sugar ��N

red apple����JVYLK�HUK�[OPUS`�ZSPJLK

 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

7\[ [OL WVYR ILSS` PU H ZTHSS IHRPUN KPZO�

HUK TP_ [OL ZV �̀ JPKLY� ���TS ^H[LY HUK Z[HY

HUPZL PU H Q\N� 7V\Y V]LY [OL TLH[� HKKPUN H

SP[[SL TVYL ^H[LY PM `V\ ULLK [V JV]LY� *V]LY

[PNO[S` ^P[O MVPS HUK JVVR MVY � OV\YZ� 3LH]L

[V�JVVS MVY � OV\Y PU [OL SPX\PK� [OLU�

SPM[ V\[� KPZJHYKPUN [OL

THYPUHKL� ([ [OPZ Z[HNL

`V\�JHU�SLH]L�[V�

Peanut butter thumbprint 
cookies
30 MINUTES + COOLING | MAKES 30 | EASY

;OLZL�HYL�ILZ[�LH[LU�[OL�KH`�[OL`�HYL�THKL���

smooth peanut butter ���N�

WS\Z � [IZW L_[YH�MVY�[OL�[VWZ�

eggs �

golden caster sugar ���N�

vanilla extract � [ZW�

plain flour ���N

baking powder H WPUJO

seedless raspberry VY strawberry jam��

ñ�QHY�

 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

;PW [OL WLHU\[ I\[[LY� LNNZ� Z\NHY HUK ]HUPSSH�

PU[V H MVVK WYVJLZZVY HUK ^OPaa \U[PS

ZTVV[O� HKK [OL MSV\Y� IHRPUN WV^KLY HUK

H WPUJO VM ZHS[ HUK W\SZL \U[PS P[ MVYTZ H IHSS�

9VSS [OL KV\NO PU[V �� ^HSU\[�ZPaLK IHSSZ�

HUK W\ZO `V\Y [O\TI PU[V [OL TPKKSL VM [OL

JVVRPLZ� HZ `V\ W\[ [OLT VU[V H IHRPUN

ZOLL[ SPULK ^P[O IHRPUN WHWLY� (KK ë [ZW

WLHU\[ I\[[LY PU[V [OL PUKLU[ PU [OL JVVRPLZ�

TP_ [OL QHT [V SVVZLU P[� HUK ZWVVU ZTHSS�

ISVIZ VU [VW VM [OL WLHU\[ I\[[LY�

 )HRL MVY ���� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS [OL` SVVR KY �̀

HUK Z[HY[PUN [V JYHJR� *VVS VU [OL IHRPUN

ZOLL[ MVY H ML^ TPU\[LZ��ILMVYL�JVVSPUN��

VU�H�^PYL�YHJR��

PER SERVING 101 KCALS | FAT 3G | SATURATES 0.8G

CARBS 15.6G | FIBRE 0.7G | PROTEIN 2.6G | SALT 0.1G

JVVS JVTWSL[LS �̀ ^YHW PU JSPUNMSPT HUK JOPSS

V]LYUPNO[ VY \U[PS `V\»YL YLHK` [V NSHaL�

 -VY [OL I\UZ� TP_ [OL `LHZ[ ^P[O ���TS

^HYT ^H[LY HUK SLH]L [V MVHT MVY H ML^

TPU\[LZ� 4P_ [OL MSV\Y� TPSR WV^KLY� IHRPUN

WV^KLY� Z\NHY HUK ñ [ZW ZHS[ PU [OL IV^S

VM H Z[HUK TP_LY� <ZPUN [OL KV\NO OVVR

H[[HJOTLU[ VU H TLKP\T ZWLLK� WV\Y PU

[OL `LHZ[ HUK ^H[LY TP_[\YL HUK TP_�MVY��

� TPU\[LZ \U[PS P[ MVYTZ H IHSS�

 :SV^S` KYPaaSL PU ��TS VSP]L VPS \U[PS

^LSS JVTIPULK� *VU[PU\L [V TP_ VU

TLKP\T ZWLLK MVY �� TPU\[LZ�\U[PS�P[��

SVVRZ ]LY` ZTVV[O�

 7\[ [OL KV\NO PU[V H SPNO[S` VPSLK IV^S�

JV]LY ^P[O JSPUNMPST HUK RLLW PU H ^HYT

WSHJL [V WYV]L \U[PS P[ OHZ�H[�SLHZ[�KV\ISLK��

PU ZPaL� HIV\[ � OV\Y�

 2UVJR [OL KV\NO IHJR KV^U ^P[O `V\Y

OHUKZ [OLU J\[ PU[V ��� IHSSZ� HIV\[ ���N

LHJO� -VYT PU[V IHSSZ HUK W\[ VU[V H IHRPUN

[YH` SPULK ^P[O IHRPUN WHWLY HUK JV]LY ^P[O

VPSLK JSPUNMPST ^OPSL `V\ ZOHWL [OL YLZ[���@V\�

JHU JOPSS [OLZL V]LYUPNO[ PM `V\ SPRL��

 ;V THRL [OL WPJRSL� OLH[ [OL ]PULNHY HUK

Z\NHY ^P[O H WPUJO VM *OPULZL � ZWPJL HUK

ZHS[ \U[PS [OL Z\NHY KPZZVS]LZ� (SSV^ [V JVVS��

[OLU HKK [OL HWWSL� *V]LY HUK JOPSS�

 ;\YU [OL V]LU \W [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

4P_ [OL NSHaL PUNYLKPLU[Z� HUK ZPTTLY PU

H ZTHSS WHU \U[PS Z`Y\W �̀ Z[PYYPUN H ML^ [PTLZ�

7V\Y H ML^ [IZW VM [OL NSHaL PU[V H ZTHSS KPZO�

HUK RLLW MVY ZLY]PUN HZ H ZH\JL� )Y\ZO

HIV\[ OHSM VM ^OH[ PZ SLM[ SPILYHSS` V]LY [OL

WVYR� HUK [YHUZMLY [V H YHJR ZL[ V]LY H

[PUMVPS�SPULK YVHZ[PUN [YH` �[OPZ ^PSS JH[JO HU`

NSHaL KYPWZ HUK Z[VW P[ I\YUPUN VU[V [OL [YH`��

*VVR MVY �� TPU\[LZ \U[PS KHYR NVSKLU HUK

JHYHTLSPZLK� IY\ZOPUN ^P[O [OL�YLTHPUPUN�

NSHaL OHSM ^H` [OYV\NO�

 9VSS LHJO KV\NO IHSS V\[ VU[V H ]LY` SPNO[S`

MSV\YLK ^VYRZ\YMHJL PU[V HU V]HS ZOHWL� KPW

H JOVWZ[PJR PU[V VPS HUK MVSK [OL KV\NO V]LY

P[� (KK H ZX\HYL VM IHRPUN WHWLY PU [OL MVSK

[V Z[VW P[ Z[PJRPUN [VNL[OLY� 7\[ VU IHRPUN

WHWLY PUZPKL TL[HS VY IHTIVV Z[LHTLY

IHZRL[Z �� [V H IHZRL[ HZ [OL` ^PSS YPZL H SV[

K\YPUN JVVRPUN�� (SSV^ [V WYV]L�HNHPU�MVY����

TPU\[LZ ILMVYL Z[LHTPUN�

 :[LHT [OL I\UZ MVY ����� TPU\[LZ� VY \U[PS

[OL I\UZ OH]L KV\ISLK PU ZPaL� HYL ZVM[ HUK

ZWYPUN �̀ HUK IV\UJL IHJR ^OLU `V\ WYLZZ

[OLT� 9V[H[L [OL Z[LHTLY IHZRL[Z L]LY`

� TPU\[LZ PM [OL IV[[VT VULZ�HYL�JVVRPUN�

X\PJRLY [OHU [OL [VW�

 ;V ZLY]L� YLOLH[ [OL ZH\JL NLU[S` PM P[»Z

[OPJRLULK�[VV�T\JO�[V�ZWVVU�PU[V�[OL�I\UZ��

:SPJL [OL WVYR PU[V [OPU Z[YPWZ� W\[ PU[V [OL

I\UZ ^P[O H ZWVVU VM [OL ZH\JL� H ML^ ZSPJLZ�

VM�WPJRSLK�HWWSL�HUK�JVYPHUKLY�SLH]LZ��

PER SERVING 586 KCALS | FAT 18.1G | SATURATES 5G

CARBS 80.6G | FIBRE 2.1G | PROTEIN 23.1G | SALT 1.6G
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Melting-middle

baked onions

p46 

Cheese & onion
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Melting-
middle

baked onions
1¾ HOURS | SERVES 6  

EASY | VEGETARIAN

:WHUPZO VUPVUZ ^VYR

^LSS� <ZL JOLKKHY MVY

H ]LNL[HYPHU VW[PVU�

VY H TP_ VM JOLKKHY HUK

NY\`uYL�MVY�H�YPJOLY�MPSSPUN��

onions � SHYNL��

WLLSLK

bay leaves �

thyme � ZWYPNZ��

SLH]LZ WPJRLK

gruyère VY

cheddar

���N����N� NYH[LK�

garlic � JSV]L��

JY\ZOLK

nutmeg H NYH[PUN

sourdough bread

� ZSPJL� J\[ PU[V�J\ILZ�

olive oil

green salad�[V�ZLY]L 

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU

���*�NHZ �� ;YPT [OL IHZLZ

VM [OL VUPVUZ ZV [OL` Z[HUK

\W PU H IHRPUN [YH �̀ HUK J\[ [OL

[VWZ MSH[� HIV\[ �JT KV^U�

ZV `V\ JHU ZLL TVZ[ VM [OL

VUPVU SH`LYZ� 7V\Y �JT

IVPSPUN ^H[LY PU[V [OL [YH �̀

HKK [OL IH` SLH]LZ HUK

JV]LY [PNO[S` ^P[O MVPS� )HRL

MVY ���ë OV\YZ \U[PS [OL`

HYL ZVM[ HSS [OL ^H` [OYV\NO

^OLU WPLYJLK ^P[O H ZRL^LY�

� 7V\Y HU` SPX\PK MYVT [OL

IV[[VT VM [OL [YH` H^H �̀

HUK SLH]L [V JVVS MVY �� TPU\[LZ

\U[PS [OL` HYL JVVS LUV\NO [V [V\JO�

7\SS V\[ [OL JLU[YLZ VM [OL VUPVUZ I`

NLU[S` ZX\LLaPUN [OLT� [OL` ZOV\SK WVW V\[

VM [OL [VW� VY \ZL H ZWVVU [V ZJVVW V\[ [OL

SH`LYZ� 3LH]L HIV\[ � VY � V\[LY VUPVU SH`LYZ

HZ H ZOLSS� -PULS` JOVW [OL ZVM[ VUPVU

TPKKSLZ� ZLHZVU ^P[O ZHS[ HUK SV[Z VM ISHJR

WLWWLY��HUK�HKK�H�WPUJO�VM�[O`TL�SLH]LZ��

Rhubarb & custard slice
3 HOURS + CHILLING | SERVES 6 | A LITTLE EFFORT 

pink rhubarb ���N� [YPTTLK

golden caster sugar � [IZW

all-butter puff pastry����N�

icing sugar

*<:;(9+

vanilla pod �����ZWSP[�SLUN[O^H`Z

milk ���TS

egg yolks �

golden caster sugar���N

plain flour ��N

cornflour � [ZW

double cream����TS�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

*OVW [OL YO\IHYI PU[V JO\URZ� [OLU J\[

[OLT SLUN[O^H`Z HSVUN [OL NYHPU� [V NL[

[OPU JYVZZ�ZLJ[PVUZ� :WYLHK L]LUS` V]LY

H IHRPUN ZOLL[ JV]LYLK PU IHRPUN WHWLY

VY H ZPSPJVUL TH[� :WYPURSL V]LY � [IZW Z\NHY�

*VVR MVY �� TPU\[LZ \U[PS [OL YO\IHYI SVVRZ

KY �̀ I\[ ZVM[� ;PW PU[V H ZTHSS ISLUKLY ^P[O

HUV[OLY � [IZW Z\NHY� VY TVYL PM [OL YO\IHYI�

PZ [HY[� )SLUK [V H W\YtL� [OLU JVVS�

� ;\YU [OL V]LU \W [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ

�� 9VSS V\[ [OL WHZ[Y` VU H ZOLL[ VM IHRPUN

WHWLY [V H ��_��JT YLJ[HUNSL� +\Z[ ^P[O

� [IZW PJPUN Z\NHY HUK SH` V]LY H ZLJVUK

ZOLL[ VM IHRPUN WHWLY� 3PM[ VU[V H IHRPUN

ZOLL[ HUK ZP[ HUV[OLY MSH[ IHRPUN ZOLL[

VU [VW� >LPNO KV^U ^P[O HU V]LUWYVVM

KPZO MPSSLK ^P[O IHRPUN ILHUZ� VY ZVTL[OPUN�

ZPTPSHYS` OLH]` HUK V]LUWYVVM�

� )HRL MVY �� TPU\[LZ� VY \U[PS [OL WHZ[Y` PZ

NVSKLU HUK JYPZW� 9LTV]L [OL ^LPNO[� [OL

[VW IHRPUN ZOLL[ HUK�SH`LY�VM�IHRPUN�WHWLY��

3LH]L�[V�JVVS�

HUK WHJR PU[V [OL VUPVU ZOLSSZ [V MPSS [OLT

HIV\[ �JT \W� +PZJHYK HU` VUPVU SLM[ V]LY��VY

\ZL MVY ZV\W�� 4P_ [OL JOLLZL� NHYSPJ�

U\[TLN� OHSM [OL [O`TL SLH]LZ HUK ZLHZVU�

:WVVU PU[V [OL VUPVUZ VU [VW VM [OL JOVWWLK

VUPVU� WHJRPUN [OL JOLLZL PU KLUZLS �̀ HZ [OL

JOLLZL ^PSS TLS[ HUK YLK\JL ^OLU JVVRLK�

� ;VZZ [OL IYLHK J\ILZ ^P[O � [IZW VPS� [OL

YLTHPUPUN [O`TL HUK ZLHZVU ^LSS� (KK [V

[OL [VWZ VM [OL VUPVUZ� +YPaaSL V]LY H SP[[SL

TVYL VSP]L VPS� )HRL MVY �� TPU\[LZ \U[PS [OL

[VWZ HYL NVSKLU HUK JY\UJO �̀ :LY]L�^P[O��

H�NYLLU�ZHSHK�VY�]LNL[HISLZ��

PER SERVING 319 KCALS | FAT 16.7G | SATURATES 9.1G

CARBS 24.3G | FIBRE 5.6G | PROTEIN 14.8G | SALT 0.9G

� :JYHWL [OL ]HUPSSH ZLLKZ MYVT [OL WVK�

HKK [V [OL TPSR HUK IYPUN [V H NLU[SL ZPTTLY�

>OPZR [OL LNN `VSRZ HUK Z\NHY \U[PS MS\MM �̀

[OLU ^OPZR PU [OL MSV\YZ \U[PS ZTVV[O� :SV^S`

WV\Y [OL OV[ TPSR V]LY [OL LNN HUK Z\NHY

TP_� JVU[PU\HSS` ^OPZRPUN� 7V\Y PU[V H WHU�

HUK JVVR VU H SV^ OLH[� ^OPZRPUN \U[PS P[

[OPJRLUZ� HUK SVVRZ SPRL H ]LY` [OPJR J\Z[HYK�

;OL J\Z[HYK ULLKZ [V IL [OPJR LUV\NO [V

OVSK PU [OL W\MM WHZ[Y �̀ ZV JVVR VU H ]LY` SV^

OLH[ MVY HYV\UK �� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS ^OLU [OL

^OPZR PZ YLTV]LK MYVT [OL J\Z[HYK� [OL

YPIIVU P[ SLH]LZ Z[H`Z VU [OL Z\YMHJL HUK

KVLZU»[ KPZHWWLHY� 7\ZO [OYV\NO H ZPL]L

PU[V H JSLHU IV^S� *V]LY ^P[O JSPUNMPST�

[V\JOPUN [OL Z\YMHJL VM [OL J\Z[HYK �[V

WYL]LU[ H ZRPU MVYTPUN�� *VVS�JVTWSL[LS �̀��

[OLU JOPSS \U[PS ULLKLK�

� >OPW [OL KV\ISL JYLHT \U[PS P[ OVSKZ WLHRZ��

YLZLY]L OHSM VM [OL J\Z[HYK� HUK MVSK [OL

YO\IHYI W\YtL NLU[S` [OYV\NO [OL YLTHPUKLY��

@V\ ^HU[ P[ [V IL Z[YLHRLK ^P[O [OL WPUR�

:WVVU PU[V H SHYNL WPWPUN IHN ^P[O H �JT

WSHPU UVaaSL HUK JOPSS� -VSK [OL YLTHPUPUN

JYLHT PU[V [OL JVVSLK J\Z[HYK NLU[S �̀ ZV P[

OVSKZ WLHRZ� HUK W\[ PU[V HUV[OLY�WPWPUN�IHN�

^P[O H ZPTPSHY UVaaSL� JOPSS�

� >OLU [OL WHZ[Y` PZ JVVS� \ZL H ZOHYW RUPML�

HUK Y\SLY [V J\[ [OL WHZ[Y` PU[V [^LS]L

�JT_�JT WPLJLZ� 7PWL HS[LYUH[L ISVIZ VM

[OL YO\IHYI JYLHT V]LY � VM [OL WHZ[Y`

YLJ[HUNSLZ� HUK WPWL ISVIZ VM J\Z[HYK PU

IL[^LLU� .LU[S` ZHUK^PJO VU [OL YLTHPUPUN

� W\MM WHZ[Y` [VWZ HUK JOPSS \U[PS `V\»YL YLHK`

[V ZLY]L �[OL` ^PSS RLLW MVY H ML^ OV\YZ� HU`

SVUNLY HUK [OL W\MM WHZ[Y` ^PSS NV ZVNN`��

ZWYPURSL NLULYV\ZS`�^P[O�H�K\Z[PUN�VM�PJPUN�

Z\NHY�[V�ZLY]L��

PER SERVING 617 KCALS | FAT 47.5G | SATURATES 29.5G

CARBS 38.9G | FIBRE 1.5G | PROTEIN 7.8G | SALT 0.4G

By roasting the rhubarb, most of the water

is lost, giving a more concentrated flavour.

Chilling the finished custard slices will help

hold the cream and custard in the pastry

when you’re eating, just don’t leave them  

too long or the pastry will go soggy.

COOK’S NOTES
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The newvegetarian
Experiment with new flavours
and clever techniques to take your
meat-free cooking to the next level

Recipes ALICE HART Photographs EMMA LEE 

Fresh cheeses with
flowers and herbs
30 MINUTES + CHILLING | MAKES 6 | EASY | VEGETARIAN

full-fat Greek yogurt 1.2kg

garlic 1 clove, crushed

lemon 1, zested (optional)

flat-leaf parsley, chives or chervil  

a handful of leaves, chopped

soft herbs, leaves and edible flowers to

serve (such as borage, chives, garlic chives

or wild garlic, pea shoots and flowers, roses,

sweet cicely, thyme)

cold-pressed oil to serve 

• Line a very large sieve or colander with

a square of muslin or cheesecloth and set

over a large bowl. Spoon in the yogurt and

chill for about 16 hours. Gather the cloth

up every now and then and give it a squeeze

to encourage it to drain. The yogurt should 

reduce in volume drastically.

• Tip the strained yogurt into a large mixing

bowl and fold in the garlic, lemon zest (if

using) and chopped herbs. Add a generous 

pinch of salt and taste, adding more

seasoning if you wish, but remember

the yogurt will lose more volume and all

the flavours will concentrate as it does so.

• Line 6 x 150ml pudding moulds or cups

with squares of cheesecloth or muslin.

The fabric squares should be large enough

to overhang the moulds generously, ready

to fold back over the tops of the cheeses

with room to spare. Spoon the herb-flecked 

cheese into the lined moulds. Fold the

excess fabric over and weigh each mould

down with a heavy object such as a baking

potato or a jar. Set aside in a cool place for 

at least an hour or overnight to firm up as

much as you would like. Turn the delicate

cheeses out and unwrap the damp muslin.

• Serve the cheeses with extra herbs, leaves

and edible flowers, cold-pressed oil and

a selection of antipasti or good bread. 

Spiced paneer for
spring in semolina dosas 
1 HOUR | SERVES 4 | EASY | VEGETARIAN 

groundnut oil

paneer cheese 300g, chopped into cubes 

cumin seeds 1 tsp

ginger large thumb-sized piece, peeled  

and finely grated

tomatoes 200g, chopped 

turmeric 1/2 tsp

coriander a handful, roughly chopped 

peas 250g, defrosted if frozen 

pea shoots to serve 

DOSAS

fine semolina or cornmeal 50g  

rice flour 50g

spelt flour 25g

green chillies 2, seeded and finely chopped

onion 1/2 small, finely chopped

ginger 3cm piece, peeled and  

finely chopped

curry leaves 8 fresh, chopped 

• Mix the flours in a bowl with half the chilli,

all the onion, ginger, curry leaves and a pinch

of salt. Gradually whisk in 220ml of water;

the consistency should be a bit thicker

than milk. Pour into a jug and set aside  

for 30 minutes.

• To make the curry, put 3 tbsp of groundnut 

oil in a wok or large frying pan set over

a high heat. Gently add the paneer and fry

for 2 minutes, turning often, until they turn

a pale, golden brown. Remove with a slotted 

spoon and drain on kitchen paper.

• Pour most of the oil away, leaving 1 tbsp

in the pan. Reduce the heat to medium and

add the cumin seeds. When they’re fragrant,

stir in the ginger, remaining chopped chilli,

tomatoes, turmeric and a generous pinch of

salt. Stir and allow to cook for a minute, then 

return the paneer cubes to the pan with

100ml water. Bring to the boil, partially cover

with a lid and simmer for 5 minutes. Stir in

the coriander and peas, adding a splash of

water if the mixture looks dry, and cook for a

couple more minutes. Remove from the heat 

and set aside while you cook the dosas.

• For the dosas, put a large non-stick frying

pan over a high heat and wipe it with a piece 

of kitchen paper generously dipped in

groundnut oil. Pour 1 medium ladleful of the 

batter into the hot pan, from the edges

towards the centre, swirling quickly to make

a very thin, lacy crepe. Sprinkle a few drops

of oil over. Cook for 30 seconds – 1 minute,

until the base is golden and crisp. Flip over

and cook for a further 30 seconds or so.

When both sides are lightly coloured, remove

the dosa to a plate. Prepare all the dosas

this way, stacking them up on the plate

separated by sheets of baking paper.

Cover the plate with foil and keep warm

in a low oven. Re-heat the paneer curry

and serve, wrapped in the dosas with 

handfuls of pea shoots. 
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Shaved beetroots with
sprouts, kefir and dukkah
11/2 HOURS | SERVES 4 AS A STARTER | EASY | VEGETARIAN

9H^ ILL[YVV[� ZV TLZTLYPZPUNS` ILH\[PM\S

^OLU PU JHUK`�Z[YPWLK MVYT� PZ� 0 [OPUR�

TVZ[ LUQV`HISL ^OLU ZSPJLK ^HMLY�[OPU

VY NYH[LK� ;OPZ LSLNHU[ ZHSHK JVTIPULZ

KLSPJH[L� \UJVVRLK ZOH]PUNZ ^P[O Z^LL[S`

YVHZ[LK ILL[YVV[Z� ZLLKLK K\RRHO HUK

H TPSK RLMPY KYLZZPUN� )\` RLMPY MYVT OLHS[O

MVVK ZOVWZ HUK 6JHKV� VY Z\IZ[P[\[L ^P[O

I\[[LYTPSR�VY�H�[OPU�`VN\Y[��PM�`V\�WYLMLY��

:(3(+

mixed coloured beetroots �� ZTHSS�

ZJY\IILK� SLH]LZ [YPTTLK �HU`�[LUKLY��

`V\UN SLH]LZ YLZLY]LK�

garlic � JSV]L� ZRPU VU�

thyme � ZWYPNZ

young beetroot VY chard leaves H OHUKM\S

microherbs VY sprouts�H�OHUKM\S

+<22(/

black HUK white sesame seeds���[IZW 

blanched hazelnuts � [IZW�

cumin seeds �����[IZW

coriander seeds ���� [IZW

mixed seeds � [IZW

dried thyme H WPUJO�

+9,::05.

blossom honey���[ZW

kefir � [IZW

extra-virgin olive oil ��[IZW

lemon juice ��[IZW

 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V � �*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

7\[ � VM [OL MYLZOS` ^HZOLK ILL[YVV[Z PU

[OL JLU[YL VM H SHYNL ZX\HYL VM MVPS� (KK

[OL NHYSPJ HUK [O`TL HUK IYPUN [OL MVPS

\W� ZJY\UJOPUN [OL LKNLZ [VNL[OLY [V

MVYT H SVVZL� [PNO[S`�ZLHSLK WHYJLS�

 7\[ VU H IHRPUN [YH` HUK JVVR MVY ��

TPU\[LZ� \U[PS [OL ILL[YVV[Z HYL [LUKLY

[V [OL WVPU[ VM H RUPML� 3LH]L [V JVVS ZSPNO[S`

ILMVYL WLLSPUN [OLT ¶ [OL ZRPU ^PSS Q\Z[ Y\I��

VMM ¶ J\[ [OLT PU OHS]LZ VY X\HY[LYZ�

KLWLUKPUN VU ZPaL� 9LZLY]L [OL NHYSPJ JSV]L�

0[»Z UPJL [V JOVW [OL VKK ILL[YVV[ OLYL��[VV��

[V HKK TVYL PU[LYLZ[ HUK [L_[\YL�

 ;V THRL [OL K\RRHO� [VHZ[ HSS [OL PUNYLKPLU[Z

L_JLW[ [OL TP_LK ZLLKZ HUK [O`TL PU H KY`

MY`PUN WHU� \U[PS MYHNYHU[� [OLU JVVS� ,P[OLY

YV\NOS` WV\UK PU H TVY[HY HUK WLZ[SL� VY W\SZL�

]LY` IYPLMS` PU H MVVK WYVJLZZVY� [V THRL H

JVHYZLS` NYV\UK TP_� ;VHZ[ [OL TP_LK ZLLKZ

ZLWHYH[LS �̀ \U[PS MYHNYHU[� [OLU Z[PY PU[V [OL TP_�

^P[O [OL KYPLK [O`TL HUK H WPUJO VM ZHS[�

 :SPJL [OL YLTHPUPUN ILL[YVV[Z PU[V ]LY` [OPU

YV\UKZ VM ���TT [OPJRULZZ� ;OL ILZ[ ^H`

[V KV [OPZ PZ ^P[O H THUKVSPU� I\[ H ]LY` ZOHYW�

RUPML VY [OL ZSPJPUN H[[HJOTLU[ VM H�MVVK�

WYVJLZZVY ^PSS HSZV ^VYR ^LSS�

 4HZO [OL YVHZ[ NHYSPJ PU H ZTHSS IV^S HUK

^OPZR PU [OL YLTHPUPUN KYLZZPUN PUNYLKPLU[Z��

:LHZVU ^LSS� 2LMPYZ ]HY` PU JVUZPZ[LUJ �̀

ZV HKK � [IZW VM ^H[LY [V [OL KYLZZPUN

[V SVVZLU P[� PM P[»Z VU [OL [OPJRLY ZPKL�

 ;VZZ [OL JVVRLK HUK YH^ ILL[YVV[Z

[VNL[OLY ^P[O [OL ILL[YVV[ VY JOHYK SLH]LZ

HUK TPJYVOLYIZ VY ZWYV\[Z� (YYHUNL VU

ZLY]PUN WSH[LZ� ZWVVU [OL KYLZZPUN V]LY

HUK�MPUPZO�^P[O�H�ZJH[[LYPUN�VM�K\RRHO��
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Horta on toast with chilli jam 
30 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY | VEGAN

/VY[H �VY ROVY[H� PZ H .YLLR JH[JO�HSS [LYT MVY

NYLLUZ� \Z\HSS` IYHPZLK VY IVPSLK ^P[O WSLU[`

VM VSP]L VPS HUK SLTVU� <ZL HU` TP_[\YL VM

YVI\Z[ NYLLUZ `V\ SPRL� ^PSK VY UV[" HU`[OPUN�

MYVT HZWHYHN\Z� JOHYK VY SHYNL ZWPUHJO

SLH]LZ [V WLWWLY` ^H[LYJYLZZ ^PSS IL

Z\WLYI� ( ZVM[S` WVHJOLK VY MYPLK LNN VY

H JY\TISL VM ML[H VU [VW PZ L_JLSSLU[� I\[

^PSS�TLHU�[OL�KPZO�PZ�UV�SVUNLY�]LNHU��

garlic � JSV]LZ �WYLMLYHIS`�TPSK���

ZWYPUN NHYSPJ�

mixed green leaves HUK shoots ���N

�SPRL SHYNL ZWPUHJO SLH]LZ� RHSL� JOHYK�

ZWY\L HZWHYHN\Z� T\Z[HYK SLH]LZ� ^PSK�

NHYSPJ� OVW ZOVV[Z��^H[LYJYLZZ�

olive oil

red chilli � TPSK� MPULS` ZSPJLK

rye VY sourdough bread � SHYNL ZSPJLZ�

extra-virgin olive oil [V�ZLY]L�

lemon ���

pepper VY chilli jam�[V�ZLY]L

� -PULS` ZSPJL � NHYSPJ JSV]L HUK OHS]L [OL�

V[OLY� >HZO HUK [YPT HSS [OL NYLLUZ�

YLTV]PUN HU` JVHYZL�Z[HSRZ�HUK�ZSPJL�

[OL SLH]LZ�

� >HYT � [IZW VSP]L VPS PU H SHYNL MY`PUN

WHU� (KK [OL ZSPJLK NHYSPJ HUK JOPSSP HUK

JVVR V]LY H TLKP\T OLH[ MVY H TPU\[L�

;OYV^ PU [OL NYLLUZ HUK Z[PY�MY` MVY ����

TPU\[LZ V]LY H TLKP\T�OPNO OLH[�

[VZZPUN [OL WHU VM[LU� \U[PS [OL NYLLUZ

HYL ^PS[LK I\[ Z[PSS YL[HPU H IP[ VM IP[L�

:LHZVU ^LSS ^P[O ZHS[ HUK WLWWLY�

;VHZ[ VY NYPSS [OL IYLHK \U[PS ZSPNO[S`

JOHYYLK� [OLU Y\I H ZPKL VM LHJO ZSPJL�

^P[O [OL J\[ ZPKLZ�VM�[OL�OHS]LK�

NHYSPJ JSV]L�

� +P]PKL [OL NYLLUZ IL[^LLU

[OL [VHZ[LK IYLHK ZSPJLZ ¶ WPSPUN

[OLT OPNO ¶ ^P[O H ML^ KYVWZ

VM�L_[YH�]PYNPU�VSP]L�VPS��H�ZX\LLaL��
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Salted chocolate and  

almond truffles

30 MINUTES + CHILLING | MAKES ABOUT 36

EASY | VEGAN

This (incidentally) vegan mixture makes

a rich and intense truffle, balanced with  

a good kick of salt. 

TRUFFLES

coconut sugar or maple sugar 20g 

coconut oil 50g

white almond butter 200g

70% dark chocolate 200g, chopped into 

small pieces 

sea salt flakes 2 large pinches

vanilla pod 1, split lengthways and seeds

scraped out, or 1 tsp vanilla bean paste 

TO COAT

cocoa powder

unsweetened desiccated coconut

shelled and unsalted almonds, hazelnuts, 

pecans, pistachios, finely chopped 

• Heat the sugar and 1 tbsp of water

together in a pan set over a medium heat,

stirring with a wooden spoon until the sugar 

has dissolved. Once dissolved add the

coconut oil, stirring until melted. Add the 

almond butter, chocolate, a pinch of sea

salt and all the vanilla seeds or paste.

Continue to stir gently until the chocolate

is two-thirds melted. Remove from the

heat and continue to stir intermittently  

until smooth and shiny.

• To make square truffles, pour the mixture 

into a 20cm square brownie tin, lined

with non-stick baking paper. To make

scoopable truffles, you can use a tin,

as above, or a shallow bowl, about

20cm in diameter. Either way, set the

truffle mix aside to cool, then scatter

with the remaining scrunched sea salt.  

Chill for 2 hours, until set solid.

• Tip the coating ingredients you want to

use into shallow bowls; the amount you’ll

need will depend on how many different

coatings you use in each batch, but make

sure the bases of the bowls are covered 

generously, to get an even covering.

• To make square truffles, turn the mixture

out onto a cool worksurface and slice into

small squares (the mixture is rich) then roll

each gently in a coating. To scoop out curls,

leave the mixture at room temperature for

15 minutes or so (this is a bit trial-and-error

as climactic, and kitchen temperatures vary

so widely), then scrape the surface with

a teaspoon to scoop into curls and rough

spirals. Roll each gently, in a coating, and

keep them cool or, if they feel soft, return

them to the fridge to firm the mixture up.

• The coated truffles will last for 2 weeks

or so if they are kept chilled in a sealed

container. Or freeze them for up to

a month, defrosting in the fridge overnight 

when you need them. 

Extracted from The New

Vegetarian by Alice Hart,

published by Square Peg 

at £25. Copyright ©  

Alice Hart 2015.
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Spicy sausage calzones
1 ¼ HOURS + FREEZING | MAKES 6 | EASY

<ZL M\SS�MH[ TVaaHYLSSH� ;OL OPNO ^H[LY

JVU[LU[ VM [OL SV^�MH[ ]LYZPVU SLHRZ V\[ �

^OLU JVVRPUN HUK SLH]LZ�`V\�^P[O��

H�ZVNN`�JHSaVUL��


 4HRL [OL IYLHK TP_ MVSSV^PUN [OL WHJRL[

PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ HUK SLH]L�P[�[V�YPZL�^OPSL�`V\�

THRL [OL MPSSPUN�


 /LH[ � [IZW VPS PU H MY`PUN WHU� HKK [OL

VUPVU HUK MY` MVY � TPU\[LZ \U[PS ZVM[� (KK

[OL NHYSPJ HUK JVVR MVY � TPU\[L� [OLU HKK

[OL JOVYPaV MVY HUV[OLY � TPU\[LZ \U[PS P[

Z[HY[Z YLSLHZPUN P[Z VPS� (KK [OL JOPSSP MSHRLZ�

WHWYPRH� JOVWWLK [VTH[VLZ HUK WHZZH[H�

:PTTLY MVY �� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS [OL ZH\JL OHZ

[OPJRLULK HUK [OL [VTH[VLZ OH]L IYVRLU

KV^U� :[PY PU [OL IHZPS� HUK ZLHZVU ^LSS�

(SSV^ [VV JVVS H SP[[SL� *\[ [OL TVaaHYLSSH

PU[V J\ILZ HUK SLH]L [V�KYHPU�PU�H�ZPL]L��

�PM P[ ^HZ PU ^H[LY��


 +P]PKL [OL KV\NO PU[V � LX\HS WPLJLZ

�HIV\[ ���N LHJO� VU H MSV\YLK ^VYRZ\YMHJL��

HUK YVSS V\[ [V THRL ���JT [OPJR YV\UKZ�

HIV\[ ��JT ^PKL� 7\[ H NLULYV\Z ZWVVUM\S

VM [OL ZH\JL VU[V LHJO IHZL HUK ZWYLHK

V]LY OHSM� SLH]PUN H �JT IVYKLY HYV\UK

[OL LKNL� [OLU ZJH[[LY H�ML^�WPLJLZ�VM�

TVaaHYLSSH VU [VW�


 -VSK [OL KV\NO V]LY [OL MPSSPUN HUK

WPUJO [OL ZPKLZ [VNL[OLY� THRPUN

Z\YL [V ZLHS [OL ^OVSL LKNL� -VSK [OL

ZLHSLK KV\NO V]LY HUK JYPTW [V THRL

Z\YL UV ZH\JL SLHRZ V\[ ^OLU JVVRPUN�

4HRL H Z[LHT OVSL PU [OL [VW VM LHJO�

*HYLM\SS` [YHUZMLY [OL JHSaVULZ [V H IHRPUN

WHWLY�SPULK IHRPUN ZOLL[ HUK MYLLaL \U[PS

ZVSPK� [OLU PUKP]PK\HSS` ^YHW PU JSPUNMPST VY MVPS�


 ;V ZLY]L� OLH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�

NHZ �� <U^YHW [OL MYVaLU JHSaVULZ� W\[

VU[V H IHRPUN [YH` HUK JVVR MVY �� TPU\[LZ�

VY \U[PS [OL KV\NO PZ W\MMLK HUK NVSKLU� :[PJR

H TL[HS ZRL^LY PU[V [OL Z[LHT OVSL [V JOLJR�

[OL�MPSSPUN�PZ�WPWPUN�OV[�ILMVYL�ZLY]PUN�

PER SERVING 523 KCALS | FAT 27.3G | SATURATES 11G

CARBS 42.6G | FIBRE 3.6G | PROTEIN 25G | SALT 2.5G

ciabatta bread mix ���N�

olive oil

onion � SHYNL� MPULS` KPJLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� JY\ZOLK

chorizo VY spicy salami ���N��ZSPJLK��

PU[V Z[YPWZ VY KPJLK

chilli flakes H WPUJO�

paprika H WPUJO

chopped tomatoes����N�[PU�

passata ���TS

basil H I\UJO� SLH]LZ JOVWWLK�

mozzarella block ���N

�VY mozzarella balls � _ ���N�

plain flour MVY�K\Z[PUN�
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Chocolate eclairs
Make your own

Chocolate éclairs

2 HOURS + COOLING | MAKES 10-12 | A LITTLE EFFORT

*YHX\LSPU PZ ZPTPSHY [V H JY\TISLTP_� HUK ^OLU

IHRLK VU [VW VM [OL JOV\_ I\UZ� NP]LZ H

JYHJRS �̀�JYPZW�[VW��[`WPJHS�PU�JSHZZPJ�WH[PZZLYPL��

CRAQUELIN

plain flour 40g, sieved

golden caster sugar 45g

softened butter 40g 

CHOUX BUNS

plain flour 150g

golden caster sugar 1 tbsp

unsalted butter 75g, cut  

into 1cm cubes 

milk 75ml

eggs 3, lightly beaten 

FILLING

whipping cream 500ml

icing sugar 2 tbsp

vanilla extract 1 tsp

CHOCOLATE GLAZE

fondant icing sugar  

200g, sieved

good-quality cocoa

powder 1 tbsp, sieved 

Take your éclairs to the next level with step-by-step  
help from the O test kitchen

Recipe ANNA GLOVER  Photographs TONY BRISCOE

Psst....
Share your photo on

Twitter, our Facebook

page or Instagram

#Ochallenge

– we’d love to see

your results

54 Omagazine.com April 2016

1. To make the craquelin, put the flour, sugar 

and butter in a bowl and rub with your

fingertips, like a crumble mix. Bring together

until the mixture forms a dough, pushing it

together if it crumbles (it will be quite short).

Roll between 2 sheets of baking paper using

a rolling pin, until it’s around 2mm thick and 

approx 20x25cm, then chill.

2. Heat the oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4.

Sift the flour into a bowl and add a pinch of

salt. Put the sugar, butter and milk in a pan

with 125ml water and bring to the boil. Take

the pan off the heat, pour in the flour and beat

the mixture until it turns into a smooth, thick

dough that comes away from the side of the

pan. Tip this into the bowl of a stand mixer

and beat for 2 minutes to cool it down a bit

(otherwise the eggs might cook when you add 

them), or beat well with a wooden spoon.

3. Add the eggs, a little at a time, continually

beating. Don’t worry if the mixture looks as

if it has split, it will come back together.

Spoon the mix into a piping bag fitted with

a plain round nozzle about 1½ cm wide and

pipe éclairs about 12cm long onto a baking

sheet lined with a non-stick baking mat or

baking paper, spacing them well apart.

4. Wet your finger with water, and smooth 

down any piping peaks on the éclairs.

5. Cut the craquelin into strips 12cm long and

as wide as the éclairs, put them on top of the

piped éclairs and bake for 40-50 minutes or

until the éclairs are dry and puffed. Cut one in

half to check they’re completely dry in the

middle. Leave to cool. For the filling, whip the

cream with the icing sugar and vanilla to make 

soft peaks. Spoon into a piping bag with a 

plain, thin nozzle, about 2mm wide.

6 / 7. When the éclairs have cooled, use

a skewer to pierce 3 holes in the base of

each éclair. Pipe the cream into the éclairs, 

making sure that they are well filled.

8. To make the glaze, mix the sugar and

cocoa powder with 2-2½ tbsp water to make

a thick icing that will stay on top of the éclairs 

without running off.

9. Dip the top of each éclair into the fondant,

or put it into a clean piping bag with a wide

nozzle and pipe stripes down the middle.

Remove excess fondant, or any drips, with

a clean finger. Chill until set, and eat them  

the day they’re made.

PER SERVING 411 KCALS | FAT 26.3G | SATURATES 16.1G

CARBS 38.3G | FIBRE 0.8G | PROTEIN 4.5G | SALT 0.3G
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Cook everyday
3L[ 1HUPUL 9H[JSPMML�O»Z MVVK
LKP[VY� YLZJ\L `V\ MYVT `V\Y YLJPWL�
Y\[ ^P[O [OLZL X\PJR�HUK�LHZ`�
TPK^LLR PKLHZ

9LJPWLZ 1(505, 9(;*30--,

7OV[VNYHWOZ�;65@�)90:*6,�
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Duck, mango and  
watercress salad
30 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY

duck breasts �� ZRPU ZJVYLK

Chinese five-spice���[ZW

soy sauce � [ZW

sesame oil � [ZW

honey VY brown sugar ��[ZW

rice vinegar � [ZW

mango �� WLLSLK HUK ZSPJLK

red onion ���� MPULS` ZSPJLK

watercress���OHUKM\SZ

	 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

7\[ [OL K\JR PU HU V]LUWYVVM MY`PUN WHU�

ZRPU�ZPKL KV^U� HUK JVVR MVY ���� TPU\[LZ

\U[PS [OL ZRPU PZ JYPZW HUK NVSKLU�HUK�H�SV[��

VM [OL MH[ OHZ YLUKLYLK V\[�

	 4P_ [OL MP]L�ZWPJL ^P[O ��� [ZW ZLH ZHS[� MSPW

[OL IYLHZ[Z ZV [OL` HYL ZRPU�ZPKL \W HUK

ZWYPURSL V]LY [OL ZWPJL TP_� *VVR PU [OL V]LU

MVY �� TPU\[LZ� 9LZ[ MVY � TPU\[LZ ^OPSL `V\�

THRL [OL ZHSHK� >OPZR [OL ZV �̀ ZLZHTL�

Z\NHY HUK ]PULNHY� ;VZZ ^P[O [OL THUNV

HUK VUPVU [OLU [VZZ ^P[O [OL ^H[LYJYLZZ��

:SPJL�[OL�K\JR�HUK�HKK�[V�[OL�ZHSHK�

PER SERVING 441 KCALS | FAT 18.5G | SATURATES 4.7G

CARBS 27.9G | FIBRE 4G | PROTEIN 38.8G | SALT 2.3G

Lamb-stuffed baked peppers
1 HOUR 15 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY

mixed red HUK green peppers �

olive oil

lamb mince ���N

onion � SHYNL� JOVWWLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� MPULS` ZSPJLK

cinnamon ��� [ZW WS\Z � WPUJO

dried mint � [ZW WS\Z � WPUJO

ready-cooked steamed basmati rice 

���N WHJR

flat-leaf parsley H�ZTHSS�I\UJO��JOVWWLK

passata ���TS

chicken VY veg stock ���TS

	 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

*\[ [OL [VWZ VMM [OL WLWWLYZ� YLTV]L HUK

KPZJHYK [OL ZLLKZ HUK KYPaaSL ^P[O H SP[[SL VPS�

:P[ [OLT PU H ZU\N IHRPUN KPZO� JV]LY ^P[O

MVPS HUK W\[ PU [OL V]LU [V�Z[HY[�JVVRPUN�^OPSL

`V\ THRL [OL MPSSPUN�

	 /LH[ H UVU�Z[PJR WHU HUK JVVR [OL SHTI

TPUJL \U[PS IYV^ULK HSS V]LY �`V\ ^VU»[ ULLK

HU` L_[YH VPS MVY [OPZ�� (KK [OL VUPVU HUK

NHYSPJ HUK JVVR \U[PS JVTWSL[LS` ZVM[LULK�

Z[PYYPUN UV^ HUK HNHPU� (KK [OL JPUUHTVU

HUK�TPU[�HUK�JVVR�MVY�H�TPU\[L��:[PY�PU�[OL�:
;
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YPJL HUK WHYZSL` HUK TP_ YLHSS` ^LSS� :LHZVU�

	 ;HRL [OL WLWWLYZ V\[ VM [OL V]LU HUK

ZWVVU PU [OL SHTI TP_� 4P_ [OL WHZZH[H

HUK Z[VJR ^P[O � [IZW VSP]L VPS� :LHZVU

HUK HKK HUV[OLY WPUJO VM JPUUHTVU HUK

TPU[� :WVVU V]LY HUK HYV\UK [OL WLWWLYZ�

7\[ [OL MVPS IHJR VU HUK IHRL PU [OL V]LU

MVY � OV\Y� @V\ ^HU[ [OL WLWWLYZ [V IL

YLHSS` [LUKLY HUK Q\Z[ OVSKPUN [OLPY ZOHWL�

:LY]L ^P[O ZHSHK HUK [OL�ZH\JL�MYVT�[OL��

WHU�ZWVVULK�V]LY�

PER SERVING 436 KCALS | FAT 21.2G | SATURATES 7.7G

CARBS 32.3G | FIBRE 7.4G | PROTEIN 32.3G | SALT 0.4G
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Supergreen broccoli  
pasta bowl
20 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY | VEGETARIAN

linguine ���N

broccoli � OLHK� MSVYL[ LUKZ J\[ VMM �

�ZH]L [OL Z[HSR�MVY�ZV\W�VY�Z[VJR�

olive oil

garlic � JSV]L� ZSPJLK

pine nuts ��[IZW

� *VVR [OL WHZ[H� )VPS [OL IYVJJVSP MVY

��� TPU\[LZ [OLU KYHPU ^LSS HUK W\SZL�PU��

H MVVK WYVJLZZVY VY MPULS` JOVW�

� /LH[ � [IZW VSP]L VPS PU H WHU HUK JVVR

[OL NHYSPJ HUK WPUL U\[Z MVY H ML^ TPU\[LZ��

;PW PU [OL IYVJJVSP HUK OLH[ [OYV\NO�

(KK�[OL�KYHPULK�WHZ[H��H�ZWSHZO�VM�[OL�

JVVRPUN ^H[LY�HUK�[VZZ��+YPaaSL�^P[O�VSP]L�VPS�

[V�ZLY]L�

PER SERVING 480 KCALS | FAT 24.2G | SATURATES 3G

CARBS 45.6G | FIBRE 7.2G | PROTEIN 16.2G | SALT 0.1G

Smoky steak with
jalapeño cream
10 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY

sirloin VY rump steak � SHYNL�VY���ZTHSS��

HIV\[ ���N��MH[�[YPTTLK

olive oil

ground cumin ��� [ZW

hot smoked paprika ��� [ZW

pickled jalepeños � [IZW VM JOVWWLK

half-fat soured cream � [IZW

coriander H�ZTHSS�I\UJO��JOVWWLK

salad leaves � OHUKM\SZ

cherry tomatoes ���N� OHS]LK�

spring onions �� ZSPJLK

tortilla chips���OHUKM\SZ�[V�ZLY]L

� 9\I [OL Z[LHRZ ^P[O VPS� [OLU Y\I PU [OL

ZWPJLZ� ZLHZVU HUK SLH]L� 4P_ [OL QHSHWL|VZ��

ZV\YLK JYLHT HUK JVYPHUKLY HUK ZLHZVU�

� /LH[ H UVU�Z[PJR MY`PUN WHU \U[PS P[»Z OV[ HUK

ZLHY [OL Z[LHR MVY � TPU\[LZ VU LHJO ZPKL�

9LZ[ P[ MVY H JV\WSL VM TPU\[LZ� :SPJL [OL

Z[LHR HUK HYYHUNL VU [OL WSH[LZ� ;VZZ [OL

ZHSHK SLH]LZ� [VTH[VLZ HUK ZWYPUN VUPVUZ

HUK HKK [V [OL ZPKL� :LY]L ^P[O H SP[[SL IV^S

VM�QHSHWL|V�JYLHT�HUK�ZVTL�[VY[PSSH�JOPWZ�

PER SERVING 280 KCALS | FAT 14.7G | SATURATES 6.6G

CARBS 5.2G | FIBRE 2.4G | PROTEIN 30.4G | SALT 0.6G
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Easy fish pie
20 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY

spinach ���N

half-fat crème fraîche ���N

Dijon mustard � [ZW

frozen peas ���N� KLMYVZ[LK

skinless smoked haddock fillet ���N��

J\[ PU[V JO\URZ

mashed potato ���N

butter

	 /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

7\[ [OL ZWPUHJO PU H JVSHUKLY HUK WV\Y

V]LY H RL[[SL VM IVPSPUN ^H[LY [V ^PS[� *VVS�

[OLU ZX\LLaL V\[ HZ T\JO�SPX\PK�HZ�

WVZZPISL HUK JOVW�

	 7\[ [OL JYuTL MYHzJOL HUK T\Z[HYK

PU H WHU HUK OLH[ NLU[S �̀ (KK

[OL ^PS[LK ZWPUHJO� [OLU�Z[PY�

PU [OL WLHZ HUK

OHKKVJR� ;PW PU[V

H ZTHSS OLH[WYVVM

KPZO HUK [VW ^P[O

[OL THZO� 9V\NO

\W [OL Z\YMHJL� KV[

^P[O I\[[LY HUK

IHRL MVY �����

TPU\[LZ \U[PS NVSKLU

HUK I\IISPUN �MSHZO

\UKLY H NYPSS PM `V\�^HU[�

TVYL�JVSV\Y��

PER SERVING 457 KCALS

FAT 23.4G | SATURATES

14.1G | CARBS 30.8G

FIBRE 5.2G | PROTEIN 

28.3G | SALT 2G
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Sushi rice and hot-smoked 
salmon salad
30 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY

sushi rice ���N

rice wine vinegar � [IZW

golden caster sugar ��[IZW

soy sauce � [IZW

carrot � SHYNL� ZOYLKKLK

radishes �� ZSPJLK

red onion ���� ZSPJLK

edamame �ZV`H� beans ��N��ISHUJOLK��

HUK KYHPULK

hot-smoked salmon ���N��MSHRLK��

PU[V IPN JO\URZ

black VY white sesame seeds  

MVY�ZWYPURSPUN�

� >HZO [OL Z\ZOP YPJL PU ^H[LY [OLU KYHPU

HUK YLWLH[ H JV\WSL VM [PTLZ [V NL[ YPK

VM ZVTL Z[HYJO� 7\[ PU H WHU ^P[O ���TS

^H[LY� )YPUN [V [OL IVPS [OLU JV]LY HUK

SV^LY [OL OLH[� *VVR MVY ����� TPU\[LZ

\U[PS [OL ^H[LY PZ HIZVYILK��;PW�V\[�VU[V��

H WSH[L HUK JVVS�

� /LH[ [OL ]PULNHY� Z\NHY HUK ZV` ZH\JL�PU��

H ZTHSS WHU \U[PS [OL Z\NHY TLS[Z�

� 7\[ [OL JHYYV[� YHKPZO HUK VUPVU PU H IV^S

^P[O OHSM [OL ]PULNHY TP_� ;VZZ [VNL[OLY�

:WYPURSL [OL YLZ[ V]LY [OL YPJL HUK TP_�

(YYHUNL [OL YPJL VU WSH[LZ ^P[O [OL WPJRSLK�

]LN� LKHTHTL HUK ZHSTVU�HUK�MPUPZO��

^P[O�ZLZHTL�ZLLKZ�

PER SERVING 488 KCALS | FAT 9.6G | SATURATES 1.9G

CARBS 70.8G | FIBRE 6.3G | PROTEIN 26.5G | SALT 2.9G

Baked feta with cherry
tomatoes and garlic toast
30 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY| VEGETARIAN

olive oil

cherry tomatoes ���N� OHS]LK

feta VY ]LNL[HYPHU�HS[LYUH[P]L����N��

ISVJR� OHS]LK

sourdough � ZSPJLZ

garlic � JSV]L� OHS]LK

balsamic vinegar H KYPaaSL

oregano H ML^ SLH]LZ� WPJRLK�HUK�JOVWWLK

herb salad���OHUKM\SZ

��/LH[�[OL�V]LU�[V����*�MHU����*�NHZ����

+YPaaSL H SP[[SL VPS PU [OL IV[[VT VM � ZTHSS

IHRPUN KPZOLZ� HKK ZVTL [VTH[VLZ� ZLHZVU�

[OLU KP]PKL [OL ML[H VU [VW� ;VW ^P[O [OL

YLTHPUPUN [VTH[VLZ� ZLHZVU�HNHPU�HUK�

KYPaaSL ^P[O TVYL VPS�

� *V]LY ^P[O MVPS HUK IHRL MVY �� TPU\[LZ�

;VHZ[ [OL ZV\YKV\NO [OLU Y\I ^P[O [OL J\[

ZPKL VM NHYSPJ HUK KYPaaSL ^P[O H SP[[SL TVYL

VPS� 9LTV]L [OL MVPS MYVT [OL KPZOLZ� KYPaaSL

^P[O ZVTL IHSZHTPJ HUK ZWYPURSL V]LY [OL

VYLNHUV� :LY]L [OL IHRLK ML[H ^P[O�OLYI�

ZHSHK�HUK�ZV\YKV\NO�[VHZ[�

PER SERVING 491 KCALS | FAT 24.9G | SATURATES 14.6G

CARBS 40.6G | FIBRE 3.4G | PROTEIN 24.4G | SALT 3.3G
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Greens and beans salad

20 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY | VEGAN

kidney beans ���N [PU� YPUZLK HUK KYHPULK

green beans ���N��ISHUJOLK�HUK�J\[�PU[V�

�JT WPLJLZ

long-stemmed broccoli ���N� JOVWWLK�

PU[V ZTHSS WPLJLZ HUK ISHUJOLK

avocado � ZTHSS� WLLSLK HUK�KPJLK

celery � Z[HSRZ� ZSPJLK

red onion ���� MPULS` JOVWWLK

baby watercress H NVVK OHUKM\S

red wine vinegar � [IZW

Dijon mustard � [ZW

olive oil � [IZW

crusty bread [V�ZLY]L

� 7\[ [OL MPYZ[ � PUNYLKPLU[Z PU H IV^S�

>OPZR [OL ]PULNHY HUK T\Z[HYK [VNL[OLY

[OLU ^OPZR PU [OL VSP]L VPS HUK ZLHZVU� (KK [V

[OL ZHSHK� [VZZ L]LY`[OPUN�[VNL[OLY�HUK�ZLY]L�

^P[O�JY\Z[`�IYLHK�

PER SERVING 231 KCALS | FAT 14.2G | SATURATES 2.4G

CARBS 13.3G | FIBRE 9.5G | PROTEIN 7.7G | SALT 0.2G



Chettinad chicken curry
1 HOUR + MARINATING | SERVES 6 | EASY

desiccated coconut � [IZW�

garlic � JSV]LZ� JY\ZOLK

ginger �JT WPLJL WLLSLK HUK MPULS`�NYH[LK

ground black pepper ë�[ZW�

turmeric � [ZW

boneless, skinless chicken thighs ���N��

X\HY[LYLK

PU[V JO\URZ

oil MVY MY`PUN

onions �� ZSPJLK

red chillies �� ZLLKLK HUK�ZSPJLK

tomato purée � [IZW

cinnamon sticks �

chicken stock ���TS

steamed basmati [V�ZLY]L

chapatis�[V�ZLY]L

:70*, 40?

fennel seeds, cumin seeds, coriander 

seeds ���� [ZW VM LHJO

dried long red chilli �

star anise��

� ;VHZ[ [OL ZWPJLZ MVY [OL ZWPJL TP_ PU

H ZTHSS MY`PUN WHU [OLU NYPUK PU H ZWPJL

NYPUKLY VY ^P[O H TVY[HY HUK WLZ[SL� ;VHZ[

[OL JVJVU\[ PU [OL ZHTL WHU�\U[PS�NVSKLU��

JVVS [OLU NYPUK IYPLMS �̀

� 7\[ [OL NHYSPJ� NPUNLY� ISHJR WLWWLY�

[\YTLYPJ HUK JOPJRLU PU H IV^S� ;VZZ

[OLU SLH]L [V THYPUH[L MVY �� TPU\[LZ�

� /LH[ � [IZW VPS PU H WHU� -Y` [OL VUPVU

HUK JOPSSP ^P[O H NVVK WPUJO VM ZHS[ MVY

�� TPU\[LZ \U[PS ZVM[� (KK [OL JOPJRLU� ZWPJL�

TP_� [VHZ[LK JVJVU\[� [VTH[V W\YtL HUK

JPUUHTVU Z[PJRZ� HUK MY` MVY � TPU\[LZ�

7V\Y PU [OL Z[VJR HUK ZPTTLY MVY ��

TPU\[LZ��:LY]L�^P[O�YPJL�HUK�JOHWH[PZ�

PER SERVING 275 KCALS | FAT 14.3G | SATURATES 5.5G

CARBS 5.3G | FIBRE 3.4G | PROTEIN 29.6G | SALT 0.4G

COOK 
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;\YU L]LY`KH` PUNYLKPLU[Z
PU[V ZVTL[OPUN ZWLJPHS
^P[O [OLZL PUZWPYPUN�YLJPWLZ

9LJPWLZ :(9(/ *662

7OV[VNYHWOZ�:(4�:;6>,33

3JERSEY

ROYALS 

WAYS WITH

Catalan roast chicken,
potato and pepper salad
25 MINUTES | SERVES 6 | EASY 

Jersey Royals ���N� OHS]LK

onion � ZTHSS��[OPUS`�ZSPJLK

olive oil

sweet smoked paprika ��[ZW

raisins ��N

honey � [IZW

sherry vinegar � [IZW

roasted red peppers � SHYNL

QHY� KYHPULK HUK J\[ PU[V Z[YPWZ

rotisserie chicken ��

ZRPU KPZJHYKLK HUK TLH[

ZOYLKKLK MYVT [OL IVUL

pine nuts ��N� [VHZ[LK

rocket leaves���N

� )VPS [OL WV[H[VLZ \U[PS [LUKLY �HIV\[

����� TPU\[LZ�� [OLU KYHPU ^LSS HUK OHS]L�

� -Y` [OL VUPVUZ PU � [IZW VPS HUK [OL WHWYPRH

\U[PS NVSKLU� [OLU Z[PY PU [OL YHPZPUZ� MVSSV^LK

I` [OL OVUL` HUK ]PULNHY� (Z ZVVU HZ [OL

KYLZZPUN ILNPUZ I\IISPUN� Z[PY PU [OL YVHZ[LK�

WLWWLYZ� /LH[ [OYV\NO MVY HUV[OLY ���

TPU\[LZ� [OLU [VZZ PU H IPN IV^S ^P[O [OL

ZOYLKKLK JOPJRLU� WV[H[VLZ� WPUL U\[Z���

HUK�SLH]LZ��:LY]L�Z[YHPNO[�H^H �̀

PER SERVING 346 KCALS | FAT 15.3G | SATURATES 2.8G

CARBS 20G | FIBRE 2.2G | PROTEIN 30.9G | SALT 0.2G
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Baked Jersey Royals
with brie and pickles
1 HOUR | SERVES 2 | EASY 

Jersey Royals ���N

sunflower oil

fennel seeds � [ZW

dill JOVWWLK [V THRL �ñ�[IZW

whole brie � ZTHSS

English mustard powder � [ZW

white wine vinegar � [IZW

cornichons�����OHS]LK

baby pickled onions �� ZSPJLK�PU[V�YPUNZ

capers � [IZW� YPUZLK

mixed leaves�H�SHYNL�OHUKM\S

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

;VZZ [OL 1LYZL` 9V`HSZ PU H ZTHSS YVHZ[PUN

KPZO ^P[O � [IZW VPS� [OL MLUULS ZLLKZ��SV[Z��

VM ISHJR WLWWLY HUK ZVTL ZHS[�

� 9VHZ[ [OL WV[H[VLZ MVY �� TPU\[LZ \U[PS ZVM[

PU [OL TPKKSL� NVSKLU HUK JYPZW� [OLU Z[PY

[OYV\NO � [IZW VM [OL KPSS HUK W\ZO [OL

WV[H[VLZ�[V�[OL�ZPKLZ��SLH]PUN�H�OVSL�PU�[OL�

TPKKSL� <U^YHW [OL JOLLZL� ZP[ P[ PU [OL NHW PU

[OL KPZO HUK IHRL MVY ����� TPU\[LZ \U[PS [OL

JOLLZL MLLSZ ^VIIS` ^OLU `V\ WYLZZ [OL [VW�

� 7\[ ��� [IZW VPS PU H IV^S HUK ^OPZR

PU [OL T\Z[HYK WV^KLY� YLTHPUPUN KPSS�

]PULNHY HUK � [ZW ^H[LY� ;VZZ [OYV\NO

[OL JVYUPJOVUZ� WPJRSLK VUPVUZ� JHWLYZ��

HUK SLH]LZ� :LY]L ^P[O�[OL�TVS[LU��

IYPL�HUK�YVHZ[PLZ�

PER SERVING 505 KCALS | FAT 32.5G | SATURATES 15.7G

CARBS 29.6G | FIBRE 4.9G | PROTEIN 20.9G | SALT 1.9G
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Jersey Royals, spring
greens and prawn fritteda
30 MINUTES | SERVES 3 | EASY

( MYP[[LKH PZ H SPNO[ 0[HSPHU�Z[L^��

VM�ZWYPUN�]LNL[HISLZ�

Jersey Royals ���N

butter � [IZW

onion �� JOVWWLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� ZSPJLK

celery � Z[PJR� KPJLK

broad beans ���N� ^LPNOLK��

HM[LY KV\ISL�WVKKPUN

samphire H OHUKM\S

frozen peas ���N

lemons �� aLZ[LK HUK � Q\PJLK

light fish VY vegetable stock����TS

shelled prawns����N

� (KK [OL 1LYZL` 9V`HSZ [V H SHYNL WHU

VM IVPSPUN� ZHS[LK ^H[LY HUK IVPS MVY �����

TPU\[LZ� VY \U[PS Q\Z[ [LUKLY� +YHPU ^LSS��

SLH]L [V JVVS� [OLU ZSPJL [OPJRS �̀

� 4LS[ [OL I\[[LY PU H KLLW MY`PUN WHU

[OLU HKK [OL VUPVU� NHYSPJ HUK JLSLY`

HUK ZVM[LU NLU[S` MVY HIV\[ � TPU\[LZ�

;PW PU [OL ZSPJLK WV[H[VLZ� IYVHK ILHUZ�

ZHTWOPYL� MYVaLU WLHZ� SLTVU aLZ[ HUK

MPZO Z[VJR� :X\LLaL PU [OL Q\PJL MYVT VUL

VM [OL SLTVUZ ^P[O H WPUJO VM ZHS[� WLWWLY

HUK Z\NHY HUK IYPUN [V H ZPTTLY� )\IISL

[VNL[OLY MVY � TPU\[LZ� [OLU [PW PU [OL

WYH^UZ HUK I\IISL HNHPU \U[PS [OL WYH^UZ

HYL WPUR� :LHZVU ^P[O WSLU[` TVYL ISHJR�

WLWWLY HUK ZLY]L ^P[O L_[YH SLTVU

^LKNLZ�HUK�JY\Z[`�IYLHK�VU�[OL�ZPKL�

PER SERVING 329 KCALS | FAT 6.8G

SATURATES 3.1G | CARBS 31.4G | FIBRE 13.7G 

PROTEIN 28.8G | SALT 1.2G
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Vegan

meringues 

p70

You’ll never guess what

 we’ve used instead of eggs!
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Vegan meringues 
2½ HOURS + COOLING

SERVES 8 | EASY | VEGAN

0[ ZV\UKZ THK� I\[ P[ KVLZ ^VYR� ILSPL]L \Z��

;OL IYPUL MYVT H [PU VM JOPJRWLHZ �H�R�H�

HX\HMHIH� [HRLZ V]LY MYVT LNNZ PU [OPZ

TLYPUN\L YLJPWL� <ZL [V [VW SLTVU TLYPUN\L

WPL VY THRL ,[VU TLZZ�+VU»[ IL [LTW[LK

[V THRL [OL TLYPUN\LZ [VV SHYNL� [OV\NO�

HZ [OL` KVU»[ OVSK [OLPY ZOHWL�HZ�^LSS�HZ��

LNN�^OP[L�TLYPUN\LZ��

coconut cream ���TS� JOPSSLK

frozen berries ���N� ISLUKLK�^P[O���[IZW�

maple syrup [V ZLY]L

=,.(5 4,905.<,

chickpeas ���N [PU

cream of tartare ñ [ZW�

icing sugar ���N

vanilla extract���[ZW�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU  �*�NHZ ë�

+YHPU [OL JOPJRWLH SPX\PK PU[V H IV Ŝ �ZH]L [OL

JOPJRWLHZ [V THRL O\TT\Z VY \ZL PU H ZHSHK

¶ ZLL /LYL HUK UV �̂ WHNL ���� )LH[ [OL IYPUL

VU H OPNO ZWLLK \ZPUN [OL ^OPZR H[[HJOTLU[

VU H Z[HUK TP_LY� VY \ZPUN LSLJ[YPJ OHUK ILH[LYZ�

)LH[ MVY HYV\UK � TPU\[LZ� \U[PS ]LY` SPNO[ HUK

MS\MM �̀ 0[ ZOV\SK OH]L KV\ISLK PU ]VS\TL� (KK [OL

JYLHT VM [HY[HYL� [OLU HKK [OL PJPUN Z\NHY�

� [IZW H[ H [PTL� M\SS̀ PUJVYWVYH[PUN LHJO [IZW

ILMVYL HKKPUN [OL UL_[� >OLU HSS [OL Z\NHY OHZ

ILLU HKKLK� TP_ PU [OL ]HUPSSH HUK ^OPZR \U[PS

`V\ NL[ Z[PMM NSVZZ` WLHRZ� ;YHUZMLY [OL TP_ [V��

H WPWPUN IHN P̂[O H WSHPU VY Z[HY UVaaSL�

� 7PWL ZTHSS TV\UKZ VM TLYPUN\L VU[V

H WHYJOTLU[�SPULK IHRPUN ZOLL[� )HRL MVY

� OV\YZ� HUK KVU»[ VWLU [OL KVVY ^OPSL

JVVRPUN� 3LH]L [V JVVS PU [OL V]LU ^P[O P[

[\YULK VMM MVY � TVYL OV\YZ� [OLU JVVS

JVTWSL[LS �̀ :[VYL PU HU HPY[PNO[ JVU[HPULY�

� ;V ZLY]L� ^OPW [OL JVJVU\[ JYLHT \U[PS MS\MM �̀

HUK ZWVVU P[ V]LY ZTHSS KPZOLZ VM TLYPUN\LZ��

-PUPZO�^P[O�H�KYPaaSL�VM�ILYY`�ZH\JL��

PER SERVING 150 KCALS | FAT 5.1G | SATURATES 4G

CARBS 22G | FIBRE 2.2G | PROTEIN 2.6G | SALT 0G

Healthy
trend

Spiced lentil shepherd’s pie 
1 HOUR | SERVES 6 | EASY | VEGAN  

coconut oil MVY MY`PUN

onion �� KPJLK

carrots �� WLLSLK HUK KPJLK

celery � Z[HSR� KPJLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� JY\ZOLK

chilli flakes � [ZW� WS\Z ��WPUJOLZ

ground cumin � [ZW

garam masala � [IZW� WS\Z���WPUJO

tomato purée � [IZW

green lentils ���N�

bay leaf �

vegetable stock ���TS

coriander H I\UJO� JOVWWLK

parsnips �� WLLSLK�HUK�X\HY[LYLK�

SLUN[O^H`Z

floury potatoes ���HIV\[����N���WLLSLK��

HUK�JOVWWLK�

� /LH[ � [ZW JVJVU\[ VPS PU H SHYNL WHU

HUK MY` [OL VUPVU� JHYYV[Z HUK JLSLY` ^P[O

H WPUJO VM ZHS[ MVY � TPU\[LZ� \U[PS [LUKLY�

(KK [OL NHYSPJ� JOPSSP� J\TPU HUK NHYHT

THZHSH��HUK�MY`�MVY�HUV[OLY���TPU\[LZ���

:[PY PU [OL [VTH[V W\YtL� NYLLU SLU[PSZ�

IH` SLHM HUK SV[Z VM ZLHZVUPUN� (KK [OL

Z[VJR� IYPUN [V H ZPTTLY HUK JV]LY ^P[O

H SPK� *VVR MVY ����� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS [OL

SLU[PSZ HYL [LUKLY I\[ UV[ T\ZO �̀ (KK H

ZWSHZO VM ^H[LY PM [OL SLU[PSZ HYL Z[PJRPUN�

:[PY PU [OL JVYPHUKLY� HUK H�WPUJO�TVYL��

JOPSSP MSHRLZ PM `V\ SPRL�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

;YPT HUK KPZJHYK [OL ^VVK` TPKKSLZ MYVT

[OL WHYZUPWZ HUK YV\NOS` JOVW [OL YLZ[�

*VVR [OL WV[H[VLZ HUK WHYZUPWZ PU IVPSPUN

ZHS[LK ^H[LY MVY ����� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS IV[O

HYL [LUKLY ^OLU WPLYJLK ^P[O H RUPML� +YHPU�

SLH]L [V Z[LHT KY` MVY H TPU\[L� [OLU THZO

^LSS� (KK H WPUJO VM NHYHT THZHSH� H WPUJO

VM JOPSSP MSHRLZ HUK � [ZW JVJVU\[ VPS� TP_

^LSS� [OLU ZLHZVU� 7\[ [OL SLU[PSZ PU[V HU

V]LUWYVVM IHRPUN KPZO� JV]LY ^P[O [OL THZO�

ZTVV[OPUN V]LY ^P[O H MVYR� )HRL MVY �����

TPU\[LZ \U[PS I\IISPUN HUK [OL [VW PZ SPNO[S`

NVSKLU� :JH[[LY V]LY�TVYL�JVYPHUKLY�[V�

ZLY]L��PM�`V\�SPRL�

PER SERVING 325 KCALS | FAT 4.3G | SATURATES 1.7G

CARBS 51.2G | FIBRE 14.8G | PROTEIN 13G | SALT 0.4G

Dairy
free
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Veggie soba noodle pots 
20 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY | VEGAN

;OPZ PZ H NYLH[ S\UJO IV_ PKLH� Q\Z[

HKK [OL JVYPHUKLY HUK [VZZ�[OYV\NO��

Q\Z[�ILMVYL�ZLY]PUN��

dried soba noodles����N

sesame oil � [ZW

edamame ��N

purple sprouting broccoli���N��[YPTTLK�

HUK ISHUJOLK

carrots �� WLLSLK HUK J\[ PU[V TH[JOZ[PJRZ

cucumber ñ� ZLLKLK�HUK�J\[�PU[V�

TH[JOZ[PJRZ

radishes ��N� [YPTTLK HUK�ZSPJLK

spring onions �� ZSPJLK

coriander H I\UJO� JOVWWLK [V ZLY]L

toasted sesame seeds [V�ZLY]L

+9,::05.

sriracha � [IZW

soy sauce � [IZW

rice vinegar � [ZW�

lime ñ� Q\PJLK

ginger JOVWWLK [V THRL � [ZW

garlic ñ�JSV]L��JY\ZOLK��VW[PVUHS��

� *VVR [OL ZVIH UVVKSLZ I` JV]LYPUN

^P[O IVPSPUN ^H[LY MVY ��� TPU\[LZ

\U[PS [LUKLY� KYHPU HUK YPUZL PU

JVSK ^H[LY� ;VZZ [OL UVVKSLZ

^P[O [OL ZLZHTL VPS� >OPZR

[OL KYLZZPUN PUNYLKPLU[Z

[VNL[OLY HUK [VZZ ^P[O

HSS [OL ]LN HUK [OL KYHPULK

UVVKSLZ PU H SHYNL IV^S� +P]PKL IL[^LLU �

IV^SZ� VY WV[Z� ZJH[[LY ^P[O JVYPHUKLY�HUK��

H�ML^�ZLZHTL�ZLLKZ�[V�ZLY]L�

PER SERVING 307 KCALS | FAT 4.4G | SATURATES 0.6G |

CARBS 50.9G | FIBRE 7.1G | PROTEIN 12.4G | SALT 2.5G

Healthy
lunchbox
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Pork fillet with pepper stew
40 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY 

pork tenderloin ���HIV\[����N�

olive oil

red peppers � SHYNL� ZLLKLK�HUK�ZSPJLK

red onion �� ZSPJLK

garlic � JSV]LZ� ZSPJLK

chicken stock ���TS

thyme � ZWYPNZ

red wine vinegar � [IZW

smoked paprika � [ZW

flat-leaf parsley�JOVWWLK��[V�ZLY]L

� ;YPT [OL [LUKLYSVPU VM HSS MH[ HUK ZPUL �̂ [OLU

J\[ PU[V �� TLKHSSPVUZ� 7\[ [OL WVYR WPLJLZ

IL[^LLU [^V WPLJLZ VM JSPUNMPST� HUK IHZO

[OLT�ZV�[OL`�HYL�HIV\[��JT�[OPJR��:LHZVU�

IV[O ZPKLZ� /LH[ � [ZW VPS PU H UVU�Z[PJR MY`PUN

WHU� HUK MY` [OL WVYR MVY � TPU\[LZ VU IV[O

ZPKLZ� \U[PS NVSKLU HUK JVVRLK [OYV\NO�

:JVVW V\[ VM [OL WHU� [OLU Z[PY�MY` [OL

WLWWLYZ� VUPVUZ HUK NHYSPJ PU HUV[OLY [ZW VPS

MVY � TPU\[LZ� [OLU HKK [OL Z[VJR HUK [OL

[O`TL ZWYPNZ� (KK H SPK VY H ZOLL[ VM IHRPUN

WHWLY HUK ZPTTLY MVY ����� TPU\[LZ \U[PS

[OL WLWWLYZ HYL ZVM[� (KK [OL ]PULNHY HUK�

WHWYPRH HUK ZLHZVU� -Y` MVY HUV[OLY �

TPU\[LZ ^P[O [OL SPK VMM� Z[PY PU [OL WVYR

WPLJLZ �^P[O HU` YLZ[PUN Q\PJLZ� [V ^HYT

PU [OL Z[L^ MVY H TPU\[L� :JH[[LY ^P[O

WHYZSL` HUK ZLY]L ^P[O�^OP[L�ILHU�THZO��

VY�IYV^U�YPJL��

PER SERVING 184 KCALS | FAT 6.0G | SATURATES 1.8G

CARBS 6.9G | FIBRE 3.5G | PROTEIN 24.0G | SALT 0.2G

Lemon and garlic trout
parcels with asparagus
25 MINUTES | SERVES 1 | EASY 

asparagus ñ I\UJO� [YPTTLK

skinless trout � MPSSL[ HIV\[����N�

softened butter � [ZW

garlic ñ JSV]L� JY\ZOLK

lemon ñ� aLZ[LK HUK Q\PJLK

flat-leaf parsley JOVWWLK�[V�THRL���[IZW�

� 3H` H WPLJL VM IHRPUN WHYJOTLU[ V]LY H

WPLJL VM MVPS VU [OL ^VYRZ\YMHJL� HUK HKK [OL

HZWHYHN\Z Z[LTZ� PU VUL SH`LY� [V [OL TPKKSL�

7\[ [OL [YV\[ MPSSL[ VU [VW HUK ZLHZVU� 4HZO

[OL I\[[LY ^P[O [OL NHYSPJ� SLTVU aLZ[� WHYZSL`

HUK ZLHZVUPUN� :WVVU VU[V [OL MPZO� HKK H

ZSPJL VM SLTVU HUK H ZX\LLaL VM Q\PJL� HUK

^YHW [OL WHYJLS \W [PNO[S �̀ 7\[ PU H Z[LHTLY

IHZRL[� HUK Z[LHT MVY ����� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS

[OL MPZO PZ JVVRLK [OYV\NO� :LY]L ^P[O�TVYL�

SLTVU�ZX\LLaLK�V]LY��PM�`V\�SPRL�

PER SERVING 340 KCALS | FAT 16.7G | SATURATES 5.3G

CARBS 3.0G | FIBRE 3.4G | PROTEIN 42.8G | SALT 0.5G

5:2 diet
friendly

Paleo
diet
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Sumac chicken and
green bean salad
20 MINUTES | SERVES 2 | EASY 

skinless chicken breasts��

olive oil

sumac � [ZW� WS\Z H WPUJO

ground cumin � [ZW

green beans ���N� [YPTTLK

red onionñ� MPULS` ZSPJLK

carrots �� WLLSLK�HUK�ZOYLKKLK�

+9,::05.

lemonñ� Q\PJLK

dillñ ZTHSS I\UJO� JOVWWLK

pomegranate molasses ��[ZW�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU

���*�NHZ �� 9\I [OL JOPJRLU

IYLHZ[Z ^P[O � [ZW VPS HUK ZLHZVU�

4P_ � [ZW Z\THJ ^P[O [OL J\TPU

HUK Y\I V]LY [OL JOPJRLU� 7\[

VU[V H IHRPUN ZOLL[ HUK YVHZ[ MVY

����� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS [OL�JOPJRLU��

PZ JVVRLK [OYV\NO�

� 4HRL [OL KYLZZPUN I` ^OPZRPUN [OL

PUNYLKPLU[Z [VNL[OLY ^P[O � [ZW VPS HUK

ZVTL�ZLHZVUPUN��)SHUJO�[OL�NYLLU�

ILHUZ PU IVPSPUN ZHS[LK ^H[LY MVY � TPU\[LZ��

(KK [OL YLK VUPVU [V [OL IVPSPUN ^H[LY

MVY � ZLJVUKZ� [OLU JVVS IV[O PU PJLK ^H[LY��

+YHPU HUK WH[ KY` ^P[O RP[JOLU WHWLY�

� ;VZZ TVZ[ VM [OL KYLZZPUN ^P[O [OL ISHUJOLK

ILHUZ� VUPVUZ HUK [OL JHYYV[� HUK [PW VU[V [^V

WSH[LZ�VY�H�WSH[[LY��:SPJL�[OL�JOPJRLU�IYLHZ[Z�

HUK HKK [V [OL WSH[LZ� ZWVVUPUN V]LY [OL

YLTHPUPUN KYLZZPUN� HUK ZJH[[LY ^P[O�TVYL��

KPSS�HUK�H�WPUJO�TVYL�Z\THJ��

PER SERVING 261 KCALS | FAT 5.8G | SATURATES 1.0G

CARBS 13.9G | FIBRE 9.1G | PROTEIN 33.7G | SALT 0.3G

Gluten
free
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The secret garden
0[»Z [PTL [V JLSLIYH[L ZWYPUN� /LYL HYL
�� W\IZ HUK YLZ[H\YHU[Z ^OLYL� PU [OLPY
NHYKLUZ HUK VU [OL WSH[L� `V\ JHU ZLL��
ZTLSS HUK [HZ[L [OH[�^PU[LY�PZ�V]LY

>VYKZ�;65@�5(@369



ULTIMATE
GARDEN-CENTRE CAFÉ 

GORGEOUS PUB GARDEN

BACK TO NATURE
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Petersham Nurseries Café, 
Richmond, Surrey
Skye Gyngell first put this gorgeous greenhouse

lunch spot on the map (it’s in an upmarket plant

nursery and homewares store), and under chef

Damian Clisby it’s a destination once again. His

brightly seasonal, Italian-inspired dishes, such

as nettle and ricotta ravioli with sweet marjoram,

or wood-roasted monkfish with morels, Evesham

asparagus, sea aster and wild garlic are spring  

on a plate. Many ingredients come from

Petersham itself, and, among others, you’ll find 

herbs, cherries and salsify growing along

its walls. Supplementary produce comes from

a tight-knit network of small producers such

as Haye Farm, run by Harry Boglione, a son

of Petersham’s founders. In summer, you

can dine outside under a canopy of wisteria 

surrounded by roses. Starters from £6,  

mains £17; petershamnurseries.com

The Griffin Inn,
Fletching, East Sussex
As Britain begins to warm-up, the two-acre 

garden at this rural dining-pub shines.

Nicknamed ‘the Serengeti’, it enjoys sweeping

views of the South Downs and, on summer 

Gilpin Hotel, Windermere
This luxurious, family-owned Lake District

hotel offers the best of everything: stunning

views of the surrounding fells, 14 acres of wild

flowering woodland, and exquisitely landscaped

gardens. The Gilpin’s iconic, 100-year-old

magnolia should be in full, glorious blossom  

weekends, includes its own BBQ kitchen

(think whole Rye Bay sea bass or sticky, spicy

pork ribs with various jazzy salads; from £11),

and an outdoor bar where, as the sun sets,

you can sip at a ‘Sussex Serengeti’ cocktail

of homemade elderflower cordial, prosecco,

mint and raspberries. You can also eat from

chef Matthew Starkey’s restaurant menu on

the neat outdoor terrace. Expect dishes such

as chilli- and fennel-rubbed duck breast,

parmentier potatoes, chorizo, green beans

and tomato jus. Restaurant starters from £6.50, 

mains from £13; thegriffininn.co.uk »

as you arrive, and, as soon as the sun appears,

guests will be able to take afternoon tea on the

south-facing terrace (from £10.50). Fittingly, chef

Hrishikesh Desai’s ambitious food is seriously

seasonal. Look out for his newest spring creation,

a dish of lamb loin and braised neck fillet with

textures of English asparagus, morels and a

cumin-spiked sauce of the roasting juices.

Alternatively, opt for a Gilpin favourite,

chilli-glazed lobster with avocado mousse, mango

chutney and caviar. Dinner, three courses, £58; 

thegilpin.co.uk
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Nancarrow Farm, nr. Truro, Cornwall
Each month this organic farm throws open its

swanky barn for feast nights, when chef Ben

Quinn (ex-Fifteen, Cornwall) gets busy in his

outdoor kitchen. Ben loves open fires and

elemental hardwood cooking, and his super-

seasonal dishes – all served communally – might

include oak-grilled lamb with wild garlic

pesto, braised lentils, sweetheart cabbage

and asparagus or a novel beef carpaccio

(‘cooked dirty, on the embers’) with rosemary

salt, horseradish and radishes. All the meats  

are reared at Nancarrow, which also has

a fecund kitchen garden. In April, guests

will be able to tour the farm and possibly

feed any new, orphaned spring lambs.

Otherwise, expect live folk music and plenty  

of Nancarrow’s Barn Ale, brewed by the

excellent Black Flag brewery. Next date

14 April, £35-a-head; nancarrowfarm.co.uk

Llansantffraed Court,
nr. Abergavenny, Monmouthshire
Surrounded by 20 acres of lawns and meadows

carpeted in snowdrops each spring, this Grade-II

mansion house (part of an ancient country seat,

rebuilt in 1912), is a picture-postcard scene.

Food nuts will be fascinated by the gorgeous,

walled kitchen garden and glasshouse which is

used mainly to grow neglected varieties of fruit

and veg. Guests can inspect, sniff and taste these

ingredients before sitting down in the elegant

Court restaurant (the two-course £15 lunch menu

is a steal), where chef Mike Hendry pairs those

freshly-harvested veggies with superb regional

rare-breed meats. The big dishes here include a

trio of venison with heritage carrots, candied

beetroot and chocolate, and tenderloin and belly

of pork with braised celery, apple and garden

chard. To top this experience off, Llansantffraed

serves a remarkable 200 wines by-the-glass.

Starters from £7; mains from £20; llch.co.uk
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IDYLLIC RURAL HIDEAWAY

WORLD OF WINE & ROSES 

URBAN ESCAPE PLAN 
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Old Downton Lodge,
nr. Ludlow, Herefordshire
Not only are they found down narrow lanes deep

in jaw-dropping countryside, but the buildings

of Old Downton sit around a courtyard garden

of herbs, tulips and daffodils – in riot in spring.

These farm buildings may be steeped in history 

The Leaping Hare,
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk
As well as its 12,000 vines, the Wyken

Vineyard estate is home to wild flower meadows

and a beautiful formal garden, which includes

a dedicated rose garden patrolled by strutting

peacocks (entrance £4). Guests can explore

all of this before dinner in the Leaping Hare,

a converted 14th-century barn where chef

Simon Woodrow makes exemplary use of local

ingredients, a significant number of which are

grown or foraged on-site. As well as producing

wines such as dry, white bacchus (all available 

by-the-glass), Wyken is growing its

own asparagus this year. It will be tossed in

garlic butter and served classically, with a

poached egg and hollandaise. Follow that with

roast lamb, anna potatoes, seasonal vegetables

and a wild garlic soubise. Starters from £6.65,

mains from £13.95; wykenvineyards.co.uk »

The Culpeper, London
There are scant opportunities to escape

the concrete and grime in London, which

makes the rooftop garden at this handsome

Spitalfields boozer all the more precious.

Its raised beds and greenhouse (which doubles

as a private dining room), provide herbs, salad

leaves, tomatoes and aubergines for chef Sandy

Jarvis’s dishes, such as crispy lamb’s breast

with green beans, salsa verde and new potatoes,

or his home-grown salads with edible flowers.

In good weather you can eat on the roof, where,

in summer, a wood-fired grill knocks out great 

plates of, say, garlicky Landaise chicken

or sardines with grilled lettuce. Don’t miss

the Culpeper’s seasonal, herbal cocktails or

its classic rosemary Sazerac. Starters from £7, 

mains from £12; theculpeper.com

– for instance, the dining room’s peculiar

triangular windows were air vents in what

was a Norman grain store – but chef Karl Martin

uses the natural bounty on his doorstep (meats 

from DW Wall in Ludlow; game from the

Downton estate; endless foraged and kitchen

garden ingredients), in a coolly contemporary

way. This month, look out for his artful seasonal

showcase of asparagus, St George’s mushroom,

wild garlic, feta and croutons, or his use of

intense water mint in his chocolate desserts.

Tasting menus from £40; olddowntonlodge.com
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The Ethicurean, Somerset
Cocktail and food menus intrinsically

connected to its land, and beautiful views

over the famed Victorian kitchen garden.

The team even make their own vermouth from

20 botanicals grown here. theethicurean.com

The Deer Park Country  
House Hotel, Devon
For the first time in years, the walled kitchen

garden at this boutique hotel is in full bloom,

and its Georgian orangery has just opened

in time for spring. Stay in the luxury tree

house and look out for events featuring the 

front lawn’s clay pizza oven.

deerparkcountryhotel.co.uk 

Daylesford,
Gloucestershire

Set within the grounds

of a working farm,

this award-winning

and painfully stylish

farm shop, café and

cookery school has

a market garden with 

vegetable beds,

fruit orchards and

more that you can

explore. daylesford.com

Three more outdoor spaces perfect for 
enjoying the fruits of spring

The Gardener’s Cottage, Edinburgh
Few take the local, seasonal ethos as seriously

as Gardener’s Cottage chef-owners Dale Mailley

and Edward Murray. They both make full use

of the Scottish larder (particularly, in April, roe

deer and wild sea trout) and have turned their

corner of the Royal Terrace Gardens park into  

The Wellington Arms,
Baughurst, Hampshire
If you have ever dreamed of moving to the

country, raising chickens and living a life

of bucolic simplicity, the Wellington Arms

will leave you green-fingered with envy.

This smart pub’s pretty gardens are a model

of self-sufficiency. Its polytunnel, raised beds 

an inspirational gastro-allotment. They grow  

a hundred varieties of herbs, fruits and

vegetables here, including such rarities as

hyssop and the Peruvian tuber, yacon. These

ingredients are used in cordials, cocktails, the

Cottage’s café-style lunches (dishes around £8) 

and in its no-choice evening menu, which

is served at communal tables. April’s dishes

may include wild garlic soup, poached egg

and St George’s mushroom or heather-smoked

trout with new potatoes and fermented turnip.

Seven course dinner, £40; thegardenerscottage.co

and rhubarb patch yield numerous ingredients 

from jerusalem artichokes to plums, and,

naturally, the Welly keeps its own chickens

and lambs. Chef Jason King makes sharp,

modish use of this produce. Any minute now,

you’ll be able to tuck into purple sprouting

broccoli with Dorset crab and a chilli, ginger

and lemon dressing or an entirely home-grown

dish of asparagus, poached egg, wild garlic pesto

and sourdough crumbs. Weather permitting, eat

outside on the top lawn. Starters from £6.50, 

mains from £14; thewellingtonarms.com 

FURTHER PLOTS
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E
very issue of O is
packed with over 50
recipes, restaurants and

food-inspired travel. Plus keep
up-to-date with the latest food
trends and boost your cooking
skills with our expert advice.
Subscribe today and get two

years for the price of one –
saving 50% on the shop price.

GREAT REASONS

TO SUBSCRIBE

• Pay £55.25 for 26 issues
(two years) – saving 50%

• Enjoy the convenience
of free delivery direct
to your door

• Ensure you never
miss an issue

2 YEARS FOR
THE PRICE OF 1
SUBSCRIBE TODAY

SUBSCRIBING IS EASY Call the hotline now on 0844 848 9747
and quote OLP416. Or visit buysubscriptions.com/O and quote OLP416

Offer is available for UK delivery addresses and by credit/debit card or direct debit. Overseas subscribers should call +44 (0) 1795 414705 or go online for orders and enquiries. Full UK subscription price for 13 

issues: £55.25, Europe/Eire £65, rest of the world £85. This offer ends on 30 April 2016

IN EVERY ISSUE OF O

COOK

Recipes for all occasions – from quick and

easy suppers to when you have a spare

afternoon to spend in the kitchen

EAT

Get the lowdown on the

latest restaurants across the UK

as well as their signature dishes

EXPLORE

We tell you about the very

best food-inspired escapes, and

what to do when you get there

.

£2.13
per issue
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Glazed lokma doughnuts

with spiced chicken  

liver parfait

Spring Adana lamb

kebab with

flatbreads

BBQ paneer with

beetroot, coconut and

crispy shallots

Chargrilled broccoli

and cauliflower

with harissa
�MENU

FOR 4
� �

I
f you haven’t indulged in a late-night kebab you haven’t lived, but this

ancient foodstuff shouldn’t be reserved for the wee hours. Thanks to the

likes of Le Bab, Black Axe Mangal and Berber and Q there’s a kebab

renaissance taking place in the capital – where great-quality meat and veg, 

homemade breads and insanely good pickles and sauces are king.

Co-founded by Stephen Tozer and Ed Brunet, Le Bab opened in Kingly

Court, in London’s Soho, at the start of the year. Taking a different approach

to traditional kebab houses, this modern fast food restaurant boasts unusual

cocktails (download the O app for an exclusive cocktail masterclass

video), a carefully curated wine list, craft beer and an ever-evolving, 

seasonal menu using British ingredients and spices from around the world.

There are great individual kebabs on offer from the kitchen team (three

of whom are ex Le Gavroche), like the BBQ paneer recipe below, or large

sharing kebabs like the rare-breed pig’s head with crackling, kohlrabi

and carrot slaw, red onion and pomegranate molasses, as well as a small

selection of innovative starters including savoury lokma and a ‘meatlafel’, 

and a couple of puds.

This is a menu designed to be shared, with a simple veggie side (that

you’ll want to eat with everything), so pile everything up high on the dining 

table and get stuck in! eatlebab.com

Spring Adana
lamb kebab
with flatbreads
1 HOUR + OVERNIGHT PICKLING 

SERVES 4 | EASY

<ZL ML^LY JOPSSP MSHRLZ�PM�`V\�VUS`�OH]L�[OL�

YLN\SHY�RPUK��

:6<:,+ 9(+0:/,:
malt vinegar ���TS
demerera sugar���OLHWLK�[IZW
radishes �
2,)()
lamb mince ���N �\ZL�TPUJLK�SHTI��
IYLHZ[ PM WVZZPISL�
soy sauce � [IZW
urfa biber �;\YRPZO�JOPSSP�MSHRLZ� ��[IZW
sumac � [ZW
ground cumin � [IZW
garlic � JSV]L� MPULS` NYH[LK
onion ñ� MPULS` JOVWWLK
flat-leaf parsley JOVWWLK [V THRL � [ZW
thyme SLH]LZ JOVWWLK�[V�THRL���[ZW
7,( 7<9i,
peas ���N �MYLZO ZOLSSLK VY MYVaLU�
double cream � [IZW��[V�SVVZLU
+(;, */<;5,@
dates �� Z[VULZ YLTV]LK
white wine vinegar���[IZW
;6 :,9=,
Greek yogurt ���N
courgettes � ZTHSS��Q\SPLUULK
flatbreads��

� 4HRL [OL ZV\ZPUN SPX\VY MVY [OL YHKPZOLZ I`
KPZZVS]PUN [OL Z\NHY HUK H WPUJO VM ZHS[ PU [OL
THS[ ]PULNHY� 8\HY[LY VY OHS]L [OL YHKPZOLZ
KLWLUKPUN VU [OLPY ZPaL� W\[ [OLT PU H ZTHSS
IV^S�VY�J\W�HUK�WV\Y�[OL�SPX\VY�V]LY��THRPUN�

BBQ paneer with
beetroot, coconut
and crispy shallots
2 HOURS + OVERNIGHT PICKLING + 

MARINATING | SERVES 4

EASY | VEGETARIAN 

4(905(;,+ 7(5,,9
paneer ���N
Greek yogurt ���N
garam masala � [ZW
turmeric � [ZW
cayenne pepper � [ZW
tomato purée � [ZW
:6<:,+ :;,4:
demerera sugar � OLHWLK [IZW
white wine vinegar ���TS
beetroot VY rainbow chard stems �
),,;966; (5+ *6*65<; 7<9i,
beetroot � TLKP\T ^P[O Z[LTZ HUK�SLH]LZ
desiccated coconut ��[IZW
*90:7@ :/(336;:
shallots � SHYNL
milk ��TS
plain flour MVY JVH[PUN
vegetable oil MVY MY`PUN
*<99@ 4(@6
mayonnaise ���N
mild curry powder���[ZW
;6 :,9=,
flatbreads �
coriander leaves

� +PJL [OL WHULLY PU[V �JT J\ILZ HUK ZVHR PU
^H[LY MVY �� TPU\[LZ� +YHPU� [OLU JVTIPUL [OL
THYPUHKL PUNYLKPLU[Z HUK TP_ ^P[O [OL WHULLY�
*V]LY HUK JOPSS V]LYUPNO[� VY MVY H[ SLHZ[ � OV\Y�
� ;V ZV\ZL [OL Z[LTZ� KPZZVS]L [OL Z\NHY HUK
ZVTL�ZHS[�PU�[OL�]PULNHY�HUK�IYPUN�[V�[OL�IVPS��

Z\YL [OL`»YL JV]LYLK� *OPSS V]LYUPNO[�
� 4P_ HSS VM [OL RLIHI PUNYLKPLU[Z ^LSS PU H IV^S
HUK ZLHZVU ^P[O WLWWLY HUK H SP[[SL ZHS[ ¶ [OL
TP_[\YL ^PSS HSYLHK` OH]L ZV` ZH\JL PU P[� ZV IL�
^HY` VM HKKPUN [VV T\JO ZHS[� *OPSS MVY ���
TPU\[LZ �[V THRL P[ LHZPLY [V OHUKSL��
� 0U [OL TLHU[PTL� ISHUJO [OL WLHZ PU IVPSPUN�
^H[LY HUK YLMYLZO [OLT PU JVSK ^H[LY [V
WYLZLY]L [OLPY JVSV\Y� +YHPU ^LSS� [OLU ^OPaa
[V H ZTVV[O W\YtL PU H ISLUKLY� (KK KV\ISL
JYLHT [V SVVZLU [OL WLHZ HZ ULJLZZHY �̀
� 7\[ [OL KH[LZ� ]PULNHY HUK � [IZW ^H[LY PU
H ZTHSS WHU V]LY H SV^ OLH[ HUK JVVR \U[PS [OL
KH[LZ OH]L IYVRLU KV^U HUK HYL ZTVV[O HUK
Z[PJR �̀ HIV\[ � TPU\[LZ� 0M [OL KH[LZ�ILNPU�[V�
JH[JO� HKK H SP[[SL TVYL ^H[LY�
� +P]PKL [OL RLIHI TP_[\YL PU[V � LX\HS�ZPaLK
IHSSZ� :OHWL [OLZL PU[V SVUN� ^PKL RLIHIZ I`
W\ZOPUN LHJO ZRL^LY [OYV\NO H IHSS HUK [OLU�
^VYRPUN [OL TLH[ KV^U [OL SLUN[O VM [OL
ZRL^LY I` ZX\LLaPUN P[ IL[^LLU MPUNLYZ HUK�
WHST� *VVR V]LY H TLKP\T OLH[ VU [OL
IHYILJ\L MVY ��� TPU\[LZ VU LHJO ZPKL� VY
JVVR \UKLY [OL NYPSS MVY������TPU\[LZ��\U[PS�
JVVRLK [OYV\NO�
� )LMVYL ZLY]PUN� YLOLH[ [OL WLH W\YtL� :WYLHK
VY WPWL H SP[[SL KH[L JO\[UL` HUK H NLULYV\Z
HTV\U[ VM WLH W\YtL VU[V LHJO MSH[IYLHK�
7\[ [OL RLIHI VU [VW HUK ZWVVU V]LY ZVTL
`VN\Y[� :JH[[LY [OL ZV\ZLK YHKPZO WPLJLZ��
HUK�JV\YNL[[L�IH[VUZ�[V�MPUPZO��

PER SERVING 589 KCALS | FAT 29.6G | SATURATES 14.6G

CARBS 40.7G | FIBRE 8G |  PROTEIN 36.1G | SALT 2.6G



Chargrilled
broccoli and
cauliflower
with harissa
25 MINUTES | SERVES 4 AS A SIDE 

EASY | VEGETARIAN

broccoli ñ OLHK

cauliflower ñ OLHK

harissa � [IZW

toasted pine nuts H ZTHSS�OHUKM\S�[V�ZLY]L

extra virgin olive oil

� :LWHYH[L [OL IYVJJVSP HUK JH\SPMSV^LY PU[V

MSVYL[Z HUK ZSPJL PU[V TLKHSSPVUZ �JT [OPJR�

:LHZVU ^P[O ZHS[ HUK NYPSS V]LY H TLKP\T OLH[

VU [OL IHYILJ\L VY \UKLY [OL NYPSS� \U[PS UPJLS`

JOHYYLK HUK JVVRLK [OYV\NO� ^OPSL YL[HPUPUN H

NVVK JY\UJO� HIV\[ ���� TPU\[LZ� ;VZZ ^P[O

[OL OHYPZZH� ZWYPURSL V]LY [OL WPUL�U\[Z�HUK�

KYPaaSL�H�SP[[SL�VSP]L�VPS�VU�[VW�

PER SERVING 88 KCALS | FAT 3.4G | SATURATES 0.5G

CARBS 6.7G | FIBRE 4.8G |  PROTEIN 5.4G | SALT 0.3G

EAT
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*\[ [OL Z[LTZ PU[V �_�JT Z[YPWZ HUK ISHUJO PU

[OL SPX\VY MVY ��� TPU\[LZ \U[PS JVVRLK I\[ Z[PSS

MPYT� 3LH]L PU [OL SPX\VY [V�JVVS�HUK�Z[LLW�PU�

[OL MYPKNL V]LYUPNO[�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

>YHW LHJO ILL[YVV[ PU MVPS ^P[O H SP[[SL ZHS[ HUK

JVVR PU [OL V]LU \U[PS ZVM[ ^OLU WVRLK ^P[O H

ZRL^LY� HIV\[ �ñ OV\YZ� 7LLS ^OPSL Z[PSS ^HYT�

J\[ PU[V JO\URZ HUK ISP[a PU H ISLUKLY \U[PS ]LY`

ZTVV[O� :[PY [OYV\NO [OL JVJVU\[ HUK ZLHZVU�

� :SPJL [OL ZOHSSV[Z PU[V YPUNZ [OL [OPJRULZZ VM

H �� JVPU� :VHR PU [OL TPSR MVY �� TPU\[LZ [V�

ZVM[LU [OL MSH]V\Y� KYHPU [OLU KYLKNL PU

ZLHZVULK MSV\Y� /LH[ �JT VPS PU H KLLW MY`PUN

WHU \U[PS H J\IL VM IYLHK IYV^UZ PU � TPU\[L��

[OLU MY` [OL ZOHSSV[ YPUNZ \U[PS ]LY`�SPNO[S`�

IYV^ULK� +YHPU HUK ZLHZVU�

� -VY [OL J\YY` TH`V� Z[PY [OL J\YY`�WV^KLY�

[OYV\NO [OL TH`VUUHPZL�

� 1\Z[ ILMVYL ZLY]PUN� ZRL^LY [OL THYPUH[LK

WHULLY HUK NYPSS V]LY H TLKP\T OLH[ VU [OL

IHYILJ\L VY \UKLY [OL�NYPSS��\U[PS�P[�PZ�ZVM[�HUK�

SPNO[S` JVSV\YLK�

� ;V HZZLTISL� ZWYLHK H NLULYV\Z ZWVVUM\S

VM [OL ILL[YVV[ W\YtL VU H MSH[IYLHK HUK W\[

��� J\ILZ VM WHULLY VU [VW� .HYUPZO ^P[O [OL

ZV\ZLK Z[LTZ HUK J\YY` TH`V� ^P[O WSLU[`

VM�ZOHSSV[�YPUNZ�HUK�H�ML^�JVYPHUKLY�SLH]LZ�

PER SERVING 731 KCALS | FAT 61.4G | SATURATES 21.6G

CARBS 12.5G | FIBRE 3G |  PROTEIN 30.7G | SALT 0.6G

Flatbread
recipe at

O
magazine.

com
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Glazed lokma doughnuts with 
spiced chicken liver parfait
1½ HOURS + PROVING | SERVES 4 | A LITTLLE EFFORT 

vegetable oil MVY�KLLW�MY`PUN

+6<./5<;:

strong white bread flour����N��WS\Z��

L_[YH MVY K\Z[PUN

caster sugar ��N

salt ë [ZW

egg �� ILH[LU

milk � [IZW

fresh yeast �N VY ñ�[ZW�KYPLK��

MHZ[�HJ[PVU `LHZ[

unsalted butter ��N H[�YVVT��

[LTWLYH[\YL��KPJLK

7(9-(0;

salted butter ��N

chicken livers ���N� [YPTTLK�

sweet paprika ñ [ZW

cayenne pepper ë [ZW

ground cloves ë [ZW

ground mace ë [ZW

double cream���[IZW��[V�SVVZLU

.3(A,

chicken stock � [IZW

pomegranate molasses ��[IZW

honey � [IZW

butter � [IZW

;6 :,9=,

crushed roasted peanuts

dried rose petals

 ;V THRL [OL KV\NO� JVTIPUL HSS [OL KY`

HUK ^L[ �L_JLW[ MVY [OL I\[[LY� PUNYLKPLU[Z

ZLWHYH[LS �̀ 7\[ [OL KY` PUNYLKPLU[Z PU H MVVK

TP_LY ^P[O H KV\NO OVVR H[[HJOLK HUK ZSV^S`

HKK [OL ^L[ PUNYLKPLU[Z� 2ULHK [OL KV\NO

\U[PS P[»Z ]LY` LSHZ[PJ� HIV\[ ��TPU\[LZ� [OLU

HKK [OL I\[[LY H ML^ J\ILZ�H[�H�[PTL�\U[PS��

M\SS` PUJVYWVYH[LK�

 3PUL H IHRPUN [YH` ^P[O IHRPUN WHWLY HUK

K\Z[ NLULYV\ZS` ^P[O MSV\Y� 9VSS [OL KV\NO

PU[V �� JOLYY`�[VTH[V�ZPaLK IHSSZ� ^VYRPUN

[OL KV\NO MPYTS` [V LUZ\YL UV ZWSP[Z HWWLHY

^OLU WYV]PUN� :WHJL [OL IHSSZ V\[ VU [OL

IHRPUN [YH` HUK JV]LY�^P[O�VPSLK�JSPUNMPST���

*OPSS \U[PS ULLKLK�

 ;V THRL [OL WHYMHP[� OLH[ [OL I\[[LY PU H WHU

V]LY HTLKP\T�OPNO OLH[ \U[PS MVHTPUN� (KK

[OL JOPJRLU SP]LYZ HUK MY` \U[PS Q\Z[ JVVRLK�

HIV\[ �TPU\[LZ� ;HRL [OL WHU VMM [OL OLH[

HUK HKK [OL ZWPJLZ� [VZZPUN [OL SP]LYZ [V JVH[

[OLT ^LSS� ;PW L]LY`[OPUN PU[V H SPX\PKPZLY HUK

ISP[a \U[PS ]LY` ZTVV[O� HKKPUN KV\ISL JYLHT

� [IZW H[ H [PTL �P[ ^PSS MPYT \W ^OLU JOPSSLK��

;YHUZMLY [V H WPWPUN IHN ^P[O�H�WSHPU�UVaaSL��

HUK JOPSS PU [OL MYPKNL�

 ;V THRL [OL NSHaL� OLH[ HSS [OL PUNYLKPLU[Z PU

H WHU V]LY H TLKP\T OLH[ HUK YLK\JL [V H [OPU

Z`Y\W� HKK H WPUJO VM ZHS[� [OLU HSSV^ [V JVVS�

 ;HRL [OL KV\NO V\[ VM [OL MYPKNL HUK WYV]L

PU H ^HYT WSHJL \U[PS KV\ISLK PU ZPaL� HIV\[

����� TPU\[LZ �KVU»[ SL[ [OL KV\NO�V]LY��

WYV]L HUK SVZL P[Z ZOHWL��

 /LH[ H WHU VM VPS� UV TVYL [OHU ��� M\SS� [V

���*� VY \U[PS H J\IL VM IYLHK IYV^UZ PU

� TPU\[L� -Y` [OL KV\NOU\[Z PU IH[JOLZ� HUK

VUJL [OL`»YL JOLZ[U\[�IYV^U VU VUL ZPKL�

YVSS [OLT V]LY [V JVSV\Y [OL V[OLY ZPKL� HIV\[

��� TPU\[LZ PU [V[HS� +YHPU ^LSS VU RP[JOLU

WHWLY� 6UJL HSS [OL KV\NOU\[Z OH]L ILLU MYPLK�

J\[ H ZTHSS ZSPJL VMM [OL IV[[VT VM LHJO HUK�

\ZPUN [OL IHJR VM H [LHZWVVU� THRL H JH]P[ �̀

 *\[ VMM [OL [PW VM [OL WPWPUN IHN HUK WPWL [OL

JOPJRLU SP]LY WHYMHP[ PU \U[PS LHJO JH]P[` PZ M\SS�

:[PJR [OL ZSPJL VM KV\NOU\[ IHJR VU ^P[O H KHI

VM WHYMHP[� 6UJL [OL` HYL HSS MPSSLK� OLH[ [OL NSHaL

PU H SHYNL WHU HUK HKK [OL KV\NOU\[Z� ;VZZ�

[OLT PU [OL NSHaL \U[PS ^LSS JV]LYLK HUK

YLTV]L MYVT [OL OLH[� (SSV^ [OLT [V Z[HUK MVY

H JV\WSL VM TPU\[LZ [V HIZVYI ZVTL VM [OL

NSHaL� [OLU ZWYPURSL ^P[O ZVTL JY\ZOLK�

WLHU\[Z�HUK�KYPLK�YVZL�WL[HSZ��

PER SERVING 708 KCALS | FAT 43.7G | SATURATES 21.9G

CARBS 62.3G | FIBRE 2.4G |  PROTEIN 15.2G | SALT 1.5G



HOW TO ORDER:
Visit www.instantpot.co.uk and enter O161 at the checkout to obtain the discount. Or send your name and address, quoting O161,  

with a cheque payable to Earlyview Ltd, to: O Offer, Earlyview Ltd, 7 Walton Business Centre, Walton on Thames, KT12 2SD.

Versatile pressure cooker
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O
OFFERS

TO ORDER, VISIT instantpot.co.uk using offer codeO161
Terms and conditions: Delivery within 28 days to UK mainland only, some exclusions may apply. Offer subject to availability. If you are not completely

satisfied with your product, please call our customer services on 03331 230051 or email support@instantpot.co.uk and we will advise you of the best way

to return the goods. Orders returned within 14 days in perfect condition will receive a no-quibble money-back guarantee (less p&p). Data Protection:

Immediate Media Company Limited (publisher of O) would love to keep you informed by post, telephone, or email of its special offers and promotions. 

Please state at time of ordering if you do not wish to receive these. 

Use less energy and save time with the Instant Pot 7-in-1 Duo electric pressure cooker

T
ake the guesswork out of pressure-cooking with the 

Instant Pot – the number-one brand of electric

pressure cookers in the US, now available in the UK. 

The six-litre Instant Pot has seven different functions:

• Automatic pressure cooker

• Slow cooker

• Rice cooker

• Steamer

• Food warmer

• Yogurt maker

• Fryer

It has dual pressure settings for fast and flexible cooking:

cooking under high pressure reduces cooking times by

up to 70% and low pressure avoids overcooking delicate

foods. You don’t have to adjust the heat to regulate the

pressure, and it doesn’t rattle or hiss, like some other

pressure cookers. The dishwasher-safe, stainless-steel

cooking pot can be used on the hob (except induction) or

in the oven. It has a delay-cooking timer, manual pressure

setting and an automatic and manual keep-warm setting.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDE

• A stainless-steel steam rack

• Rice paddle

• Soup spoon

• Measuring cup

• Instruction manual

• Recipe booklet, cooking timetables and a quick-start guide

It has a large, easy-to-use control panel with 10 built-in Smart

Programmes for common cooking tasks. Want to cook a stew? 

Just add the ingredients, press a button, and walk away.

It includes a dishwasher-safe, stainless-steel cooking pot with 

an impact-bonded base that can also be used on the hob 

(except induction).

ORDER NOW AND SAVE £69 ON THE RRP

Only
£99.99

(RRP £169)
inc p&p

‘Instant Pot is a fantastic addition to

any kitchen. It cooks healthy meals

perfectly in less than 15 minutes.’ 

Michel Roux Jr.



RICK STEIN, SANDBANKS, POOLE
From Venice to Istanbul, for Rick Stein, and now to Poole, where he’s opened his

eponymous (10th in total) restaurant, on Sandbanks, at the end of last year.

ly his second outside Cornwall, and the local buzz around this opening was

ning. The space is split in two, and the décor is light and airy with a worn,

coastal feel (there’s even a wreath of mussel shells). There’s a casual bar area

stairs, and a more formal dining room upstairs, which, while maintaining the

l colour scheme, adds crisp white linens and banquette seating. It’s in a prime

on with floor-to-ceiling windows giving views over the action of the harbour.

There’s a selection of Stein classics for mains, such as turbot hollandaise and

r thermidor, but we chose Venetian-inspired pan-fried John Dory in a tomato and caper sauce, and whole, close-cut lemon sole with

d red peppers. The fish were cooked perfectly but the sauces needed a little refinement. Desserts were better, with a well-flavoured

passion fruit brûlée and an indulgent chocolate pavé with salted caramel ice cream. rickstein.com (Words by Sarah Kingsbury)

88 Omagazine.com (WYPS�����

6\Y SH[LZ[ YLZ[H\YHU[ YLJVTTLUKH[PVUZ ¶ SVUNLY ]LYZPVUZ
HUK TVYL H[OTHNHaPUL�JVT ¶ WS\Z [OL�OV[�UL^�QVPU[Z�
[V�[Y`�HUK�V\Y�YLN\SHY�Z[YLL[�MVVK�ZWV[�

THE HOUR GLASS, KENSINGTON, LONDON
Run by Dave Turcan and Luke Mackay, who also own Brompton Food Market

(butcher, fishmonger, grocer and deli – so you know the sourcing’s up to scratch)

round the corner, The Hour Glass opened its shiny new doors at the end of last

year. The boozer proper is on the ground floor (dogs et al welcome), while upstairs  

is a relaxed, if narrow, dining room with a peekaboo kitchen.

The menu, much like the décor, is simple, changes regularly to reflect what’s good

right then and there, and lists the sort of food you would hope for from a modern

gastropub: scotch eggs, sausage rolls, fish and chips and seasonal pies with mash.

A plate of British charcuterie was diverse in flavours and textures; rarebit mixed up

with pear, blue cheese and crispy parsnip hit the comfort-food spot, while flat-iron

steak was given all the respect it deserved, with giant dripping chips (as good as they

sound), lip-smacking bone marrow gravy and peppery watercress. The buttermilk

pudding had comedy wobble and moreish tang next to its poached-pear platefellow.

With surprisingly affordable prices for the area (£6-7 for starters and puds, and

£14-18 for mains), reassuringly unfussy flavours and a skilled kitchen team, this

is the sort of place you want as a local. hourglasspub.co.uk (Words by Laura Rowe)
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ARBENNIG EMPORIUM, CARDIFF
For residents of Cardiff’s leafy suburb, Pontcanna, the family-owned bistro Arbennig (‘special’ 

in Welsh) has more than earned its culinary credentials since its launch back in January

2014. Two years later and a new deli-cum-café, the Arbennig Emporium, has opened next

door. A familiar shade of amethyst, chunky oak furniture and exposed-brick ties the décor

with the original restaurant and, although the Arbennig Emporium’s new menu is far more

relaxed than its revered big brother, expect the same attention to detail. Snowdonia Cheese

scones are perfect dunking material for the soup of the day, while the counter groans under

the weight of bowls of freshly-made coleslaw and rice salads with organic veggies delivered

straight from Blaencamel Farm in the Aeron Valley, Ceredigion. Home-cured duck bacon and 

ham hock scotch eggs have become big hits already, but the sandwiches can’t be missed.

Focaccia is hand-stretched every morning, using Blodyn Aur, Wales’ first rapeseed oil to be

grown, pressed and bottled in the county of Denbighshire. The end result is sublime; squares

of chewy, moist, salt-speckled golden dough. Try it with a mound of hot, sticky, sweet Cajun 

beef brisket in the Sloppy Josie. arbennig.co.uk (Words by Sophie Rae, @rae_soph)
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VANILLA BLACK, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON
Vanilla Black is a fine-dining vegetarian restaurant that turns the challenge of a meat-free

kitchen into an opportunity for innovation. Our most recent visit came after its New Year

makeover: big, chocolate-coloured light shades hang from the ceiling, dark wooden lamps 

illuminate corner tables, and antiques are dotted around the room.

Fennel and sultana bread goes beautifully with caramelised lemon butter and a starter of

yellow pea soup with Marmite dumplings is eye-wateringly smoky. Vegetables are at the heart

of the main-courses, cooked using an endless repertoire of techniques. The double-baked 

Ribblesdale pudding with smoked croquette, pineapple pickle and poached egg is a

hug-on-a-plate made from sheep’s cheese from The Ribblesdale Cheese Co. For dessert, try

dense and creamy caramel milk puffs with purple pansy petals, smooth black sesame ice cream and salty yogurt wafers.

From atmosphere to service and food, it’s difficult to find fault with Vanilla Black. And if there’s a better vegetarian 

restaurant in London, we’ve yet to find it. vanillablack.co.uk (Words by Charlotte Morgan)

Restaurant 
radar

/V[ UL^ YLZ[H\YHU[Z��

[V�^H[JO¯

Kitchen at Forest
Side, Grasmere, 

Cumbria
After an 18-month-long, £4m

renovation, Forest Side is finally 

open, with a 50-cover

restaurant headed up by Kevin

Tickle (former sous chef and

head forager at L’Enclume). 

theforestside.com

The Restaurant at
Lower Slaughter

Manor, Cotswolds
This quintessential luxury hotel

re-opened in mid March,

following a refurb, with new

menus from exec chef Nik

Chappell to match, plus a new

gin bar with a tapas-style

menu. lowerslaughter.co.uk

Edinburgh Food
Studio, Edinburgh

After opening at the end of last

year, this space, created in part

by Ben Reade (ex-head-chef at

the Nordic Food Lab), is where

art, science and food collide,

and is pushing the boundaries

of Scottish gastronomy.

edinburghfoodstudio.com

EAT

DARBAAR, THE CITY, LONDON
A vast, minimalist space with dark wooden tables, fierce metallic

lightshades, moody flooring and glistening stainless steel from

the huge open-plan kitchen, Darbaar is one of the City’s latest  

Indian restaurants.

If you don’t spot chef patron Abdul Yaseen (formerly head chef

of the esteemed Cinnamon Kitchen) behind the pass, you’ll most

certainly find him winding his way through diners, checking in  

to see if everyone’s happy.

On our visit, haryali-spiced potato and date samosa chaat was an

assault on the eyes and taste buds, with a colourful decoration of

spicy, sweet and cooling chutneys and pomegranate seeds cascading 

down the crispy, well textured vegetarian parcels. Baked leg

of rabbit with Rajasthani chilli and corn sauce was well spiced

and surprisingly tender, while Hyderabadi dum kid goat biriyani

from the south of India was served traditionally, in a clay pot, and

expertly cooked with fluffy, well seasoned rice and juicy hunks

of aromatic meat. Skip the desserts though (you’ll most likely have

no room anyway, portions are generous) – the intriguing sounding 

chocolate brick was actually a dry chocolate cake drizzled in 

over-sweet sauce.

Darbaar isn’t a destination restaurant, not yet, but has a promising

menu that’s sure to please City workers looking for a sophisticated 

curry hit. darbaarrestaurants.com (Words by Laura Rowe)

SIMPSONS, BIRMINGHAM
The proud owner of a Michelin star for more than 15 years, Simpsons has proved

itself a major player on the West Midlands food scene. But after a flurry of activity

as a fine-dining restaurant, it’s relaunched with a menu and feel that shows it’s

anything but a has-been. As part of the revamp, chef-director Luke Tipping has

welcomed Nathan Eades as head chef. The traditional à la carte menu has gone,

and in its place is a set lunch menu, along with five- and eight-course tasting menus 

for dinner. The seasonal courses are of playful dishes that combine traditional

favourites with innovative flavours, and leave a lasting impression. Crispy duck

egg, served with a parsnip crisp and hazelnut and truffle pesto, and a wonderful

honey parfait served with yogurt sorbet, poppy-seed cake and candied fennel stand

out, as does the bread course – some of the fluffiest loaves we’ve tasted. The dining

room has clean lines and open spaces giving it an airy, modern feel that eliminates 

the stuffy, formal vibe that some other Michelin-starred joints have.

simpsonsrestaurant.co.uk (Words by Charlotte Philpotts, amuchprettierpuzzle.com)

Dong and his

converted tuk tuk

have upped sticks

from London to bring

wok-fried Thai street food to Leeds.

Think authentic pad Thai, spicy

sriracha fried rice and curries with

mounds of proper sticky rice. You

can also catch Dong at various

festivals, including Secret Garden

Party and Latitude. bangwok.com

STREET FOOD SPOT: 

BANGWOK
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,SSVY`
:P[\H[LK PU 3VUKVU -PLSKZ» MHZOPVUHISL 5L[PS

/V\ZL� ,SSVY` PZ [OL UL^ ]LU[\YL MYVT JOLM

4H[[OL^ @V\UN �WYL]PV\ZS` VM UV^�KLM\UJ[

4H`MPLSKZ YLZ[H\YHU[ H ML^ Z[YLL[Z H^H`� HUK

ZVTTLSPLY 1HJR 3L^LUZ� ^OV OHZ LUQV`LK Z[PU[Z

H[ IV[O ;OL 9P]LY *HMt HUK :R`L .`UNLSS»Z :WYPUN�

;OL YVVT P[ZLSM PZ HNNYLZP]LS` UL\[YHS� ^P[O H

WVSPZOLK JVUJYL[L MSVVY HUK ZPTWSL ^VVKLU [HISLZ��

0[»Z HSZV LU[PYLS` M\ZZ�MYLL ¶ L]LU [OL IHY HYLH PZ

ULH[ HUK [PK` ¶ HUK KPULYZ JHU ZLL [OL WYPZ[PUL�

VWLU�RP[JOLU MYVT ^OLYL [OL` ZP[� -VVK PZ

HMMVYKHISL �[OL ZL[ KPUULY TLU\ PZ ��� MVY MP]L

JV\YZLZ� HUK JSLHU" SPNO[� JVSV\YM\S WSH[LZ HYL [OL

[OPUN OLYL� ^P[O MYLZO ZLHMVVK HUK TLH[ [HRPUN

JLU[YL Z[HNL� ;OLYL»Z HSZV H YHYL JVSSLJ[PVU VM 6SK

>VYSK UH[\YHS ^PULZ VU VMMLY� Z[\KPV\ZS`�JOVZLU��

I`�1HJR� LSSVY`SVUKVU�JVT

The pro
Rebecca Seal PZ H MVVK

HUK KYPUR QV\YUHSPZ[ HUK

WYLZLU[LY VU *OHUULS �»Z

:\UKH` )Y\UJO� /LY SH[LZ[�

IVVR� ;OL 0ZSHUKZ VM

.YLLJL� PZ V\[ UV �̂

������/HYKPL�.YHU[�

The punter
Rana Darbyshire SP]LZ PU

3VUKVU HUK ^VYRZ PU SVJHS

NV]LYUTLU[� :OL SV]LZ

0[HSPHU MVVK HUK JVUZPKLYZ

.H\[OPLY :VOV HZ OLY ILZ[

LH[PUN�V\[�L_WLYPLUJL���

Ellory, London

pro vs punter

+VLZ HU H]LYHNL KPULY YLHJO [OL ZHTL JVUJS\ZPVUZ HIV\[ YLZ[H\YHU[Z HZ H MVVK WYV�
^OV�TH`�NL[�ZWLJPHS [YLH[TLU[ PM YLJVNUPZLK&� 9LILJJH :LHS HUKO�YLHKLY�9HUH�

+HYI`ZOPYL�JVTWHYL�UV[LZ�VU�,SSVY �̀�3VUKVU��
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Our pro says...
Eating at Ellory left me with the odd impression

that the staff consider the food more important

than the diners. Although the handsome men

in charge were attentive and polite, they were

utterly reverential about what was coming out

of the kitchen, and that made them appear aloof.

Our waiter had tasted everything on the menu

as well as most of the wines; he also gave good

advice about how many sharing dishes to order 

(five between two). *I might have been

recognised – two complimentary glasses of

excellent Piedmont moscato magically appeared

after dessert, along with an apology for ‘ignoring 

us all night’, which we hadn’t felt.

Ellory opened late last year in an extremely

trendy corner of Hackney, and the influence of

Matthew Young and Jack Lewens’ pasts – at

restaurants where food and drink was or is taken 

very seriously – is clear.

We were given both à la carte and set menus;

here even the menu design is pared-back and

restrained. Dishes are described with a simple

ingredients list and are indeed un-fussy on the

plate: lamb tartare with carrot and mustard cream

is a neat pile of raw, tender lamb with a single

roasted carrot and a little puddle of tangy sauce on

a wide plate; mackerel and avocado are hidden

under discs of almost-translucent kohlrabi,

somewhat overwhelmed by citrus and vinegar.

We chose two fish mains: brill with grapefruit

butter and January king cabbage; and lemon sole

with citrus butter and liquorice. Of the two, the 

brill was more successful, reminding me of

classic, butter-heavy French fish cookery,

cleverly updated. At first bite, the sole dish

worked well, but the fish’s flavour was slowly

obliterated as the taste of liquorice built up.

Desserts were better – jerusalem artichoke ice

cream doesn’t sound like a good idea but it is:

light, nutty, earthy and sweet. Mousse-like ricotta

ice cream with cooked rhubarb and nuggets of

crumbly, dark rye shortbread is a perfect mixture

of tartness and creaminess.

THE BOTTOM LINE
The food isn’t all perfect, but when they get it right

(jerusalem artichoke ice cream, lamb tartare) it’s

genuinely exciting. Rebecca’s total for two:  

£115.31, including service 

Our punter says...
Service was friendly and helpful, if a little

careless at times. For example, having informed

our waitress that we don’t drink alcohol, she

shrugged and walked away without asking if

we would like anything else to drink. That said,

staff were extremely obliging in all other cases.

The wait between courses was about 20 minutes,

which wasn’t the end of the world, but there’s  

a temptation to keep asking for bread.

Food here is not simple and, despite eating

out two or three times a week, there were items

on the menu I had never heard of. It could

be argued that in its efforts to be avant-garde,

Ellory can overlook the basics – nothing came

with black pepper and, upon us asking, our

poor waiter had to scramble around the whole 

restaurant to find some.

However, almost every course we had was

sublime. Beautiful, satin-smooth slivers of

raw scallop were given a crunch by the addition

of hazelnuts; and a potato velouté with smoked

eel and ginger sabayon was warm, earthy and

creamy, with melting chunks of lightly smoked 

eel. My brill with grapefruit butter came

succulent, meaty and perfectly seasoned, and

it worked well with the ever-so-slightly bitter 

leaves of January king (cabbage).

The standout dish was Blackface lamb in

a mouth-watering anchovy jus with puntarelle

and caramelised onion. The lamb was seared

on the outside, pink and juicy in the middle  

and meltingly soft. The crunchy, sweetly

caramelised onion went with it perfectly.

A cheese course was the one let-down of the

meal: a nice-enough goat’s cheese went well

with a honeycomb sauce, but was nothing

exceptional, and the second option, Durrus  

– a hard, unpasteurised cheese, was

underwhelming. But sweet chunks of beautifully

cooked rhubarb served with ginger ice cream,

vanilla crème pâtissière and a crunchy, crumbly, 

sugary piece of rye shortbread was perfect. 

THE BOTTOM LINE
I wasn’t disappointed. There are some minor 

niggles, but these could easily be fixed.

On the whole, I loved my meal and can’t wait to

go back. Rana’s total for two: £103.50, 

including service 

TOTAL

20/30
TOTAL

28/30

Psst...
Want to review

a

restaurant?

-VY H JOHUJL
[V ILO»Z UL_[

W\U[LY� QVPU V
\Y YLHKLY WHU

LS H[

PTTLKPH[L
PUZPKLYZ�JV

T

VIBE: 6/10
FOOD: 7/10
SERVICE: 7/10

VIBE: 9.5/10
FOOD: 9.5/10
SERVICE: 9/10
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DO TRY THIS AT HOMe

Cauliflower and
fontina cannelloni

(Z V\Y SV]L HMMHPY ^P[O JH\SPMSV^LY JVU[PU\LZ �IL Z[PSS V\Y ILH[PUN OLHY[���
*HU[V�*VY]PUV»Z�L_LJ\[P]L OLHK JOLM ;VT :HS[ ZOHYLZ [OPZ JVTMVY[PUN�WHZ[H�KPZO

9LJPWL�;64�:(3;��7OV[VNYHWOZ�+(=0+�*6;:>69;/

Extra
videos

Get the
app
p96
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A
t the end of last year,

Canto Corvino (the third

restaurant from Andrew

and Ninai Zarach) opened 

in Spitalfields, East

London. With the aptly

named executive head chef

Tom Salt (who has The River Café and Zafferano

on his CV), the menus focus on seasonal Italian

cookery – hero ingredients are made to sing.

The cannelloni, for example, will probably be

different every time you visit, but this month

it’s all about the cauliflower, and here Tom’s used 

it three different ways with fontina, the mild,

slightly nutty Italian cow’s milk cheese. Think

of it like cauli cheese, but way, way better – if

this doesn’t convert the haters, nothing will.

The restaurant opens for breakfast, lunch,

dinner and weekend brunches (try the short-rib

hash with fried eggs and devilled jus) and was

designed by B3 Designers, the same folks behind 

Roka, Lima, Gymkhana and Bubbledogs.

See if you can work your way through the seven 

sections of the menu, including stuzzichini

(nibbles) such as chilli and tomato arancini,

salumi from small, artisan Italian producers, and

pork T-bones on the Josper grill with salsa verde,

onion squash and burnt plums. cantocorvino.co.uk

Cauliflower and

fontina cannelloni  

1 HOUR | SERVES 4 | EASY

;OL JOLMZ H[ *HU[PUV *VY]PUV NHYUPZO [OPZ

^P[O JYPZW` VUPVUZ� I\[ P[ [HZ[LZ Q\Z[ HZ

NVVK ^P[OV\[� (UK YLTLTILY� ^OPSL [OPZ

PZ TLH[�MYLL P[»Z UV[ ]LNL[HYPHU� ILJH\ZL

MVU[PUH�HUK�WHYTLZHU�JVU[HPU�HUPTHS�YLUUL[�

double cream ���TS�

nutmeg H NYH[PUN

cauliflower ��SHYNL�VY���ZTHSS��Z[HSR�[YPTTLK

olive oil

butter

fennel seeds � [ZW

chilli flakes H WPUJO

garlic � JSV]LZ� JOVWWLK

onion � ZTHSS� MPULS`�JOVWWLK�

ricotta ���N

parmesan ��N� NYH[LK��WS\Z�H�NYH[PUN�TVYL�

fontina ��N� NYH[LK

mascarpone � [IZW

fresh lasagne sheets ��

egg �� ILH[LU

sage leaves H OHUKM\S

black onion seeds [V�ZLY]L

	 /LH[ [OL KV\ISL JYLHT ^P[O H NYH[PUN VM

U\[TLN PU H ZTHSS WHU� HUK ZPTTLY \U[PS

YLK\JLK I` OHSM �Z[PYYPUN VM[LU�� 3LH]L [V JVVS�

	 )YLHR [OL JH\SPMSV^LY PU[V MSVYL[Z� MPULS` ZSPJL

HUK [VHZ[ PU H OV[� KY` WHU \U[PS [OL LKNLZ

HYL NVSKLU� 7\[ [OL [VHZ[LK MSVYL[Z PU H MVVK

WYVJLZZVY �YLZLY]L ZVTL ZSPJLZ MVY NHYUPZO��

HUK W\SZL [V H MPUL� JV\ZJV\Z�SPRL [L_[\YL�

	 7\[ ��� VM [OL ISP[aLK JH\SPMSV^LY PU[V [OL

WHU ^P[O H KYPaaSL VM VPS� H RUVI VM I\[[LY� [OL

MLUULS ZLLKZ� JOPSSP MSHRLZ HUK ñ [OL JOVWWLK

NHYSPJ� -Y` \U[PS [OL JH\SPMSV^LY PZ NVSKLU�HUK�

[LUKLY� [OLU [PW PU[V H IV^S [V JVVS�

	 0U [OL ZHTL MY`PUN WHU� MY` [OL VUPVU HUK

YLTHPUPUN NHYSPJ PU � [IZW VSP]L VPS \U[PS

[LUKLY� [OLU HKK [OL SHZ[ ��� VM [OL JH\SPMSV^LY

JV\ZJV\Z� H ZWSHZO VM ^H[LY HUK JV]LY ^P[O�

H SPK� *VVR ZSV^S` MVY HIV\[ � TPU\[LZ�

\U[PS [LUKLY� [OLU [PW PU[V H SPX\PKPZLY ^P[O

[OL YLK\JLK KV\ISL JYLHT HUK ISLUK�[V��

H ZTVV[O W\YtL� :LHZVU ^LSS�

	 4P_ [OL YPJV[[H� WHYTLZHU� MVU[PUH�

THZJHYWVUL HUK � [IZW VM [OL JH\SPMSV^LY

W\YtL PU[V [OL JVVSLK JH\SPMSV^LY JV\ZJV\Z�

:LHZVU ^LSS HUK W\[ [OL TP_[\YL�PU[V�H�WPWPUN

IHN ^P[O H ^PKL UVaaSL�

	�/LH[�[OL�V]LU�[V����*�MHU����*�NHZ� ��

)SHUJO [OL SHZHNUL ZOLL[Z MVY � TPU\[L PU

ZHS[LK IVPSPUN ^H[LY� [OLU YLMYLZO PU PJLK

^H[LY� 7H[ [OL WHZ[H ZOLL[Z KY` ^P[O RP[JOLU

WHWLY HUK SH` [OLT VU H JSLHU ^VYRZ\YMHJL��

	 7PWL [OL JH\SPMSV^LY TP_[\YL �JT [OPJR

HSVUN [OL IV[[VT VM H SHZHNUL ZOLL[� )Y\ZO

[OL [VW LUK ^P[O LNN HUK YVSS \W [OL SHZHNUL�

ZOLL[ PU[V H J`SPUKLY� *VU[PU\L ^P[O [OL

YLTHPUPUN WHZ[H HUK MPSSPUN� ;YPT [OL ZOLL[Z

PM [OL` HYL [VV SVUN� HUK HYL ^YHWWPUN�HYV\UK�

[OL MPSSPUN [VV THU` [PTLZ�

	 7\[ [OL JHUULSSVUP� ZPKL�I`�ZPKL� VU

H I\[[LYLK WPLJL VM IHRPUN WHWLY VU H SHYNL

IHRPUN ZOLL[� .YH[L TVYL WHYTLZHU V]LY [OL

[VW HUK IHRL MVY ����� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS NVSKLU�

	 /LH[ ��N I\[[LY PU H ZTHSS WHU \U[PS P[ Z[HY[Z

[V ZTLSS U\[[` HUK [\YUZ NVSKLU IYV^U� (KK

[OL ZHNL HUK [HRL VMM [OL OLH[ [V JVVS H SP[[SL�

	 >HYT [OL YLTHPUPUN W\YtL HUK ZWYLHK

VU[V [OL IV[[VT VM ^HYTLK ZLY]PUN WSH[LZ��

7\[ � JHUULSSVUP VU [VW� ;VW ^P[O [OL

YLZLY]LK [VHZ[LK JH\SPMSV^LY ZSPJLZ� H ZWYPURSL�

VM ISHJR VUPVU ZLLKZ��HUK�[OL�ZHNL�HUK�

IYV^U�I\[[LY�

PER SERVING 640 KCALS | FAT 42.2G | SATURATES 23.6G

CARBS 42.9G | FIBRE 4.4G | PROTEIN 20G | SALT 0.7G



TREND ALERT:

KOMBUCHA
9H �̂ MLYTLU[LK [LH TH` UV[

ZV\UK WHY[PJ\SHYS` HWWLHSPUN��

I\[ [OH[»Z L_HJ[S` ^OH[

RVTI\JOH PZ ¶ HUK UV ^VUKLY

P[»Z ILLU [HRPUN 5L^ @VYR HUK

3( I` Z[VYT ¶ P[»Z KLSPJPV\Z�

4HKL \ZPUN ^H[LY� [LH� VYNHUPJ�

JHUL Z\NHY HUK H :*6)@

�Z`TIPV[PJ J\S[\YL VM IHJ[LYPH

HUK `LHZ[�� P[»Z MY\P[ �̀ ZSPNO[S`

ZV\Y� WHJRLK M\SS VM UH[\YHS� SP]L

WYVIPV[PJZ HUK PZ UH[\YHSS` SV^ PU

Z\NHY� +YPUR P[ ULH[� \ZL HZ H

TP_LY� VY PU JVJR[HPSZ� -PUK V\[

TVYL H[OTHNHaPUL�JVT

;OHURZ [V P[Z ZV\Y LKNL HUK [OL THU` MY\P[ ISLUKZ

H]HPSHISL� `V\ JHU [YLH[ RVTI\JOH HSTVZ[ SPRL

H ZOY\I PU JVJR[HPSZ� 6\Y MH]V\YP[L ^H` [V \ZL

\UMSH]V\YLK RVTI\JOH PZ PU H T\SL ¶ P[ ^VYRZ

YLHSS` ^LSS ^P[O MYLZO NPUNLY HUK SPTL� HUK PZ

ZPNUPMPJHU[S` SV^LY PU Z\NHY [OHU NPUNLY ILLY�

)\`�P[�H[�OLHS[OMVVK�ZOVWZ�HUK�>OVSL�-VVKZ��

Kombucha mule

5 MINUTES | SERVES 1 | EASY

ginger � ZSPJL� WLLSLK

vodka ��TS

lime � ^LKNL� WS\Z ZSPJLZ�[V�ZLY]L�

kombucha [V [VW�\W

mint ��ZWYPN


 7\[ [OL NPUNLY PU[V H IVZ[VU NSHZZ HUK IY\PZL

SPNO[S` ^P[O H T\KKSLY� 7V\Y PU [OL ]VKRH� ZX\LLaL

PU [OL Q\PJL MYVT � SPTL ^LKNL� MPSS [OL ZOHRLY ^P[O

PJL HUK ZOHRL \U[PS JVSK� :[YHPU PU[V H T\SL NSHZZ

MPSSLK ^P[O MYLZO PJL� [VW \W ^P[O RVTI\JOH� HUK�

ZLY]L ^P[O H ZSPJL VM SPTL HUK ZWYPN VM TPU[�

COFFEE PODS: Since the Nespresso coffee pod patent expired, competitors
have been scrambling to get a piece of the action. Now Sainsbury’s has joined
the battle alongside Lidl and Pact with the launch of a new range of Taste the
Difference pods available in four varieties; Intenso, Lungo (for longer coffees), 
Ethiopian and Columbian. £2.50/10. For more info, visit Omagazine.com

Cocktail of the month

Sink soju
>L WYLKPJ[LK IPN [OPUNZ MVY ZHRL PU V\Y 1HU\HY` PZZ\L HUK

HZ P[ ILJVTLZ L]LU TVYL WVW\SHY� L_WLJ[ [OL KVVY [V VWLU�

MVY TVYL (ZPHU ZWPYP[Z� ,U[LY 2VYLHU ZVQ\� 0[»Z TVZ[S`

WYVK\JLK MYVT YPJL VY V[OLY NYHPUZ� I\[ Z[HYJOLZ SPRL Z^LL[

WV[H[V JHU HSZV IL \ZLK� ([ HU H]LYHNL VM ��� ()=� [OPZ

SV^�HSJVOVS ZWPYP[ ZP[Z ZVTL^OLYL IL[^LLU ^PUL HUK OHYK

SPX\VY� HUK� Z\YWYPZPUNS �̀ PZ [OL TVZ[ WVW\SHY ZWPYP[ PU [OL

^VYSK� LHZPS` V\[ZLSSPUN ]VKRH� >P[O [OL L]LY�NYV^PUN

WVW\SHYP[` VM 2VYLHU MVVK HUK SVHKZ VM NYLH[ 2VYLHU

YLZ[H\YHU[Z��[OPZ�PZ�VUL�[V�^H[JO��;Y`�P[�H[�)}�+YHRL��3VUKVU�

VYL�
[YHJR KV^U ^OH[ [V KYPUR HUK ^OLYL [V KYPUR P[
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BOOK IT!
:[HY[LK PU 3VUKVU� [OL MHTV\Z

:OHRL� 9H[[SL HUK :[PY NPU QV\YUL`Z

OH]L UV^ [HRLU [V [OL Z[YLL[Z VM

3P]LYWVVS HUK 4HUJOLZ[LY� ,_WLJ[ MP]L

NPU JVJR[HPSZ PU MP]L KPMMLYLU[ IHYZ HUK

H OLHS[O` KVZL VM RUV^SLKNL MYVT

`V\Y L_WLY[ NPU N\PKL� HSS MVY �����

ZOHRLYH[[SLHUKZ[PY�JV�\R



Red Light, Bristol

:L[ IHJR MYVT )YPZ[VS»Z 7HYR :[YLL[� Q\Z[ HSVUN

MYVT VUL VM )HURZ`»Z TVZ[ MHTV\Z T\YHS»Z

�5HRLK 4HU /HUNPUN MYVT >PUKV^�� [OLYL»Z

H NSV^PUN YLK SPNO[ HUK H [LSLWOVUL� 9PUN

KV^UZ[HPYZ HUK� PM `V\»YL S\JR �̀ H ^LSS�KYLZZLK

ZL[ VM IHY[LUKLYZ ^PSS N\PKL `V\ KV^U [V [OL

KHYR KYPURPUN KLU [OH[ PZ 9LK 3PNO[� (Y[ KLJV PU

Z[`SL� ^P[O H TP_[\YL VM IVV[O ZLH[PUN HUK TVYL�

YLSH_LK JVYULYZ VM ]LS]L[ JOHPYZ HUK JOHPZL

SVUN\LZ" [OL ILZ[ ZLH[Z PU [OL OV\ZL� PM [OLYL

HYL VUS` H ML^ VM `V\� HYL H[ [OL IHY� /LYL `V\

JHU [HW \W [OL RUV^SLKNL VM [OL WHZZPVUH[L

[LHT� PUJS\KPUN H^HYK�^PUUPUN OLHK IHY[LUKLY�

+LL +H]PLZ �[OL JYLH[VY�VM�1PUa\�NPU���

YLKSPNO[IYPZ[VS�___7
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WINE SOCIAL
Zeren Wilson is the wine consultant for Smoking

Goat, a Thai barbecue restaurant in Soho.

He says: ‘A revelation since we put it on the

list is Contra Soarda Vespaiolo 2014, from

the tiny appellation of Breganze in north-east

Italy. Grown on volcanic soil, this combines

electrifying acidity, a seam of minerality, and a

depth of fruit that can keep step with the chilli

heat, smoke, and lime juice on the menu.’

SEASONAL SUPS
Grassy, cold and edgy, with a nose-tickle

of gunpowder and the bracing taste of

citrus and elderflower rushing through the

mouth – when sauvignon blanc from the

Loire is good, it’s really good. The good

news is that vintages of Sancerre (and

the Sancerre-alikes of Pouilly Fumé,

Reuilly, Menetou Salon and Quincy)

currently are absolutely stellar: 2014

is the magic number. Snap them

up. Domaine Teiller Menetou Salon

2014 France (£14.50, Yapp) has a

broad, green flavour like fat blades

of green grass with snow peas and

lemon sorbet, and Domaine Philippe

Raimbault Sancerre 2014 France

(£15, selected M&S stores only) is 

classic and elegant. 

Box wine  
is back
What is a bagnum?

It’s a magnum (1.5l) of

good wine, in a bag not a

bottle. Perfect for festivals,

picnics and the times you

fancy just one glass (it stays fresh for two

weeks) or maybe two bottles (that bit’s up

to you). Rouge du Grappin (1.5l, £25.95) is

made from gamay; the white is chardonnay. 

£27.50. legrappin.com

HIGH STREET BOTTLE
André Brunel Grenache 2013 France (£8.49,

Booths) is a lowly vin de pays but what you’re

really getting is a cut-price taste of the work

of one of the most highly respected producers

in Châteauneuf du Pape. Perfumed and

expressive – a red for spring lamb.

The Gibson, London

;̂ V VM 3VUKVU»Z TVZ[ YLZWLJ[LK IHY[LUKLYZ�

4HYPHU )LRL �L_�5PNO[QHY� HUK 9\Z[` *LY]LU

�L_�*VUUH\NO[�� OH]L [LHTLK \W [V VWLU [OLPY

MPYZ[ PUKLWLUKLU[ IHY WH`PUN OVTHNL [V [OL

ZVTL^OH[ MVYNV[[LU JSHZZPJ P[»Z UHTLK HM[LY�

;OL YVVT PZ PU[PTH[L� ^P[O H ILH\[PM\S JVWWLY

IHY HUK IHUX\L[[L ZLH[PUN� -PYZ[ \W OHZ [V IL

H .PIZVU �ZLY]LK PU HU PJL�JVSK� Z[HPUSLZZ Z[LLS

THY[PUP NSHZZ�� I\[ KVU»[ ULNSLJ[ [OL YLZ[ VM [OL

]HZ[ TLU\� MLH[\YPUN HSS [OL V\[YHNLV\Z MSH]V\YZ

HUK NHYUPZOLZ `V\»K L_WLJ[ MYVT [OPZ [LHT�

;Y` [OL .PIZVU 4PSR 7\UJO" H ZWPJ` TP_ VM UP[YV�

IHUHUH ^HZOLK )HYJHYKP OLYP[HNL� ^H[LY

JOLZ[U\[ HUK JVJVU\[ TPSR� WHUKHU SLHM� RVYTH

HUK�WLHU\[�I\[[LY�K\Z[� [OLNPIZVUIHY�SVUKVU

>/,9, ;6 ), :,,5

Head to the Cape

O
ne of the places making the most noise

in the wine world just now is South

Africa. There’s a near-tangible sense

of excitement and energy emanating from the

Cape. Wines are being made in unusual blends,

in small (and sometimes never to be repeated)

batches, and from grapes grown in wilderness

vineyards where the vines are old, so their roots 

run deep and the fruit tastes rich.

I recently tried a gorgeous red made from

grenache, pinot noir and cinsault – three grapes

I’ve not found in the same bottle before. The

grenache reached out with warm, open arms;

the pinot noir was cranberry-bright and the

cinsault wrapped itself around the two to create 

a silky whole. Delicious.

I can’t guarantee BLANKBottle Familiemoord

2014 South Africa will be around by the time

you read this: one of the joys and frustrations of

the new Cape is that small quantities mean you

have to act fast. But I can recommend looking

for other BLANKBottle wines, also the names:

Mullineux, Alheit, Eben Sadie, Duncan Savage, 

Rall, Crystallum and Reyneke as well as

established players who are making beautiful

top-quality wines in a more classical style, like

Newton Johnson, Hamilton Russell, Raats and

Vergelegen. Swig is a good supplier, or hunt

on wine-searcher.com for more places to buy.

Vict oria’s

WINE MATCH



We show you how to make simple yet
stunning pieces of jewellery using 

our TV tutorials
Go towww.jewellerymaker.com/getting-started and get 
20% off your first order* using the codeOliveJM1

* 20% discount is available for new customers only and excludes ‘show products’. Please note this 
o� er is not valid in conjunction with any other promotion. O� er ends 30th April.

Watch the Jewellery Maker channel daily on
Freeview 76 (from 8am-12pm) Sky 665 Virgin 756 Freesat 807 

or watch online at www.jewellerymaker.com

GET
STARTED
TODAY...

Order your beginner’s
jewellery kit & tool kit

Be inspired by our
exclusive designs

Incredible prices
– great deals you won’t 
fi nd anywhere else

20%
ON YOUR

FIRST ORDER!*

SAVE
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Cockle popcorn & milk vodka in Dorset | Pro vs Punter at Ellory 
On a sugar rush in Melbourne | A ‘secret’ food tour of Paris
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ON THE ROAD:

^P[O�ZHNL�PJL�JYLHT��+VYZL[ PZ M\SS VM ^VUKLYM\S�NHZ[YVUVTPJ�Z\YWYPZLZ

>VYKZ�3<*@�.033469,

‘A
re you OK browsing – or

would you like a gin and

tonic?’ It was midday on

a Monday. Ammonite

Fine Foods in Lyme

Regis is a gourmet grotto

with a savvy sales pitch

and more than a pinch of local knowledge

(ammonitedorset.co.uk). As well as Conker Gin,

Dorset’s first gin distillery in the backstreets

of Bournemouth (local botanicals include

elderberries, samphire and gorse flowers),

it stocks Black Cow Vodka. Made by Beaminster

dairy farmer, Jason Barber, this is an inspired

example of farm diversification; the milk is

separated into curds and whey, the curd used to

make sweet, nutty Black Cow Deluxe Cheddar, the

whey fermented into beer and then distilled and

triple filtered to create a distinctly creamy vodka.

I knew I was going to like Dorset: plied with gin

before lunch and buffeted along the Cobb like

the French lieutenant’s woman on a squally,  

grey day. (Novelist John Fowles lived here, in fact;

his elegant home, Belmont, is now a Landmark

Trust holiday let). I liked the higgledy-piggledy

streets, the pastel-coloured beach huts, the corny

puns (‘thick skate – the clever ones swam away’)

scrawled on the blackboard of the Wet Fish

Shop (wetfishshop.com) and the Alexandra

Hotel with its olde-worlde Chamomile Lawn-vibe

and breakfast room painted in shades of the sea.

From whelks in Weymouth to oysters from Wyke

Regis, seafood is a must-eat. For lunch I made

a beeline for the Hix Fish & Oyster House

(hixoysterandfishhouse.co.uk). Despite his London

restaurants Mark Hix is a local boy, down here

fishing most weekends and running cookery

courses in his home in nearby Charmouth. The

restaurant, perched above the harbour, has a cool,

coastal vibe, with panoramic windows and a menu

packed with sustainable seafood. The sun was

starting to break through as I popped Burry Bay

cockle popcorn (breaded shelled cockles) into my

mouth and slurped Cornish pastis with Lyme Bay 

shellfish soup a crab-rich bisque served with  

a sweet, brioche-like bun.

It’s more a case of food footsteps than food miles.

You can see the fishing boats from the window,

my crab was caught by Lobster Alan and, in the

summer, the mackerel run comes so close to shore

you can catch them from the beach. The ‘leaves’

(restaurant-speak for salad) are grown by Ashley

at Trill Farm just inland on the Devon border 

(trillfarm.co.uk).

Trill Farm is also the nearest b&b to River 

Cottage HQ (rivercottage.net), home of

campaigning food hero and Dorset champion

Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall. The farm straddles

the marginal ground between Dorset’s downs and

the dairy country of Devon, and offers a range of

courses from cheese-making and beekeeping to

gluten-free cookery along with a calendar of 

dining events and seasonal fairs.

The original River Cottage farm was near

the little market town of Bridport and West Bay,

one of the locations used to film crime drama 

ONE WAY

DORSET
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‘I knew I was
going to like

Dorset: plied with
gin before lunch
and buffeted
along the Cobb
like the French

lieutenant’s
woman on a
squally day’

Broadchurch. In fact, Dorset has seen more than

its share of screen stardom over the last couple  

of years. The film adaptation

of Thomas Hardy’s Far from

the Madding Crowd shone a

spotlight on Dorset’s bucolic 

interior, which is where

you’ll find the sleepy market

town of Sturminster Newton; 

and another passionate 

foodie couple.

Michelle and Rob Comins

opened Comins Teahouse

in an old Georgian building

a couple of years ago, after

being inspired by a visit to

a tea estate in Darjeeling

(cominsteahouse.co.uk).

They sell 28 of the finest

single-estate leaf teas

(unblended, no herbals) online, and in their

modern British teahouse, ranging from black  

HOW TO DO IT

Return flights from Manchester, Glasgow and

Jersey to Bournemouth cost from £50 (flybe.com).

Car hire starts from £15 per day (carrentals.co.uk). 

Double rooms at The Pig on the Beach cost

from £129, room only (thepighotel.com) and

at The Alexandra Hotel from £180, b&b

(hotelalexandra.co.uk). For more info on  

Dorset, see visit-dorset.com.

to white (the most popular) via oolong and green

tea. ‘We’ve created a destination for tea in a tiny

market town.’ Don’t come

here for a cappuccino – this

is a tea-only zone – although

you can tuck into afternoon

tea with local clotted cream 

and blueberry scones.

Michelle guides me

through a tea ceremony,

pouring hot water onto

Indian silver needle leaves.

These need to steep for three

minutes at 80 degrees. Then

the tea is decanted into a

cup and water is poured onto

the leaves six to eight times;

drink through the infusions

to get the whole experience.

Heading south, I made my 

way to the Jurassic Coast. The country’s first

UNESCO World Heritage Site and a popular 

fossil-hunting spot, this stretches 95 miles from

Swanage to Exmouth. Landmarks such as Durdle

Door, Lulworth Cove and 18-mile Chesil Beach

jump straight out of a geography textbook. I went 

for a long and blustery walk along the latter,

before swinging into rustic little Hive Beach

Café at Burton Bradstock for a Portland crab

sandwich (hivebeachcafe.co.uk). In the summer

the queue stretches out of the door but out of 

season it’s easier to grab a table.

My bed that night was an hour’s drive east at

The Pig on the Beach in Studland Bay, one  

Later, sitting in front of a fire in the bar,

I nibbled on piggy bits (saddleback crackling and

apple sauce) trying to decide whether to start with

garden beetroot and Dorset Blue Vinney salad

with compressed pear, or home-cured Arctic Char

with spiced fennel dressing. I already knew what

I wanted for my main: Purbeck pigeon and hot

smoked pumpkin with Dorset buttermilk, toasted

pine nuts and red chard. And, to finish, russet

apple open scrunch pie with garden sage ice

cream. But first, more decisions: Purbeck cider or

Conker gin with a lightly floral elderflower tonic?

SCENIC

ROUTE
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THE BASQUE COUNTRY
Cook like a local

0[»Z OVTL [V ZVTL VM [OL ^VYSK»Z TVZ[ Z[LSSHY JVVRPUN� I\[ [OL UVY[O�LHZ[ VM :WHPU
PZ�HSZV�IPN�VU�O\TISLY WSLHZ\YLZ SPRL MYPLK JOPSSPLZ� JYLHT` JOLLZLZ�HUK�HY[PZHU�JPKLY

Words & recipes JOSÉ PIZARRO Recipe photgraph: Helen Cathcart
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P
eople talk about the Basque Country of north-east

Spain and immediately think of triple Michelin-starred

restaurants in San Sebastián – gorgeous, expensive,

highly sought-after food and destination restaurants.

From Elena Arzak, of Arzak, whose creativity knows

no bounds, to the wonderful plates by Andoni Luis

Aduriz at Mugaritz, these chefs and their restaurants

continue to dazzle. But there’s much more to the Basque Country than

fine dining. Exploring this region means getting to know its people and

the food they make with such pride, love and very little fuss. It’s about

sharing big plates of food around a table, celebrating happy occasions  

and the local way of life.

Because of the area’s mild climate, with bursts of hot sun and plentiful 

rainfall, there are lush mountains and rich coastlines, from where fantastic 

seafood, incredible wines, rich olive oils and fabulous cheeses are

produced. Specialities to look out for include guindillas (lovely, mild local

chillies that are usually preserved in jars with wine vinegar and used as

a garnish, or fried like Padrón peppers), roncal (a hard, creamy sheep’s

cheese) and tejas de Tolosa (thin, light biscuits that were originally eaten  

as a dessert but are now typically served with coffee).

One of the most effective ways to track down the best of this produce is

to head to the area’s many food markets. Visit the sidrerías (cider houses),

snack on chicken wings in a bodegón (wine cellar), or try the local txakoli

wine with fresh sardines. Then take a seat by the port of San Sebastián,

watch old ladies clean anchovies while children play in the sea below,

and boats drift in and out over the horizon, and enjoy your good fortune. »
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Squid meatballs with
saffron & almond sauce
50 MINUTES | SERVES 4 | EASY 

squid tubes ���N� JSLHULK

red chilli �� MPULS` JOVWWLK

garlic � JSV]L� MPULS` JOVWWLK

dried breadcrumbs ��N

coriander�H�OHUKM\S��MPULS`�JOVWWLK

egg �

white pepper

olive oil

plain flour MVY K\Z[PUN

flat-leaf parsley�JOVWWLK�[V�ZLY]L

:(<*,

olive oil

shallot � SHYNL� MPULS` JOVWWLK

onion � ZTHSS� MPULS` JOVWWLK

garlic � JSV]L� JY\ZOLK

ripe tomatoes ���� ZRPUZ HUK ZLLKZ

YLTV]LK HUK KPZJHYKLK��MSLZO�JOVWWLK

fish stock ���TS

saffron H WPUJO

ground almonds���N

� 7H[ [OL ZX\PK KY` ^P[O RP[JOLU WHWLY� [OLU

JOVW MPULS` HUK TP_ ^P[O [OL JOPSSP� NHYSPJ�

IYLHKJY\TIZ� JVYPHUKLY HUK LNN� :LHZVU

YLHSS` ^LSS ^P[O ZLH ZHS[ HUK ^OP[L WLWWLY�

3PNO[S` VPS `V\Y OHUKZ HUK YVSS [OL TP_[\YL

PU[V ZTHSS IHSSZ� HIV\[ ��N LHJO� *OPSS PU �

[OL MYPKNL ^OPSL `V\ THRL [OL ZH\JL�

� /LH[ � [IZW VPS PU H WHU HUK NLU[S` MY`

[OL ZOHSSV[ HUK VUPVU MVY �� TPU\[LZ� \U[PS

ZVM[� (KK [OL NHYSPJ HUK JVVR MVY H TPU\[L

TVYL� [OLU HKK [OL [VTH[VLZ HUK Z[VJR

HUK ZPTTLY MVY ���TPU\[LZ�[V�YLK\JL�[V��

H [OPJR ZH\JL�

� :VHR [OL ZHMMYVU PU � [IZW OV[ ^H[LY MVY

H ML^ TPU\[LZ� [OLU TP_ ^P[O [OL NYV\UK�

HSTVUKZ [V MVYT H WHZ[L HUK HKK

[V [OL WHU ^P[O WSLU[` VM ZLHZVUPUN� �

:PTTLY MVY � TPU\[LZ [V [OPJRLU�

� +\Z[ [OL ZX\PK IHSSZ PU MSV\Y� /LH[ H NVVK

HTV\U[ VM VPS �HIV\[ �JT� PU H UVU�Z[PJR

WHU HUK MY` [OL ZX\PK MVY ��� TPU\[LZ�

[\YUPUN \U[PS NVSKLU IYV^U� +YHPU VU RP[JOLU

WHWLY� (KK [OL ZX\PK TLH[IHSSZ [V [OL ZH\JL

HUK OLH[ [OYV\NO NLU[S` MVY ���� TPU\[LZ

VU H SV^ ZPTTLY� KVU»[ Z[PY [OL TLH[IHSSZ

VY [OL` TH` IYLHR�\W��:JH[[LY�^P[O�WHYZSL`��

[V�ZLY]L�

;OPZ MHTPS`�Y\U YLZ[H\YHU[ OHZ H 4PJOLSPU Z[HY

HUK \ZLZ SVJHS� OVTLNYV^U WYVK\JL [V

Z\WWVY[ [OL J\S[\YL HUK THPU[HPU [OL HYLH»Z

Z\Z[HPUHIPSP[ �̀ :P[ PU [OL PTWYLZZP]L KPUPUN OHSS

HUK LUQV` KPZOLZ JVVRLK I` [HSLU[LK OLHK

JOLM� .VYRH ;_HWHY[LNP! MPZO PZ JH\NO[ KHPS �̀

I\[ [Y` [OL YVHZ[LK ILLM [LUKLYSVPU ^P[O

0KPHaHIHS�JOLLZL� YLZ[H\YHU[LHSHTLKH�UL[

;OL WLYMLJ[ WSHJL [V LUQV` [OL )HZX\L

Z\UZOPUL PZ V\[ VU P[Z [LYYHJL ^P[O H JVSK

ILLY� 0 HS^H`Z VYKLY [OL JOPJRLU ^PUNZ� I\[�

[OL [VTH[V ZHSHK PZ HTHaPUN [VV��

IVKLNHKVUVZ[PHYYH�JVT

0M `V\ ]PZP[ [OPZ WPU[_V �ZTHSS ZUHJR� WSHJL PU

:HU :LIHZ[PmU� `V\ OH]L [V [Y` [OL WHQHYP[V

MYP[V �SP[[SL MYPLK IPYK�� ;OL IPYK PZ THYPUH[LK

PU ]LYTV\[O� YVHZ[ NHYSPJ HUK OVUL �̀ [OLU SLM[

MVY����OV\YZ ZV [OL MSH]V\Y YLHSS` PUM\ZLZ��

HM\LNVULNYV�JVT

;OPZ [OYLL 4PJOLSPU�Z[HYYLK YLZ[H\YHU[

JVU[PU\LZ [V W\ZO [OL IV\UKHYPLZ VM :WHUPZO

MVVK� [\YUPUN P[ PU[V HY[� 0[»Z UV ^VUKLY

(YaHR PZ PUJS\KLK PU [OL >VYSK»Z �� )LZ[

9LZ[H\YHU[Z SPZ[� ( ]PZP[ OLYL ^PSS IL VUL VM [OL

ILZ[�MVVK�L_WLYPLUJLZ `V\ ^PSS�L]LY�OH]L��

HYaHR�PUMV

1VZt 0NUHJPV HUK (THPH OH]L Y\U [OPZ

)HZX\L�Z[`SL IHY PU :HU :LIHZ[PmU»Z VSK

[V^U MVY V]LY �� `LHYZ� HUK P[ ZLY]LZ ZVTL

VM [OL ILZ[ WPU[_VZ `V\»SS MPUK� ;Y` [OL JYHI

HUK WYH^UZ ^P[O H NSHZZ VM [_HRVSP��

NHUIHYHQH[L[_LH�JVT
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of the best places   
    to eat & drink
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:WHUPZO JOLM 1VZt 7PaHYYV Y\UZ

[OYLL YLZ[H\YHU[Z PU 3VUKVU!

1VZt ;HWHZ )HY� 7PaHYYV HUK

1VZt 7PaHYYV )YVHKNH[L �QVZLWPaHYYV�JVT��

/PZ [OPYK IVVR� )HZX\L! :WHUPZO 9LJPWLZ MYVT

:HU :LIHZ[PmU  )L`VUK� PZ W\ISPZOLK [OPZ

TVU[O �/HYKPL .YHU[� �� �  ���� VU HTHaVU�JV�\R��

( ZLSLJ[PVU VM KPZOLZ MYVT [OL IVVR ^PSS IL�H]HPSHISL�H[�

1VZt»Z�YLZ[H\YHU[Z�[OYV\NOV\[�(WYPS��
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SANDALS NEGRIL BEACH RESORT & SPA

2 0 1 5

J A M A I C A   •   S A I N T  L U C I A   •   A N T I G U A   •   B A H A M A S   •   G R E N A D A   •   B A R B A D O S

Check into a Sandals Resort and you will be treated to our Discovery Dining

programme, where anytime dining in up to 16 gourmet restaurants awaits you.

We pride ourselves in our European and International cuisines using fresh and

local ingredients, each of which comes with its own Head Chef that specialises

in their area. Unlimited snacks, white glove service and exclusive Butler Service

are also available. We even offer Private Candlelit Dinners on the beach or on

your terrace if you prefer. These are just a few of the personal dining touches

that come with your next Sandals holiday, the rest we call Luxury Included®.

ALL INCLUDED, ALL UNLIMITED, ALL THE TIME

For more information,

Call 0800 742 742 | Visit sandals.co.uk

See your local Travel Agent

The Luxury Included® Holiday



1
Café society Relaxed café Auntbenny

serves lovingly prepared breakfasts, coffees,

lunches and dinners, many of which are

gluten-free. Order a bottle of wine and a cheese

plate with rosemary crackers or a slice of apple

cake and eat it around the large communal table.

auntbenny.com

2
Street food It’s worth making a long

weekend of it just to catch Street Food

Thursday. Taking place every Thursday

evening at Markthalle 9, there’s always a good 

choice of dishes, from Swabian ravioli at

Barbara’s kaffeetafel to Ruby beer from

Heidenpeter, which is brewed on site (well,  

in the market’s basement).

facebook.com/StreetFoodThursday

3
Dumpling heaven Dive into the world

of a Chinese eating house at the Long

March Canteen. Specialising in both hot

and cold dim sum, its most impressive feature

is the dumpling station, the steam rising from  

Weekender

BERLIN
-YVT SVJHS ^PULZ PU [PU` NSHZZLZ [V ZSV^�IYL^ JVMMLL�
[LYP`HRP I\YNLYZ HUK WPRLWLYJO JVVRLK ^P[O ISHJR
W\KKPUN��)LYSPU�W\[Z�H�UL^�ZWPU�VU�JSHZZPJ�MSH]V\YZ

>VYKZ ELLEN TESCHENDORF

HOW TO DO IT
Return flights from a range of UK airports

to Berlin Schönefeld start at around £50

(easyjet.com). Double rooms at the Michelberger

Hotel (michelbergerhotel.com) cost from €69, 

room only.

,SSLU ;LZJOLUKVYM PZ [OL H\[OVY

)LYSPU :[`SL .\PKL �4\YKVJO

)VVRZ�� HUK PZ [OL V^ULY VM

[OL JP[`»Z J\S[ RP[JOLU^HYLZ Z[VYL�

Küchenliebe �R\LJOLUSPLIL�KL��

�

it glowing under a red light. Try the tuna sashimi 

with beetroot. longmarchcanteen.com

4
Stellar cooking Michelin-starred

restaurant Skykitchen (pictured top right)

is set on the 11th floor of Andel’s Hotel

Berlin, so diners get to enjoy breathtaking views 

of the city’s skyline as well as dishes like

pikeperch with black pudding, pickled cabbage, 

pear and pearl onion. skykitchen.berlin

5
Stock up If you’re after an edible souvenir 

to take home, head to Eat Berlin for

delicious local delicacies. You’ll be spoilt 

for choice among its selection of chutneys,

sauces, pestos, spices, teas and spreads, all made 

by small food companies. eatberlinstore.de

6
Distinctive wines When the sun hits,

there’s nothing better than sitting outside

wine bar Not Only Riesling with a glass

of something chosen with care, direct from

German and European wineries. Order a Riesling

Quickie (three 0.1l glasses of German wine) or a 

Small Wine Tasting, (six 0.1l glasses from further

afield plus a cheese board). not-only-riesling.de

7
Coffee culture Not everything in Berlin

is fast-changing and modern. Head to Café

am Literaturhaus, a literature-focused

exhibition space in a Wilhelminian-style villa,

for a breakfast of ham and eggs, or a coffee and

a strawberry tart; grab an outdoor table to enjoy 

the beautiful gardens. literaturhaus-berlin.de

8
Gourmet burgers The Berlin burger

scene is huge and the standard high, but

Burgeramt (pictured left) is the best for

brisk but friendly service and a wide selection.  

If you’re overwhelmed by choice go for the 

teriyaki burger. burgeramt.com

9
Slow brew Owner of The Barn

Roastery, Ralf Müller, has been

a slow-brew pioneer in Berlin so expect

a sensational coffee here, accompanied by

a Berliner stulle (sandwich). The coffee is roasted

at the back of the shop and is available to buy  

if you want to take some home. thebarn.de

10
Shop til you pop A paradise for

gourmets, Goldhahn & Sampson

(pictured below) sells fine food,

exceptional drinks, artisan chocolates and

pastries as well as a variety of cookbooks.

It also hosts regular cookery classes, some

of them in English. goldhahnundsampson.de
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Welcome to

THE ‘HOOD
-YVT [YHJRPUN KV^U

[OL ILZ[ TLYPUN\LZ PU
4LSIV\YUL [V

SLHYUPUN OV^ [V ZWV[
H KLJLU[ YLZ[H\YHU[ P

U 7HYPZ� \YIHU�

MVVK�[V\YZ�HYL�H�Z\YL
MPYL�^H`�[V H]VPK�[V\

YPZ[�[YHWZ
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The Greek capital is famous for its souvlaki

stalls, which sell cheap kebabs for when

you’re on the hop, but it is a city packed with

must-eats that tourists rarely discover, unless

they book a Culinary Backstreets tour. On

these, local chef Carolina Doriti leads small

groups to some of the lesser-known highlights

of Athens’ food scene. From doughnut balls

soaked in syrup and sprinkled with sesame

seeds and cinnamon to traditional Greek coffee,

made ‘at hovoli’ – in warm sand – at café

Mokka (mokka.gr), most local favourites are

covered. Then there’s a detour to unearth the

city’s best souvlaki (kebabs), and a stop at 

Carolina’s preferred cheese shop, an 

atmospheric time warp that’s just celebrated its

100th birthday. Plus there are pit stops to buy 

wild mountain herbs on Evripidou Street.

DON’T MISS: Athens’ Central Market. Here,

Carolina points out the best fish, fresh pork and

ripe tomatoes before zooming in on a tiny stall

selling herb sausage patties with salad, olives

and glasses of tsipouro, a brandy-like drink.

Carnivores will love Ta karamanlidika tou Fani,

whose name means ‘cold cuts and delicacies’,

where you can enjoy just that by ordering a

platter of sausages, meats and pastourma – cured

meat coated with paprika, fenugreek and garlic 

(karamanlidika.gr).

WHERE TO EAT & DRINK AFTER

THE TOUR: To Triantafilo tis Nostimias is

a lunchtime-only taverna specialising in seafood 

(Lekka 22, 00 30 210 322 7298). It’s worth

returning the following day to take a seat and

share plates of fava (broad-bean dip) and zohi 

(boiled wild greens) alongside anchovies,

sardines and calamari. If you’re still hungry,

refer to your copy of Culinary Backstreets’

Athens: An Eater’s Guide to the City – it’s a

local food bible and all participants get one. 

HOW TO DO IT: Culinary Secrets of

Downtown Athens 51/2 hour tours cost £93pp,

including everything eaten and drunk along

the way (culinarybackstreets.com). Return flights

from various UK airports to Athens start from

around £60 (easyJet.com). Double rooms at 

Athens Hilton cost from £163, b&b 

(hiltonathens.gr).

MORE INFO: visitgreece.gr »

ATHENS
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For anyone with a sweet tooth, Queenies’ Sweet

Dreams food tour is a must – as is a trip to Melbourne,

where high-end confectioners and pastry chefs have

created a major new food trend. Last-course-only

restaurants like Om Nom (omnom.kitchen) are

increasingly popular, some of the world’s best

chocolatiers are here (make time for a visit to

chocolate brewer Mörk, morkchocolate.com.au),

and people even go on dessert dates. Is there a

better philosophy by which to live than the one

decorating the window of pudding restaurant

LuxBite (luxbite.com.au), the first stop on the tour? 

‘Life is uncertain. Eat dessert first’.

Andrew Prior founded Queenies’ after taking part

in MasterChef in 2013, as an alternative to returning

to his former, corporate, life. The Sweet Dreams tour

is one of four small-group food trips he leads around

the city, and includes five sugar-laced stop-offs in

the up-and-coming South Yarra neighbourhood –  

some for shopping, some for eating.

DON’T MISS: The seven-layer lolly cake at LuxBite

has to be seen to be believed – its wafer-thin layers

include mandarin jaffa ganache, spearmint leaf

buttercream and musk mallow. Or try a Meringue

Monster: green tea sponge, pistachio, watermelon

yogurt and strawberry mousse all wrapped in softly

charred meringue. If you love macarons, leave room

for Mercédé Coubard’s beauties at A La Folie (alafolie.

com.au). After years of experimentation she has

discovered a secret ingredient which allows her to add

far more fruit than most macaron recipes allow; her

signature is the Rose Delight, with orange blossom

and raspberry jelly. Like a posh Willy Wonka, Burch

and Purchese Sweet Studio (burchandpurchese.com) is

famous for its large-scale edible installations and

beautifully over-the-top wedding cakes – check out

the shop’s wall art, all made entirely from sugar.

WHERE TO EAT & DRINK AFTER

THE TOUR: Cross the Yarra River into

neighbouring Richmond and grab a seat at Kong BBQ

(kongbbq.com.au). One of Prior’s favourite restaurants,

it’s loud, achingly hip, and has a no-bookings policy,

but it serves the best short ribs in town (with pine

nut ssamjang and daikon kimchi). Or go for soft-shell

crab with salted duck egg relish, wood-roasted sweet 

potato with wakame butter and a pile of Korean  

fried chicken wings.

HOW TO DO IT: Queenies’ three-hour Sweet 

Dreams walking food-tours cost £45pp

(queeniesfoodtours.melbourne). Return flights from

Heathrow to Melbourne with Malaysia Airlines start

at £875 (malaysiaairlines.com). Rooms at the Olsen

Hotel, decorated with original works by artist John

Olsen, start at £120, b&b (artserieshotels.com.au/olsen). 

MORE INFO: visitmelbourne.com

MELBOURNE
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It’s easy to make a pig of yourself ‘at the

pork place’, aka Manteigaria Silva, where

shelves of spiced, cured and smoked porcine

produce fill the cabinets of this 100-year-old

deli. Delivered to port-barrel tables out front: 

plates of requeijão (ricotta), marmelada

(quince paste) with delicate dried figs and

silken slices of 24-month-cured presunto

(aged ham) from Portugal’s Barrancos region.

Having started the day with a shot of

ginginha (sour cherry brandy) at the

eponymous, neighbouring bar, you might

welcome these gourmet stomach-liners,  

but there’s more to come.

These are just two of many stop-offs on a new,

two-hour walking tour hosted by Lisbon’s 

Inspira Santa Marta Hotel, themed around

petiscos, the Portuguese answer to tapas. These

aren’t just the ‘small plates’ of the worldwide

bar-snack type, but rather an excuse to graze or 

to dine with friends on deli dishes or half 

portions. Hosted

by local food experts from Eat Portugal, these

bespoke tours are a great introduction to Lisbon’s

affordable food scene.

DON’T MISS: Lisbon’s recently revamped

Mercardo da Ribeira may have hipster food

trucks, but the pretty 1930s Mercado de Campo 

de Ourique stocks a no-nonsense range of

Portuguese goods; look out for classic pasteis

de nata (custard tarts) from Pasteleria Aloma 

(mercadodecampodeourique.pt).

WHERE TO EAT & DRINK AFTER

THE TOUR: The flaming chorizo is the

fiery standout on the small but perfectly

formed menu at Dona Quiteria. This teeny

bistro, in a 19th-century grocer’s, is a cool new

addition to a residential hilltop overlooking

the Cais do Sodre nightlife district. Garlicky

gambas and delicate bacalhau are also a must 

(instagram.com/dona_quiteria).

HOW TO DO IT: Return flights from

Heathrow, Gatwick and Manchester to Lisbon

cost from £121 (flytap.com). Inspira Santa

Marta Hotel offers petiscos tour packages for

€548 for two people, including two nights’ b&b

and a guided petiscos tour (inspirahotels.com).  

MORE INFO: visitlisboa.com »

LISBON
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Matkaravan’s (‘food caravan’) food tours were

originally set up to help Swedes navigate the

exotic and unfamiliar ingredients of the ethnic 

food stores and stalls around the city’s

Möllevången square. Still based in the same

vibrant area, the focus has shifted over the

years to include more local ingredients,

Swedish food history and current food trends.

DON’T MISS: As Sweden’s youngest and

most multicultural city, Malmö has a dynamic

food scene and the tour’s passionate guides

Lena Ilkjaer and Linda Dahl lead visitors to

gems such as Söder om Småland, a hop-head’s 

paradise where you can sample locally

brewed sour beer (twitter.com/soderom), and

Söderberg & Sara for the best cardamom buns  

in town (soderbergsara.se). At cheese shop

Möllans Ost, taste creamy, astringent

tommarpsrulle goat’s cheese rolled in vine

ash from Österlen and sweet, nutty skåne alp

cheese, perfectly paired with local rosehip 

marmalade (mollansost.com).

WHERE TO EAT & DRINK AFTER THE

TOUR: If you’ve been lucky enough to have

enjoyed a poke around chef Simon Lennblad’s

larder at Far i Hatten restaurant (farihatten.se)

during the tour, you’ll probably want to return

for dinner to discover what magic he works with 

foraged ingredients such as dried pikeperch 

liver and meadowsweet cordial. Skilled

cooking, with a modern edge and a dash  

of humour, it’s very Malmö.

HOW TO DO IT: Two-hour food

tours with Matkaravan cost from £30pp;

tailor-made tours in English can also be

arranged (matkaravan.com). Return flights

from Gatwick to Malmö Sturup cost from

£145 (norwegian.com). The recently opened

Clarion and Congress Malmö Live hotel

(nordicchoicehotels.com) has double rooms

from around £120, b&b and a Sky Bar that 

serves killer cocktails with a view.

MORE INFO: malmotown.com

MALMÖ
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Montmartre is one of Paris’ iconic districts, with

well-trodden tourist routes that rarely give much

insight into how the local residents live or eat.

A three-hour Secret Food Tour, however, unlocks

another side of Montmartre, showing you where

to shop for food and wine, where to eat out and

leaving you with all manner of insider tips,

including why a baguette is made to be torn  

and not cut.

The tours are guided by P.J. (Pierre Jean),

a knowledgeable bon vivant of truly awesome

French-ness, beret and all. He is an absolute

hoot, giving an impromptu lecture on how to buy

good-value, good-quality wine by drawing a map 

on a cardboard box, peppering the day with

historical anecdotes (from his own political

perspective) and explaining how the layout of  

the streets makes Paris the city it is. He will also

do his best to get you to eat chocolate, macarons,

cheese, pork belly, saucisson and more chocolate

before lunch. Then it’s off to a local park for

a picnic bought from the shops you’ve just visited

and more mini lectures on charcuterie, wine

and how to eat like a French person (shop every

day, know your shopkeepers). Montmartre is five

minutes from the Eurostar terminal at Gare du

Nord so a perfect day trip from the UK. Just don’t

eat breakfast before you start; you’ll barely be

able to move by the end of the tour as it is.

DON’T MISS: The chance to retrace your

steps and do a bit of shopping on your own

afterwards. You’ll visit at least one patisserie,

butcher, boulangerie, creperie, chocolate shop, 

and wine shop and it won’t be until you’ve

sampled everything that you will be able to 

decide what will be best to take home.

WHERE TO EAT & DRINK AFTER THE

TOUR: Naming names would spoil the secret

but, as you tootle around Montmartre, you’ll learn

how to spot a good French restaurant. The gospel

according to P.J. is that the venue should make

its money by selling food, not wine (unless wine

is what you’re after), should have a blackboard

with specials and no more than 40-50 covers.

Look out for places embellished with pink Le

Bonbon window stickers. Distributed by the local

newspaper, they’re a sign of local approval; if you

want to do more research before you go, you can

look up some of the places listed on its website 

(lebonbon.fr).

HOW TO DO IT: One-day Secret Food

Tours of Paris cost €89pp (secretfoodtours.com).

Return Eurostar fares from London to Paris cost 

from £58 (eurostar.com).

MORE INFO: paris.info

PARIS
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O
OFFERS

TO ORDER, CALL 0844 493 5654** QUOTING 58952 OR  
VISIT CLIFFORD-JAMES.CO.UK/58952

Terms and conditions: *p&p is £4.95 per order. ‘Was’ pricing refers to the original selling prices offered on the promoter’s website

JQVMMLYZ�JV�\R, and in its retail store between 21/12/15 and 21/03/16. **Calls cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s access

charge. Delivery within seven working days to UK mainland only, some exclusions may apply. If not completely satisfied with your order,

please return goods in mint condition and sealed original packaging for a refund within 30 days of receiving your order (postage costs

will not be refunded unless faulty). Your contract for supply of goods is with BVG Airflo. A SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED ON DELIVERY.

Data Protection: Immediate Media Company Limited (publisher of O) would love to keep you informed by post, telephone  

or email of its special offers and promotions. Please state at time of ordering if you do not wish to receive these.

Baking for Professionals
Cooks Professional stand mixer only £79.99 plus p&p*

T
his stylish stand mixer has a powerful 800w motor that allows you to

create a range of delicious, homemade bakes. Ideal for preparing fluffy

meringues, bread dough, cake mix and more, with the choice of three

attachments – beater, whisk, and dough hook. The large 4.5-litre mixing bowl

is great for mixing large quantities without spillage, while the six speed settings 

and pulse function make mixing, whipping, whisking and kneading quick

and simple. Mains powered, the stand mixer comes complete with a tilting

head for easy removal of the bowl. The main body of the mixer is made from

ABS plastic, the whisk and bowl are stainless steel, and the dough hook and 

beater are aluminium.

• Dimensions: L38 x W20 x H35cm

• Weight: 6kg

• Two-year manufacturer’s warranty

HOW TO ORDER:

Call 0844 493 5654** quoting 58952 or visit clifford-james.co.uk/58952 or send

your contact details, address and the codes and quantities of the item(s) you wish

to order, along with a cheque payable to BVG Airflo, to: O Offer 58952, PO 

Box 87, Brecon LD3 3BE. Please add £4.95 to your order total for p&p.

Colour

Silver

Black

Cream

Blue

Mixer with stainless 

steel bowl

D9217

D6102

D9216

D9218

Was

£299.99

£299.99

£299.99

£299.99

Now

£79.99*

£79.99*

£79.99*

£79.99*

Black

Cream

Silver

Save
 £220
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HIGH CULTURE
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3 great april
food festivals
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Porthleven

Food Festival
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London Coffee Festival
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( ^OVSL
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WYVTPZLK H[

Melton Mowbray’s

Artisan Cheese Festival
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GAINING GROUND

GONE TO GROUND

Directions of travel
The trends to watch
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atlantic adventure
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For more
information
about many

of these stories
visit O

magazine.
com

FOOD ON THE FLY
4V]L V]LY TPJYV^H]LK WHUPUPZ

HUK MVPS�[VWWLK T\ZO� -VVK VUIVHYK WSHULZ OHZ

Q\Z[ NVUL \W H NLHY� ([ SLHZ[ P[ OHZ PU [OL <:�

^OLYL HPY [YH]LSSLYZ HYL \ZPUN HWWZ SPRL (PY.Y\I

HUK ZVVU�[V�SH\UJO -VVK VU [OL -S` [V WYL�VYKLY

TLHSZ MYVT [OL YLSL]HU[ [LYTPUHSZ» YLZ[H\YHU[Z ¶

HUK OH]L [OLT KLSP]LYLK [V [OLT� MYLZOS`

JVVRLK� H[ [OL NH[L� 3L[»Z OVWL P[ JH[JOLZ�VU�

OLYL ZVVU� HPYNY\I�JVT���

MVVKVU[OLMS �̀JVT

✈
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HOW TO:

On sale 
22

April

Discover the O team’s ultimate

sandwich selection — from Greek

gyros to diner-style patty melts 

and Louisia
na po’ boys

Plus!
Quick kale and chickpea Caesar salad
Vegan quinoa sushi | Best-ever hash browns 
Lemon meringue pie | Korean fried chicken
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pitta

or two
(or three)

pocket, Pulse points:

Italian
gastro

getaways

Kparty food

 Spring rolls (they’re easy!)

your need-to-know guide

A

foodie weekend in Madrid
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White
chocolate

Dark
chocolate
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C
hocolate, like wine and coffee, is affected

by where and how it’s grown as well as

how it’s processed. Cacao trees grow

in the tropics, so most beans come from

South and Central America, the Ivory Coast

of Africa, and Madagascar. Cocoa was originally

a rainforest plant that has been well adapted

to being farmed, mostly on a small scale. As

with wine and coffee, the more care that has

gone into growing and processing, the better  

the quality of the final product.

Chocolate made specifically for

cooking is often sold in equal-sized pieces, this

allows it to melt at a uniform rate, and saves you

having to chop it. Chocolate chips you buy in

small packs in the supermarket however are  

not good for melting, they are usually  

formulated so they won’t melt

easily and will keep their

shape in cakes and biscuits.

They often taste a bit waxy.»

MAKING CHOCOLATE
Cocoa pods are harvested by hand when they’re

deemed ripe enough, and the pods on each tree

ripen all year round. The seeds and pulp are

extracted and then fermented (different varieties

need a different fermentation processes to bring

out their flavour) and dried. The beans are then

graded by size and quality and at this point are 

normally shipped to manufacturers.

The beans are then cleaned and roasted before

being cracked into nibs and their shells removed 

by winnowing. They’re then ground to make

cocoa liquor which, when melted, separates

into cocoa butter and cocoa mass. When solid,  

the mass is unsweetened chocolate.

Cocoa mass is processed to make it into a more

refined product; cocoa butter can be extracted  

or more added, and the chocolate can be

sweetened and flavoured. The texture is

enhanced by conching, and when chocolate

is made into shapes and bars it needs to be 

tempered (see glossary p118).

Chocolate can be a tricky ingredient to cook

with, particularly if it’s high quality with a high

percentage of cocoa butter. Cooking chocolate

may have the percentage of cocoa butter reduced, 

and another fat added that doesn’t need 

tempering, it’s also sweetened.

When you choose a chocolate to cook with

you need to bear in mind what the recipe is.

High-quality chocolate with little sugar will need

enough sweetness in the recipe to taste good, and

if you use a chocolate containing lots of sugar

in a recipe that specifies a high percentage

chocolate (75% or above) then the end result  

may taste very sweet.

MELTING
CHOCOLATE

Cocoa powder

Milk chocolate

Cocoa nibs

Chocolate
 chunks

White
chocolate chips

Chocolate
buttons

DROPS, BUTTONS, 
CHIPS AND  
PISTOLES

COOKING WITH 
CHOCOLATE

Melt chopped chocolate in a bowl set over

a pan of simmering water, without letting

any water condense and drip into the

bowl. Stir it gently and once it has started 

to liquefy, turn the heat off and keep

stirring. Or use a microwave, making

sure you heat the chocolate in

short bursts until it starts

to melt, and then stir it.
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BLOOM
The greyish-white streaks you sometimes see

on chocolate. This is the cocoa butter rising to

the surface and the only way to get rid of it is

to temper the chocolate again, though it won’t

make it taste different and you can use it perfectly

well when cooking.

CACAO
The Theobroma cacao tree produces cacao pods 

(fruit) that contain cacao seeds (also called  

cocoa beans).

COCOA NIBS
Broken pieces of fermented, dried, roasted cacao 

beans once they’ve had their shells removed.

CHOCOLATE LIQUOR
Milled cocoa nibs, also called cocoa mass, this

can be liquid or solid and is the cocoa particles 

suspended in the cocoa butter.

COCOA BUTTER
Is extracted by pressing chocolate liquor. Very

expensive, the higher percentage there is in

chocolate or cocoa, the better the flavour.

COCOA POWDER
Once cocoa butter has been extracted from

chocolate liquor, what’s left is pressed into

a cake and ground to a fine cocoa powder.

PERCENTAGE
This is the percentage of chocolate liquor plus

the cocoa butter and cocoa powder contained

in chocolate. The higher the percentage of these 

ingredients the less room there is for sugar. 

CONCHING
This is a process whereby the chocolate is

heated to form a dough, then rolled or beaten

to develop flavour, lower moisture content and 

squeeze fat out.

TEMPERING
Chocolate is heated and cooled to exact

temperatures to control the crystalisation of

cocoa butter and give the finished chocolate

both shine and snap. Tempering is both an  

art and a science.

Last bite  
recipe

Hot cross buns

40 MINUTES + PROVING | MAKES 12 | EASY

strong white bread flour ���N

fast-action yeast �N ZHJOL[

ground cinnamon � [ZW

mixed spice � [ZW

nutmeg H NVVK NYH[PUN

caster sugar � [IZW

flame raisins VY golden sultanas ���N

chopped mixed candied peel ��N

whole milk ���TS� ^HYTLK

butter ��N� TLS[LK

egg � SHYNL� ILH[LU

plain flour ��N� WS\Z L_[YH�MVY�K\Z[PUN

marmalade ��[IZW

� 4P_ [OL MSV\Y� `LHZ[� ZWPJLZ� Z\NHY HUK � [ZW

ZHS[ PU H IV^S� [OLU Z[PY PU [OL YHPZPUZ HUK WLLS�

� 4HRL H ^LSS PU [OL JLU[YL HUK HKK [OL TPSR��

TLS[LK I\[[LY HUK ILH[LU LNN� 4P_ ^P[O

H [HISL RUPML� [OLU IYPUN L]LY`[OPUN [VNL[OLY��

[V H KV\NO� ;PW V\[ VU[V H MSV\YLK

^VYRZ\YMHJL HUK RULHK \U[PS ZTVV[O�

� 7\[ IHJR PU H JSLHU� SPNO[S` VPSLK IV^S� JV]LY

^P[O H JSLHU [LH [V^LS HUK SLH]L ZVTL^OLYL

^HYT MVY �ñ�� OV\YZ \U[PS KV\ISLK PU ZPaL�

� ;PW V\[ VU[V H SPNO[S` MSV\YLK ^VYRZ\YMHJL

HUK RULHK IYPLMS �̀ +P]PKL PU[V �� LX\HS WPLJLZ�

HUK ZOHWL LHJO WPLJL PU[V H YV\UK I\U�

(YYHUNL VU H SHYNL� SPNO[S` VPSLK� IHRPUN ZOLL[�

*V]LY ^P[O SPNO[S` VPSLK JSPUNMPST�HUK�SLH]L�\U[PS�

KV\ISLK PU ZPaL HNHPU�

� /LH[ [OL V]LU [V ���*�MHU ���*�NHZ ��

;V THRL [OL JYVZZ� TP_ [OL WSHPU MSV\Y ^P[O

^H[LY [V THRL H Z[PMM I\[ WPWLHISL WHZ[L ����

[IZW�� 7\[ PU H WPWPUN IHN ^P[O H ZTHSS UVaaSL�

<ZL H ZOHYW RUPML [V ZJVYL H SPNO[ JYVZZ VU

LHJO� [OLU WPWL JYVZZLZ MVSSV^PUN [OL SPULZ�

� )HRL MVY ����� TPU\[LZ \U[PS NVSKLU HUK

YPZLU� >OPSL Z[PSS ^HYT� TLS[ [OL THYTHSHKL

^P[O H ZWSHZO VM ^H[LY� :PL]L PU[V H ZTHSS�

IV^S�[OLU�IY\ZO�V]LY�LHJO�I\U�

PER SERVING 271 KCALS | FAT 5.2G | SATURATES 2.9G

CARBS 48.3G | FIBRE 2G | PROTEIN 6.8G | SALT 0.6G
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NEXT ISSUE ON SALE 22 APRIL: Hot Korean recipes 
Show-off sandwiches | Make your own spring rolls

PLUS New-wave Asian restaurants in the UK and a Weekend in Madrid 

9LJPWL 1(505, 9(;*30--,
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They rise again!

p116 



supermarkets,pharmacies,health stores 
and www.vitabiotics.com
*Source: Nielsen GB ScanTrack Total Coverage Value Sales 52 w/e 25th April 2015. 
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With busy lives,more of us are looking to

support energy release and vitality,with an

iron supplement that is easy on the stomach 

and tastes great too.

Feroglobin® Liquid – a delicious honey and orange
flavour liquid with gentle iron which contributes

to normal formation of red blood cells and

haemoglobin and normal energy release.

Feroglobin® Capsules - a gentle iron supplement,
in capsule form with zinc and vitamin B12,

formulated to deliver an ideal amount of iron to

the body while remaining gentle on the stomach.

With iron, folate, vit.B12

which support the reduction of 

tiredness & fatigue

Feeling
Tired?

DELICIOUS LIQUID CAPSULES
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